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ABSTRACT
Plainchant Accompaniment and Modal Harmony in Nineteenth-Century France
by
Ruka Shironishi

Advisor: William Rothstein

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, harmonization of plainchant melodies had
become a trend among church organists. In their harmonizations, many of these organists
freely applied the harmonic conventions of what may be characterized today as commonpractice tonality, such as dominant-to-tonic cadences, often including the use of accidentals.
French scholars and educators of the time, like Louis Niedermeyer and his collaborator
Joseph d’Ortigue, viewed such practices as a corruption of plainchant and sought to reform
the ways in which plainchant was harmonized on the organ.

The nineteenth-century reformation led by these harmonists ignited discourse on the nature
of plainchant melodies and the type of musical language that should be used to harmonize
them, if they were to be harmonized at all; there was disagreement over how or to what
extent the tonality of plainchant should be distinct from “modern” tonality. Three different
attitudes on this matter may be represented by the methods discussed and compared in this
dissertation: those of Louis Niedermeyer and Joseph d’Ortigue, François Gevaert, and
Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens.

iv

Chapter 1 introduces two treatises that were published in 1856, one co-authored by
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, the other written by Gevaert. Both treatises employ a noteagainst-note setting that excludes the use of dissonance. Such a setting was criticized by
Lemmens, whose treatise was published in 1886. Lemmens claims that incorporating freer
rhythms and certain types of dissonance promotes a musical unity between plainchant and
modern tonality, which he saw as desirable. Chapter 2 looks into neume notation, which,
according to Lemmens, reveals the melodic nature of plainchant melodies. Chapter 3
discusses Lemmens’s unique view on the harmonic implications of plainchant melodies.

The harmonization methods discussed in this dissertation were studied by notable
composers residing in France at the time. The last chapter focuses on three such composers,
Franz Liszt, Gabriel Fauré, and Erik Satie, and the ways in which they incorporated aspects
of plainchant in their works. Examination of the arguments advanced by nineteenth-century
scholars not only reveals the issues that arise when plainchant melodies are placed in
harmonic contexts; it also sheds light on the compositional language of nineteenth-century
composers who were influenced by harmonized plainchant and incorporated modality
within their works. What began as a humble attempt to reform the performance of
plainchant had an unintended consequence: the creation of a new type of harmonic language,
which may be referred to as modal harmony. Modal harmony is found in numerous works
by nineteenth- and early twentieth-century French composers. This dissertation represents
an inquiry into the origins of a musical language.
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PREFACE

Prior to arriving at the topic of this dissertation, my research had focused on Claude
Debussy’s music. I was particularly interested in Debussy’s incorporation of various scalar
collections within the framework of tonality. I had applied, in my analyses, various methods,
such as Schenkerian analysis and other, more contemporary approaches, in an attempt to
gain better understanding of Debussy’s harmonic language.

In the meantime, it came time for me to take the comprehensive exam at the Graduate Center.
In the exam, I was given two tasks: one was to provide a historical overview on theories of
mode and the other to analyze a song by Gabriel Fauré, Prison. In Prison, I saw melodic lines
that outlined a number of diatonic modes. In addition to their appearance in the superficiallevel melodic lines, the modes in the song were also interwoven into functional harmony,
which resulted in incorporation of unconventional modal mixtures on the structural level.
After spending some time studying the song, I became fascinated with the way Fauré fused
modality within the tonal framework.

The combination of the two tasks given to me at the exam prompted me to think about the
origin of the type of modality that appears in Fauré’s compositions and the possible relation
to the way modality appears in the works of not only Debussy but other French composers
from the late-nineteenth century to the early-twentieth century. Searching for the possible
origin of Fauré’s modal harmony, I took a closer look into the history of mode. In doing so, I
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realized that there was a gap to fill in the narrative of modality and the type of modal
harmony that had developed in nineteenth-century France.

At a time when young, promising French musicians mostly gathered to study at Paris
Conservatoire, Fauré received his education not at the Conservatoire, but at l’École
Niedermeyer—a school that was established with the purpose of educating church
musicians. At the Niedermeyer School, Fauré studied with Louis Niedermeyer himself who
was an authoritative figure in the plainchant reformation that was taking place at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. With Niedermeyer, Fauré studied not only the modal
language of plainchant melodies, but the ways to harmonize such melodies, according to
Niedermeyer’s belief.

Niedermeyer and his collaborator Joseph d’Ortigue believed that plainchant should ideally
be performed without harmonization. However, they acknowledged the popular convention
among church organists to accompany plainchant melodies, and they aimed to establish a
system of harmonization that best preserves the nature of plainchant—if it was to be
harmonized at all. The language of plainchant is considered by Niedermeyer and other
nineteenth-century harmonists as a kind of tonality; they use various terms such as tonalité
ancienne, tonalité grégorienne and tonalité du plainchant. (For consistency, in my work, I use
the term “plainchant tonality.”) Although it was not their intention to invent something new,
in their effort to preserve the old, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue had essentially contributed to
the development of a type of harmonic language by establishing their method based on their
2
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interpretation of plainchant tonality. Establishing a system of plainchant harmonization
involves an individual's understanding of historical performance practice and their
subjective views, like their religious beliefs. The definition would depend not only on what
they believe to be historically accurate, but also the degree to which they believe historical
accuracy to be an important factor in establishing their system.

The differences among the harmonists’ understandings and attitudes are apparent
particularly in the questions of musica ficta:
§

What accidentals should be considered as part of a mode and hence the
harmonization?

§

On what basis should harmonies be constructed?

§

Should all the voices of the harmony be strictly modal?

§

Can the voices other than the main melody be altered in order to construct
progressions according to the familiar tonal conventions?

To gain a greater perspective on this, I turned to Fétis’s theory and found a view on
plainchant tonality that is clearly in contrast with that of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue. While
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue write their harmonization with all-white notes of the keyboard,
with just one exception of Bf, Fétis was not resistant to the idea of incorporating more
accidentals (beyond Bf and Fs) for the purpose of emulating modern functional harmony.

Fétis himself did not write a treatise on plainchant accompaniment, but François Gevaert
seemed to share a similar attitude on plainchant tonality with that of Fétis. So, I decided to
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use Gevaert’s treatise to make a comparison with Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s.
Coincidentally the two treatises were published in the same year, 1856.

What is common between the two approaches is that both limit their harmonization to triads
written in note-against-note texture. The note-against-note texture, which does not
accommodate dissonances, was still distant in character from the harmonic language of
Fauré. I began extending my research to see how the studies on plainchant accompaniment
were carried onto the latter part of the nineteenth century. In doing so, I came across a
number of treatises that were published from the end of the nineteenth century to the
beginning of the twentieth century and saw that the note-against-note harmonization of
earlier treatises was criticized by the later generation of harmonists.

By the end of the nineteenth century, more historical manuscripts of notated plainchant
were being discovered, and based on such findings, the authors of new generation claim that
it is truer to the nature of plainchant to incorporate more rhythmic activities in the
harmonizations. The addition of melodic decorations meant, for them, inclusion of
dissonances. With further research, I learned that the pioneer of these newer methods was
a Belgian harmonist named Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens. Through his harmonizations,
Lemmens, aims to fuse plainchant tonality and modern tonality. To find the middle ground
between the two tonalities, Lemmens believes that inclusion of rhythmic variety and
dissonance were necessary.
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While acknowledging that plainchant was originally written without the intention of being
harmonized, Lemmens claims that the implication of harmony is inherent in the melodies.
Such harmonic nature, in Lemmens’s interpretation, incorporates “natural dissonance,”
which essentially means for him the dominant seventh chord. Inclusion of dissonance in the
accompaniment adds more complexity to the harmony; so long as the dissonant harmony is
constructed only with the notes of the mode, it allows the harmonization to accommodate
more tonal idioms while maintaining a strong sense of modality. This type of modal harmony
resonates with Fauré’s harmonic language.

Plainchant and its modality are often thought of as the language of the ancient past. But in
actuality, it is a language that has co-existed with so-called modern tonality. It was cultivated
by the musicians over the centuries, based on their interpretations of Medieval modal theory,
and continued to evolve until the twentieth century. Its continual evolution led to the
development of a type of modal harmony we see in the works of late-nineteenth- and earlytwentieth-century French composers. I hope to have shown here the possible origin of such
a compositional language, which lies within a tonal framework, but challenges the confines
of major-minor tonality in ways different from extreme chromaticism or denial of tonality.

5
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Plainchant is a genre of music that is not commonly associated with harmony. The
composition of plainchant, which is monophonic by nature, predates the practice of
polyphony and, hence, the concept of harmony as the term is understood today. Because
plainchant melodies were not composed on the basis of harmony, attempts to harmonize
them present intriguing conflicts between the principles of modality (originally a
monophonic concept) and tonality. The process of harmonizing plainchant can result in the
creation of a harmonic language that may be referred to as “modal” harmony. This type of
modal harmony is found in numerous works by nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
French composers. Its origin lies in the theory and practice of plainchant harmonization in
nineteenth-century France, which was part of a larger movement to revive and reform the
singing of plainchant in the Catholic church. This nineteenth-century tradition is preserved
not only in harmonizations but in treatises.

The use of the organ within churches gradually grew through the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and by the beginning of the nineteenth century, it had become a
popular practice among churches in France to harmonize plainchant on the organ. Because
harmony is foreign to the traditional performance practice of plainchant, there was
disagreement among nineteenth-century harmonists regarding the way in which plainchant
should be harmonized (if it was to be harmonized at all). A number of treatises on
harmonization were published with the aim of establishing the “proper” way of
accompanying plainchant. These methods were studied by notable composers residing in
6
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France, including Franz Liszt, Gabriel Fauré, and Erik Satie; the influences of their studies is
reflected in the uses of modality in some of their compositions. Although the intended
purpose of the treatises was not to create a new harmonic language for non-liturgical use,
they nonetheless offered a refreshing source of harmonic ideas to those composers who
were searching for ways to develop a language alternative to both eighteenth-century
tonality and Wagnerian chromaticism.1

Because plainchant melodies do not naturally conform to the principles of tonal harmony,
incorporating modality within a harmonic framework poses a challenge. The process of
uniting the fundamentally different entities, modal melodies and harmony, requires a
harmonist to determine the degree to which the modal aspects of plainchant should be
maintained and to what degree, if any, should familiar tonal idioms be incorporated in
harmonizations.

The nature of the challenge becomes apparent in a comparative study of the various treatises
on plainchant harmonization. This dissertation discusses and compares three treatises:
those by Louis Niedermeyer and Joseph d’Ortigue, François Gevaert, and Jacques-Nicolas
Lemmens. The first chapter introduces two of the earlier treatises, both published in 1856:
one co-authored by Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, the other written by Gevaert. While

Nathan L. Lam’s article “Tonalité grégorienne: Musica recta as Prescriptive Harmony” (2020)
describes the nineteenth-century plainchant revival as “a wellspring of new diatonic-modal music”
(346). Lam provides analyses of compositions, which he claims, were written in tonalité grégoriennes
based on Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Traité théorique et pratique de l’accompagnement du plainchant. The pieces analyzed by Lam are of Eugene Gigout and Alexandre Guilmant; Gigout was a
student at the Niedermeyer School and Guilmant studied with Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens. (Lam’s
article appeared after this dissertation was substantially complete.)

1
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Gevaert’s method embraces the influences of modern tonality, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
aim is to establish a system that, in their view, preserves the nature of plainchant modality
as distinctly as possible from modern tonality. Both Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s and
Gevaert’s treatises harmonized plainchant in a note-against-note setting without any
dissonances, and such a setting was criticized later by Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens, who
claimed that plainchant should be harmonized more fluidly with dissonances and freer
rhythm. Lemmens’s method, published in 1886, aims to create a unity, or fusion, between
modality and tonality; his ideas will be introduced in Chapter 2 and further explored in
Chapter 3.

The varying degrees of plainchant modality (as these authors understood it) that the three
methods incorporate will be examined based on the accidentals that they permit in
harmonizations. All three treatises discussed in this dissertation agree that plainchant is
conventionally written in all-white notes (referring to the keyboard); they all accept Bf as a
necessary part of plainchant modality for the purpose of avoiding the tritone between F and
B. Beyond this, there is disagreement regarding the acceptability of accidentals.

The following list summarizes the contrasting perspectives of the three treatises regarding
the use of accidentals and authentic (V–I) cadences. The attitudes towards these two matters
reveal the harmonists’ beliefs on “how modal” and “how tonal” plainchant harmonizations
should be.

8
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and

Joseph
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d’Ortigue,

Traité

théorique

et

pratique

de l’accompagnement du plain-chant (1856)
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s aim is to make plainchant tonality as distinct as possible
from modern tonality; their purpose is to separate the musical language of the church
from that of the opera house. In an attempt to do this, they prohibit the V–I cadence,
the quintessential cadence of modern tonality. Furthermore, they believe that
harmonizations should be constructed almost exclusively with “white notes,” with the
single exception of Bf. The use of Fs in Mode 8 (plagal Mixolydian mode), they admit,
is arguable, but they exclude it from their work to make harmonizations of Mode-8
melodies distinct from harmonizations in the key of G major.
2. François Gevaert, Méthode pour l’enseignement du plain-chant et la manière de
l’accompagner (1856)
Gevaert acknowledges that plainchant is essentially diatonic, which for him means no
sharps or flats. However, he argues that the influence of harmony over the past
centuries has modified this characteristic of plainchant in a way that includes the use
of Bf and Fs. Gevaert justifies the use of Fs by pointing out that “great composers of
the sixteenth century,” particularly Palestrina, have used it in their compositions.2
Because he does not resist the idea of conforming plainchant harmonizations to the
conventions of modern tonality, Gevaert employs V–I cadences even where they
require the addition of accidentals other than Bf or Fs.

« Le dièze a été employé dans tous ces derniers cas par tons les grands compositeurs du 16e siècle
et notamment par Palestrina. » Gevaert, Méthode pour l’enseignement du plain-chant, 17.

2
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3. Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens, Du chant grégorien : sa mélodie, son rhythme, son
harmonisation (1886)
Lemmens’s aim lies in creating plainchant harmonizations that demonstrate a unity
between modality and tonality. Modality, according to Lemmens, is maintained by
restricting the notes to those he believes are authentically part of each mode: the
“white notes” plus Bf and Fs. To create the sense of unity between modality and
tonality, he harmonizes modal melodies with familiar tonal progressions, including
the V–I cadence. Unlike Gevaert, Lemmens permits V–I cadences only when they can
be constructed without using accidentals other than Bf and Fs (as is the case, for
example, in Mode 5 or Lydian). When it is not possible to construct a V–I cadence
without the addition of extra accidentals, a plagal cadence can be used as a structural
cadence.

The foundations used by these harmonists for the formation of their systems, including the
accuracy of their historical knowledge, are often dubious. This is why twentieth-century
musicologists termed their version of modal theory “neo-modal.” 3 It is clear that the
nineteenth-century harmonists misunderstood medieval modal theory. On the other hand,
medieval modal theorists misunderstood Greek modal theory.4 The entire history of mode is
one of creative misunderstandings from one era to another; those who believed themselves

Jessie Ann Owen defines the term “neo-modal” as “a modern hybrid that reduces Glarean’s twelve
modes to five transposable scale-types: Dorian, Phrygian, Mixoloydian, Aeolian, and Ionian.” She
explains that it eliminates the Lydian, because in practice, it is nearly always found with a Bf and thus
duplicates the Ionian. Jessie Ann Owen, “Concepts of Pitch in English Music Theory, c. 1560–1640,”
in Tonal Structures in Early Music, ed. Cristle Collins Judd.
4 Medieval theorists’ conception of modes based on Greek modal theory is discussed by Harold
Powers and others in “Mode,” Oxford Music Online.
3
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to be reviving something ancient were usually inventing something at least partly new. Even
the ascription of modes and Greek genera to sixteenth-century polyphony represents a
creative act on the part of sixteenth-century theorists and composers, not a restoration. It is
not my purpose in this dissertation to criticize any misconceptions that these authors may
have had. As an observer of history, I intend to give an account of what these authors knew
and believed, how such knowledge and beliefs led them to establish their own methods of
harmonizing plainchant, and how these in turn influenced the composers who studied their
methods. What began as a humble attempt to reform the performance of plainchant had
unintended consequences. Without the theory and practice of plainchant harmonization,
French music of the period 1870–1970 might have turned out very differently.

11
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CHAPTER 1: PLAINCHANT TONALITY

“Plainchant is dying! Ecclesiastical tonality is dead! … I let out this cry in the preface [of my
Dictionnaire de plain-chant],”5 Joseph d’Ortigue explains, because “the theatrical taste that
dominates us has driven out, from our intelligence and hearts, the sense and the spirit of
plainchant, as worldly accents have driven them away from our ears.”6,7 Writing a dictionary
of plainchant at a time when “modern music has been placed at the pulpit” and “opera has
made its way into the sanctuary,” he says, “I felt as though I were drawing up an obituary.”8

D’Ortigue as a musicologist was one of the most influential figures of the nineteenth-century
chant reformation. In d’Ortigue’s view, plainchant and its tonality were “dying” because they
were being taken outside of the diatonic, monophonic setting, which he believed plainchant
should be maintained within. The organists of the time were harmonizing plainchant
melodies by applying tonal harmonic convention, such as chromatic alteration of a scale tone
to emulate the leading tone function of major-minor system and form a V–I cadence.

D’Ortigue, Dictionnaire de plain-chant, 1854.
« Voilà que, dans la préface de ce gros livre [de mon Dictionnaire de plain-chant], je laisse échapper
ce cri de ma poitrine : Le plain-chant se meurt ! La tonalité ecclésiastique est morte ! Ce qui voulait
dire : Le goût théâtral qui nous domine a chassé de notre intelligence et de nos cœurs le sens et l’esprit
du plain-chant, comme les accents mondains l’ont chassé de nos oreilles. » Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue, Traité théorique et pratique de l’accompagnement du plain-chant, 7.
7 This and the subsequent translations, unless otherwise noted, are my own.
8 « En attendant, avec l’harmonie, la musique s’installait au lutrin. L’opéra, trop à l’étroit sur les
théâtres, rebroussait jusque dans le sanctuaire… Or, en ce temps-là, je poursuivais la longue et
laborieuse tâche de mon Dictionnaire de plain-chant. En face, d’une part, de la nomenclature
interminable de mes articles, d’autre part, de cette inondation de la musique profane, je croyais
dresser un obituaire. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 7.
5
6
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As we will see (in both this and the following chapters), d’Ortigue’s rather extreme purist
view regarding the “tonality” of plainchant evolves over time. His encounter with Louis
Niedermeyer’s theory, firstly, convinced d’Ortigue that plainchant may be harmonized
within its own kind of diatonic tonality that, in his view, respects the nature of plainchant,
without succumbing to “modern” tonality.

D’Ortigue and his collaborator, Niedermeyer, sought to reform the ways in which plainchant
was being harmonized at the organ by establishing a system that, in their view, preserves
the nature of tonality of plainchant as distinctly as possible from modern tonality. Their
approach was clearly in opposition with that of those harmonists, like François Gevaert, who
believed that it was only a natural part of the developmental process of music that the
language of plainchant incorporates aspects of modern tonality. The plainchant reformation
led by these harmonists and their studies on plainchant accompaniment ignited discourses
on the nature of plainchant melodies and the type of musical language that should be used
to harmonize them. Such discourses, which had a significant influence on the development
of theories of tonality, are discussed as part of the Stories of Tonality in the Age of FrançoisJoseph Fétis by Thomas Christensen.

Examination of the discourses among the nineteenth-century scholars not only reveals the
issues that arise when plainchant melodies are placed in harmonic context, but it also sheds
light on the compositional language of nineteenth-century French composers who were
influenced by these studies and incorporated modality within their works. In this chapter,
we will examine Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s and Gevaert’s approaches through a
comparison of their cadential formulae and their harmonizations of “Te Deum.”
13
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The History of Plainchant Harmonization
At the end of the eighteenth century following the French Revolution, the church and its
music suffered from secularization of its music, caused in part by the growing power and
anti-clericalism of the middle class. Christensen explains the situation as follows:
By the turn of the nineteenth century, it had become clear to many of the faithful in
France that the liturgical song of the Catholic church had taken a particularly bad turn
at some point. Many were quick to blame the fall on the secularism of the
Enlightenment and the ensuing carnage wrought by the Revolution.9
“But,” Christensen continues, “undoubtedly the most obvious and egregious examples of
modern tonality infecting the singing and practice of chant in the century can be seen in the
many organ accompaniments that were written out and prescribed by pedagogues.”10

Although it is not entirely clear what purpose it served then, according to scholars like
Barbara Owen and Peter Williams, the use of the organ in church is said to have begun in the
ninth century. 11 In his “Petit essai d’histoire de l’accompagnement” (Part Two of L’Art de

Christensen, Stories of Tonality in the Age of François-Joseph Fétis, 29.
Christensen, 32.
11 “For all such occasions a question is: What did the organ play? … For at least Byzantine practice of
the ninth and tenth centuries—where it cannot have been a question of organ-polyphony as such
(Hammerstein 1986: 57)—there may be a clue about its general effect in the report that the singing
of prayers during processional liturgies began as the organs stopped sounding…” Williams, The
Organ in Western Culture: 750-1250, 72; “Whether organs were used liturgically is not clear from the
many 9th- and 10th-century references to them. … Pope John VIII (872–82) wrote of an organ
required ‘for the purpose of teaching the science of music’, for which it remained useful to scribes
writing about and teaching musical proportions, for example at Benedictine centres such as Fleury
and St. Gallen. The practical function of organs set up by, or in memory of, great abbots or landowners
is unknown…” Owen, "Organ," Grove Music Online.
9

10
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l’accompagnement du chant grégorien, 1946), 12 Francis Potier states that the role of the
instrument had historically been “first and foremost a solo role.”13 An organ would provide
the intonation to the officiant and the singers or play preludes and interludes; at times, it
would double the melody at the unison or octave to provide support. In general, the ways in
which the organ accompanied the voice, Potier says, were “rudimentary and purely
melodic.” 14 A similar description is found in Walter Hillsman’s article “Instrumental
Accompaniment of Plain-Chant in France from the Late Eighteenth Century,” which states
that “French churches… had certainly enjoyed a long and well-developed tradition of
liturgical organ-playing before the nineteenth century, but the organ had been used in France
for interludes between portions of chant and not for accompanying the chant itself.” 15
Hillsman adds, “what is thought to be characteristic of French practice, the orgue du choeur,16
was not introduced in Paris until 1829.”17

The year 1829 is also mentioned by Potier as the year “that the organ was definitively
entrusted with the accompaniment of all the pieces of plainchant.” He notes that this was
when Adrien de La Fage (1801–1862) “first introduced the new convention to the church of

Potier’s l’Art de l’accompagnement du chant grégorien contains a bibliography of the plainchant
harmonizations published before 1936 with Potier’s commentary on each treatise.
13 « Quel fut alors le rôle dévolu à l’orgue? Ce fut d’abord et surtout un rôle de soliste. » Potier, 64.
14 « Ce fut d’abord et surtout un rôle de soliste. L’orgue donnait l’intonation à l’officiant et aux
chantres. On lui confiait par ailleurs des préludes et des interludes dans la tonalité du plain-chant…
Parfois aussi il suivant le chant note par note, à l’unisson ou à l’octave, simplement pour le soutenir.
Ce n’était là qu’un accompagnement rudimentaire, purement mélodique, comme on le faisait. » Potier,
64–65.
15 Hillsman, “Instrumental Accompaniment of Plain-Chant in France from the Late Eighteenth
Century,” 10.
16 “Choir organ” is a small instrument (relative to a pipe organ) that is used to accompany the choir.
17 Hillsman, 10.
12
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Saint Etienne-du-Mont, of which he was chapel master.18,19 According to Potier, it was in the
seventeenth century that the role of the organ within churches began to change:
[O]rgan accompaniment in the modern sense of the word, which gives the melody a
prominent place, only appeared around 1600, with the diffusion of figured bass. The
accompaniment simply applied current laws of four-part harmony to plainchant, and
this system subsisted throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
However… this custom did not become widespread until quite late, at least in
France.20
Potier adds that the invention of the harmonium (in 1842 by Alexander Debain) and its rapid
diffusion contributed greatly to spreading the custom of plainchant harmonization.

The addition of a harmonic dimension to the monophonic melodies required an
incorporation of elements foreign to the language of plainchant. Many organists resorted to
application of familiar tonal conventions such as V–I cadences, often involving chromatic
alterations of the scale of the mode. Amédée Gastoué, a student of Charles Bordes at the

« C’est seulement en 1829, à Paris, que l’on confia définitivement à l’orgue le soin d’accompagner
toutes les pièces de plain-chant : Adrien de La Fage (1801–1862) introduisit le premier cette
innovation à l’église St-Etienne-du Mont dont il était maître de chapelle. » Potier, 65.
19 See La Fage’s response to criticism regarding his use of organ to accompany plainchant: « … mon
but principal en introduisant l’orgue dans le chœur était l’abolition de cet abominable et honteux
usage, connu seulement en France, d’accompagner le chœur par le serpent, instrument grossier, si
contraire aux voix, au goût et au bon sens… il fallait dès lors que l’orgue accompagnât le plain-chant,
ainsi que la musique. Le but essentiel était atteint : l’orgue, quand on le voudra, pouvant toujours
s’abstenir. » Adrien de La Fage, La reproduction des livres de plain-chant romain, 141; quoted in Potier,
66.
20 « Mais l’accompagnement d’orgue au sens modern du mot, qui donne à la monodie une place
prépondérante, n’apparaît que vers 1600, c’est-à-dire avec la diffusion de la basse chiffrée : il est noté
avec ce procédé. Il applique simplement au plain-chant les lois courantes de l’harmonie à 4 parties.
Le système subsistera tout le long du XVIIe et du XVIIIe siècle. Toutefois… cet usage ne se généralisa
qu’assez tard, du moins en France. » Potier, 65.
18
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Schola Cantorum of Paris, who later (in 1898) became a professor of Gregorian chant at the
Schola, describes the situation as follows:
[The diffusion of the harmonium] contributed greatly to the final corruption of
plainchant… The complete forgetting of ecclesiastical modality, introducing sharps
and chromatic alterations, further distorted taste...21

Potier also acknowledges the free application of tonal conventions and the disregard for
modality as a “real massacre of the melody” through which the plainchant melodies become
“disfigured.”22 However, while he makes clear that accompanying plainchants on the organ
is not ideal, the author also recognizes that it can be practical and sometime even necessary:
Art is made for men and by men; absolute art does not exist. Perfection is an ideal to
which we must always strive by incessant efforts, without flattering ourselves that
we have surely attained it… [O]ur vocal cords cannot escape multiple internal and
external influences…: cold, humidity, fatigue, prolonged effort in singing, laziness, etc.
Add to these reasons inadequate ear training and the deficient training of all or part
of the group’s members. These various causes explain hesitant intonation and excuse
the habitual use of accompaniment.”23

« Elle [la diffusion de l’harmonium] contribua fort à la corruption finale du plain-chant, sa mélodie
placée à la basse, parfois doublée d’une contrabasse, en valeurs lentes, supportant autant d’accords
que de notes. L’oubli complet de la modalité ecclésiastique, y introduisant force dièzes et altérations
chromatiques, faussa encore plus le goût. » Quoted in Chanoine Francis Potier, L’Art de
l’accompagnement du chant grégorien ; Paris, Desclée & Cie, 66.
22 « Bref, c’est un véritable massacre de la mélodie : elle en paraît toute défigurée. » Potier, 12.
23 « L’art est fait pour les hommes et par des hommes ; l’art absolu n’existe pas. La perfection est un
idéal auquel il faut tendre toujours par d’incessants efforts, sans se flatter de l’avoir sûrement attint…
[N]os cordes vocales… ne peuvent échapper à de multiples influences intérieures et extérieures : le
froid, l’humidité, la fatigue, l’effort prolongé dans le chant, la paresse, etc. Ajoutez à cela des raisons
particulières : une éducation de l’oreille insuffisante, une formation déficiente de l’ensemble ou d’une
partie des éléments du groupe. Ces diverses causes expliquent les intonations hésitantes, les
21
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This attitude described by Potier was shared among scholars and educators at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, and it led to numerous publications on plainchant harmonization
in the middle of the century. Of the earliest and the most influential ones to provide a
methodology was a Swiss-born composer and educator, Louis Niedermeyer. Niedermeyer,
taking it as his mission to educate organists with proper knowledge of the nature of
plainchant melodies, founded l'École Niedermeyer in 185324 and published Traité théorique
et pratique de l’accompagnement du plain-chant in 1856 with Joseph d’Ortigue as co-author.
His teachings were also promoted through his articles printed in La maîtrise : journal de
musique religieuse from 1857 to 1861, and these publications “exerted considerable
influence for over a century.”25

Plainchant Tonality
In the preface of the Traité, d’Ortigue admits that he had once declared plainchant
“unharmonic,” and while he claims that his “declaration still stands as far as modern tonality
is concerned,” his encounter with Niedermeyer’s ideas altered his perspective. He says he
now believes that plainchant may be harmonized by “its own tonality.”
In other words, ecclesiastical tonality possesses such powers that produce harmony
sui generis, of its own kind, while it repudiates a system that is based on a different
foundation. I had never made this distinction in principle and I will say, without any

intervalles mal assures, le manqué d’aplomb, la baisse des teneurs. Elles excusent l’usage habituel de
l’accompagnement. » Potier, 8.
24 The school was originally established by Alexandre-Étienne Choron in 1818, and it was named
l’Institution royale de musique classique et religieuse. After its decline, the school was revived by
Niedermeyer and was renamed Ecole de Musique religieuse classique. After Niedermeyer’s death, the
name of the school was changed once again in 1928 to l’École Niedermeyer. Galerne, L’École
Niedermeyer : Sa création, son but, son développement.
25 Levy et al., "Plainchant." Grove Music Online, 2001.
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sacrifice to my pride, that I never would have been able to do so myself. But I testify
joyfully that I owe to my esteemed collaborator and friend the honor of a conversion
which made clear to me a truth that I had but partially discerned.26… Mr. Niedermeyer
convinced me that not only is plainchant capable of being accompanied by beautiful
harmony, but further, that this harmony is only a natural development of the melodic
laws of plainchant itself.27

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue refer to this harmonic language, which they say develops out of
“the melodic laws of plainchant,” as tonalité ecclésiastique, and they distinguish it sharply
from tonalité moderne.28 Tonality is a concept that escapes a universally accepted definition,
and it remains a subject of dispute among musicians and scholars today. For harmonists like
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, it was necessary to establish a clear concept of tonality itself in
order to establish plainchant tonality as a distinct system of tonality: “[K]nowledge of both

« Cette proposition : ‘Le plain-chant est inharmonique,’ je la maintiens encore, mais en faisant une
distinction. Le plain-chant est inharmonique par la tonalité moderne… Mais le plain-chant est
harmonique par sa propre tonalité. En d’autres termes, la tonalité ecclésiastique possède des
énergies telles qu’on en peut faire sortir naturellement une harmonie sui generis, en même temps
qu’elle repousse une harmonie procédant d’un système constitué sur des bases différentes. Cette
distinction, que je n’avais pas faite dans le principe, il n’en coûte aucun sacrifice à mon amour-propre
de déclarer que je ne l’aurais sans doute jamais faite de moi-même. J’éprouve, au contraire, une joie
sensible à reporter à mon précieux collaborateur et ami l’honneur d’une conversion qui m’a mis en
possession d’une vérité que je n’entrevoyais qu’à demi. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 8–9.
27 « Ce fut lorsque M. Niedermeyer m’eut démontré que non-seulement le plain-chant était
susceptible d’une belle harmonie, mais encore que cette harmonie n’était que le développement
naturel des lois mélodiques du plain-chant lui-même. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 1.
28 Although the use of the term tonalité moderne is consistent among the writers of the time, there
are three different terms that are used to refer to the language of plainchant: tonalité ecclésiastique,
tonalité ancienne, and tonalité du plainchant. For the sake of simplicity and uniformity, I will use the
term “plainchant tonality” in my own writing to refer to the tonality of plainchant.
26
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tonalities is absolutely necessary in order to make the one distinguishable from the other, to
understand the character and to mark the limits of each.”29

The term tonalité appeared first in Choron’s article Sommaire de l’histoire de musique (the
preface to his Dictionnaire historique des musiciens), published in 1810. Choron uses the term
specifically for the purpose of distinguishing tonalité ecclésiastique from tonalité moderne;
Christensen writes, “the theory of tonalité itself was developed by Fétis and his
contemporaries with the repertoire of Gregorian chant as a major concern.” 30 In his
Sommaire, Choron discusses the history and evolution of the musical system, which he calls
tonalité. After stating that “it is necessary to give a clear idea of what is meant in music by
tone or mode,” he provides the following description:
If a piece of music that is assumed to be entirely in the same key [ton], it would be
admitted as being formed by a combination of a certain number of sounds, each
having a constant relation with the principal tone. This arrangement or the system of
these relationships is what constitutes musical mode.31
Choron uses the terms “tone” and “mode” interchangeably, and the “system” he speaks of
here may be referred to as either “tonality” or “modality.” In his writing, the language of
plainchant is distinguished from modern tonality using the term tonalité ecclésiastique as
opposed to tonalité moderne. According to Choron, the musical system of plainchant (tonalité

« [L]a connaissance des deux tonalités est absolument nécessaire pour faire la distinction de l’une
et de l’autre, saisir leurs caractères et fixer leurs limites. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 66.
30 Christensen, 29.
31 « Or, si l'on décompose une pièce de musique que l'on suppose toute entière dans le même ton, on
reconnaitra qu'elle est formée de la combinaison d'un certain nombre de sons ayant, chacun, avec le
son principal un rapport constant. L'ensemble ou le système de ces rapports est ce qui constitue le
mode musical. » Choron, Dictionnaire historique des musiciens, xxxvii.
29
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ecclésiastique) was succeeded by modern tonality (tonalité moderne), and the advent of
tonalité moderne was defined by Monteverdi’s use of the “minor fifth” within the dominant
seventh chord, a dissonant chord that requires resolution.32,33

Choron’s concept of tonalité was further developed by François-Joseph Fétis in Traité
complet de la théorie et de la pratique de l’harmonie contenant la doctrine de la science et de
l’art, published in 1844.34 In his theory, Fétis categorizes tonality into four different stages
of its developmental process (unitonique, transitonique, pluritonique, and omnitonique).
Plainchant, Fétis explains, is “music of a single key, unitonic, which requires no transition
from one key to another,”35 and this “unitonicity,” for Fétis, is what distinguishes tonalité

“Monteverdi… invented the harmony of the dominant; he was also the first who dared to use the
seventh and even the ninth of the dominant, openly and without preparation; he likewise employed
eh minor fifth as a consonance, which had always before been used as a dissonance. Thus, tonal
harmony became known.” (« Monteverde… créa l’harmonie de la dominante ; le premier, il osa
pratiquer la septième de dominante, et même la neuvième à découvert et sans préparation ; le
premier, il osa employer comme consonance la quinte mineure, réputée jusqu’alors comme
dissonance : et l’harmonie tonale fut connue. ») Choron, xxviii.
33 Choron describes the evolutionary process of tonality (from tonalité ecclésiastique to tonalité
moderne) as follows: “If we now take a general survey of the past and present state of the science, we
shall clearly perceive how our system has succeeded that of the Greeks, from which it differs wholly
with regard to modes, and over which it has sustained considerable improvement with regard to
rhythm; we shall observe its progressive rise and attainment of its present state of perfection; we
shall see how the theory of the art, originally established on the ancient system, and without any
regard, at least but little, and that merely from condescension, to the developments of the new
system.” (« A présent, si nous embrassons d’un coup-d’œil l’état passé et l’état présent de la science,
nous verrons assez clairement comment notre système a succédé à celui des Grecs, dont il est un cas
particulier en ce qui concerne la modalité, et une extension en ce qui concerne le rythme ; comment
il a pris successivement ses accroissements et est arrivé au point où nous le voyons aujourd’hui. Nous
verrons comment les règles de l’art, établies dans l’origine sur l’ancien système, et sans avoir égard,
sinon faiblement et comme par condescendance, aux développements du nouveau, ont subsisté en
partie jusqu’à nos jours et exercé une influence générale. ») Choron, xliii.
34 Christensen refers to Nathalie Meidhof’s work, which, he states, concludes that “the paternity for
the concept of tonality should be shared between Choron and Fétis as the result of their hitherto
unrecorded ‘collaboration.’” Christensen, 32.
35 « On comprend donc que s’il y a une époque de l’art où [les accords consonants] ont été seuls en
usage, les produits de cette époque ont dû consister en une musique d’un seul ton, ou unitonique,
c’est-à-dire, qui n’avait aucune transition nécessaire d’un ton à un autre. Or, cette époque a existé :
32
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ancienne from tonalité moderne. (Fétis’s use of the term tonalité ancienne is equivalent to
Choron’s tonalité ecclésiastique.)

While Fétis views plainchant tonality (unitonicity) as a precursor to “modern” tonality
(transitonicity and beyond), Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue view plainchant tonality as a system
of its own, which should be clearly distinguished from modern tonality. In the preface of their
treatise, d’Ortigue states that “plainchant” and “harmony (as representative of modern
tonality)” have different origins and that they are incompatible with each other; plainchant
is “an essentially melodic system” and “harmony comes from elements which were foreign
to it.” He believed that “harmony cannot be associated with a form of chant for which it was
not made,” and
to apply harmony retroactively to plainchant, was not only to couple two disparate
things, but to destroy them one by the other, since the one and the other rest on two
orders of absolutely different musical facts, having neither the same origin nor the
same destination.36
Although he maintains his conviction of the incompatibility between plainchant tonality and
harmony of “modern” tonality, through his encounter with Niedermeyer’s method, d’Ortigue
becomes accepting of the idea that plainchant can be harmonized within its own tonality.

c’est celle qui a précédé l’introduction de l’harmonie dissonante naturelle dans l’art. La tonalité alors
en usage était celle du plain-chant. Cette époque s’est prolongée jusqu’à la fin du seizième siècle. »
Fétis, Traité complet de la théorie et de la pratique de l’harmonie, 151.
36 « Je pensais alors que le plain-chant était un système essentiellement mélodique ; que l’harmonie,
étant issue d’éléments qui lui étaient étrangers et n’étant venue que plusieurs siècles après, ne
pouvait s’associer à une forme de chant pour laquelle elle n’était pas faite ; qu’en conséquence,
appliquer rétroactivement l’harmonie au plain-chant, c’était non-seulement accoupler deux choses
disparates, mais les détruire l’une par l’autre, puisque l’une et l’autre reposent sur deux ordres de
faits musicaux absolument différents, n’ayant ni la même origine ni la même destination. »
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 1.
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The System of Eight Modes
Prior to examining the details of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s method of plainchant
harmonization, it should be noted that their method adopts the Carolingian system of eight
modes (Example 1.1), the system which had been standardized through the plainchant
reformation.37 In this system, the eight modes are grouped into four sets of two, each pair
having a common final. The final of the first and second modes is D, the third and fourth
modes E, the fifth and sixth modes F, and the seventh and eighth modes G. The modes with
odd numbers are “authentic” modes and those with even numbers are “plagal” modes.
Although they do not mention Heinrich Glarean, the author of Dodecachordon (1547),
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue acknowledge that “certain theorists”38 in the past have admitted
twelve or fourteen modes and they provide their views on the reason why the church has
reduced the number to eight. 39,40 Following is the summary of their explanation of “the
theory of twelve modes” as well as the “theory of reduction.”

They explain that St. Gregory the Great, developed the system of eight modes based on the
Ambrosian system of four modes. By adding the plagal forms St. Gregory enlarged the vocal compass,
“because the large number of melodies which had been introduced into the church for two centuries
exceeded the limits within which St. Ambrose practically had confined the voices of the faithful.”
(« [À] cause du grand nombre de cantilènes qui s’étaient introduites dans l’Église depuis deux cents
ans, et qui, pour la plupart, dépassaient les limites dans lesquelles les échelles de saint Ambroise
avaient en quelque sorte emprisonné les voix des fidèles… ») Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 16–17.
38 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 24.
39 « Nous allons maintenant rechercher : 1o Pourquoi on a compté jusqu’à douze et quatorze modes ;
2o Pourquoi l’Église s’est bornée au nombre de huit … » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 27.
40 Although it is not clarified by Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, the reduction of the number of church
modes to eight was the result of the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century plainchant
reformation work.
37
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Example 1.1: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s table of eight modes41

Each of the seven diatonic tones can serve as a modal final, and, hence, there are seven
different scales that can be constructed diatonically. In addition to the authentic form, each
of these seven scales can also be used in the plagal form, thus producing a total of fourteen
modes (Example 1.2). Furthermore, out of these fourteen, the “eleventh and twelfth” (those

41

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 25.
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with B as their final) are considered “defective and impracticable because of the diminished
fifth”; hence, the number of modes become reduced from fourteen to twelve.42

Example 1.2: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s table of fourteen modes43

« De ces quatorze modes, les onzième et douzième étaient considérés comme défectueux à cause
de la quinte mineure. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 29.
43 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 28.
42
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Out of the remaining twelve modes, Modes 9 and 10 (A mode) and Modes 13 and 14 (C mode;
the numbers are based on the fourteen-mode system of Example 1.2), the authors claim, do
not have raison d’être. That is to say, because of the frequent use of Bf, all the modes following
the eighth (i.e., Modes 9 through 14) are essentially duplicates of the first eight (i.e., Modes 1
through 8). For example, when the B of Mode 1 is flattened, its scalar construction becomes
identical to that of Mode 9.44 They say,
in order to avoid the tritone relationship in Mode 1, it is often necessary to flatten the
B, and, in such case, the scales become perfectly identical. This has led the melodies
of Mode 9 to be identified as Mode 1 “at the fifth” or “in A” (Example 1.3).45
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to simplify plainchant by suppressing the last four modes.”47 While this eight-fold system
was the most commonly adopted system among the theorists of chant reformation, it was
criticized by those like Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens, who believed that more significance
should be given to alteration of B to Bf when identifying a mode (we will examine Lemmens’s
argument in detail in Chapter 3).

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Six Rules and Cadential Models
In order to maintain the integrity of plainchant tonality and create harmonizations that
respect the individual characteristics of the modes, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue instruct
students to observe the following six rules:
1. The exclusive use, in each mode, of the sounds of the scale;
2. The frequent use in each mode of chords determined by the tonic and dominant;
3. The exclusive use of the harmonic formulae proper to the cadences of each mode;
4. Every chord other than the consonant triads and their first inversions should be
barred from plainchant accompaniment;
5. The laws that govern plainchant melody must be observed in each of the
accompanying voices;
6. Since the melody is the essence of plainchant, it should always be placed in the
upper voice, whether this plainchant is sung in several parts, or whether it is simply
sung in unison and accompanied by the organ.48

« [O]n verra qu’avec le si bémol il n’existe aucune différence entre ceux qu’on assimile ainsi, si ce
n’est par le point de départ… Voilà pourquoi l’Église a bien fait de simplifier le plain-chant en
supprimant les quatre derniers modes… » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 27.
48 « 1o L’emploi exclusif, dans chaque mode, des sons de l’échelle ; 2o L’emploi fréquent dans chaque
mode des accords déterminés par la finale et la domainante ; 3o L’emploi exclusif des formules
harmoniques qui conviennent aux cadences de chaque mode ; 4o tout accord, authentique l’accord
parfait et sons premier dérivé, devra être exclu de l’accompagnement du plain-chant ; 5o Les lois qui
régissent la mélodie du plain-chant doivent être observées chacune des parties dont se compose son
47
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As Rule 3 states, in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s system, each mode has its unique cadential
models, which are formulated in respect to the characteristics of the particular mode.
Formation of cadences proper to ecclesiastical tonality was an important aspect of their
method because, the authors say,
[o]ne of the causes that have contributed most markedly to the alteration of
ecclesiastic tonality is the application of the harmonic formulae of modern theory to
the accompaniment of plainchant cadences, an expedient that organists have become
accustomed to.49

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s melodic and harmonic cadences for Modes 1 and 2 are shown
below in Example 1.4 and Example 1.5 (the two modes that are in authentic and plagal
relationship share the same cadences).

Example 1.4: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s melodic cadences for Modes 1 and 2
(Melodic Cadences 1–4)50

accompagnement ; 6o Le plain-chant, étant essentiellement une mélodie, doit toujours être placé à la
partie supérieure, que ce plain-chant soit chanté à plusieurs parties, ou qu’il soit simplement chanté à
l’unisson et accompagné par l’orgue. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 31–34.
49 « Une des causes entre autres qui ont le plus contribué à l’altération de la tonalité ecclésiastique,
est l’habitude expéditive que les organistes ont contractée d’appliquer les formules harmoniques de
la théorie moderne à l’accompagnement des cadences du plain-chant. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue,
33.
50 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 42.
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Example 1.5: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonic cadences for Modes 1 and 2
(Harmonic Cadences 1–6)51

As can be seen in the harmonic cadences of Example 1.5, the melodic cadences of Example
1.4 serve not only as the top-voice melody but also as the bass line in cadential progressions.
For example, Melodic Cadence 1 (E–D) is used as the melody of Harmonic Cadence 1 as well
as the bass line of Harmonic Cadence 2. In a similar manner, Melodic Cadence 2 (C–D) is used
as the melody of Harmonic Cadence 2 as well as the bass line of Harmonic Cadence 1. In other
words, the outer voices of Harmonic Cadence 1 can be inverted to create the outer voices of
Harmonic Cadence 2.52 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Rule 5 states that “the laws that govern
plainchant melody must be observed in each of the accompanying voices”; all four melodies,
including the bass, are “subject to the same laws,” and “it is thus evident that the best bass
line would be one of the typical cadences of the mode”53 (i.e., a cadential bass line of Mode 1
or 2 should be taken from one of the melodic cadences of those modes).

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 44–47.
Melodic Cadence 2 (C–D) is also used as the bass line in Harmonic Cadences 4 and 6, where the
bass line C–D–D can be understood as the prolonged form of C–D. In the case of the three-note
melodic cadences (G–F–D and E–F–D), the entire line may not be used as the bass line of a cadential
model, but the last two notes (F–D) of the melodic lines serve as the bass line for Harmonic Cadence
3. In the harmonization of both three-note melodic cadences (G–F–D and E–F–D), shown as Harmonic
Cadences 3 through 5, the arrival of the melody on the final pitch does not coincide with the arrival
of the final harmony; the final harmony arrives with the penultimate melodic tone, F. The D minor
chord is repeated, essentially prolonging the tonic harmony so the melody can achieve its proper
cadence.
53 « Partant toujours du principe qui veut que dans toute tonalité une bonne harmonie soit le résultat
de quatre mélodies soumises aux mêmes lois et marchant simultanément, il est évident que la
51
52
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According to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, those organists “who are faithful to the Gregorian
tonality” but with “manual habits contracted through practical experience in modern music”
often accompanied the E–D melodic cadence with an A minor triad followed by a D minor
triad (Example 1.6a).54 The authors criticize this harmonization based on their idea that each
of the four voices should have cadential melodies that are characteristic of the particular
mode; the leap from A to D does not form a proper cadential bass line, because it is not taken
from one of the melodic cadences of Modes 1 and 2. Furthermore, a progression from an A
minor chord to a D minor chord resembles a tonal cadence V–I, but it lacks an essential part
of such a progression: the leading tone. The lack of the leading tone, Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue reason, would make the progression sound incomplete to the “modern” ear.55
a.

b.

Example 1.6: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s examples of
cadences that are wrong in Modes 1 and 256

This issue of leading tone may easily be resolved by raising Cn to Cs (Example 1.6b); however,
such an alteration would violate Rule 1, which states that the harmonization should only use

meilleure basse sera une de celles que fourniront les cadences habituelles de ce premier mode. »
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 43.
54 « [L]es organistes, obéissant pour ainsi dire à des habitudes manuelles, contractées dans la
pratique usuelle de la musique moderne » ; « Ce qui, en restant fidèle à la tonalité grégorienne,
donnerait les deux accords suivants [A minor and D minor]. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 42.
55 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 43.
56 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 42–44.
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the notes from the scale of the mode. Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue argue that, because a
harmony should be a representation of four well-composed melodies sounded simultaneously, it would be absurd for those melodies to be composed of different scales; because
Cs is a non-diatonic tone, the use of it in a harmonization of Mode 1 or 2 would imply a
mixture of multiple scales. They claim that “ecclesiastical tonality has suffered grievous
affronts because of the assimilations, which are too often made, of plainchant cadences to
the cadences of modern music.”57

While Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Rule 1 prohibits the use of any non-diatonic tone, they
accept Bf as part of plainchant tonality. We see in Harmonic Cadence 5 (Example 1.5) their
use of Bf, harmonized with a G minor triad. The authors state that the alteration of Bn to Bf
can be made whenever there is an F in the same voice as shown in Example 1.7.
[W]e must not lose sight of the fact that the theory of all times and of all places has
admitted but one variable note, the B; …this note being the only one with which the
tritone can be formed by any other note of the scale, is also the only one which may
be modified by the flat.”58

« C'est par l'assimilation qu'on a trop souvent faite des cadences finales du plain-chant aux
cadences de l'harmonie moderne que la tonalité ecclésiastique a subi les plus graves atteintes. »
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 43.
58 « Quoi qu’il en soit, ne perdons pas de vue que la théorie de tous les temps et de tous les lieux n’a
jamais admis qu’une note variante, le si, par la raison, encore une fois, que cette note, étant la seule
qui puisse se trouver en relation de triton avec une autre note de l’échelle (le fa), ce qui constitue le
cas du diabolus in musica, est aussi la seule qui doive être adoucie par le bémol. » Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue, 88.
57
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Example 1.7: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s example of the use of Bf in Modes 1 and 259

Despite their statement, which claims “the best bass [of a Mode-1 cadence] will be one of
those [melodies] which provide the customary cadences of the first mode,” 60 we see in
Harmonic Cadence 5 (Example 1.5) a leap from G to D in the bass, which is not one of the
melodic cadences listed in Example 1.4. Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue do not provide any
remarks regarding this exception. They presumably accept this bass line that supports a
plagal cadence, based on the convention that includes plagal cadence as an integral part of
the harmonic language of sacred music.61 The Traité also shows the same use of IV chord (to
harmonize the 4 of melodic cadence 4–3–1) in Modes 3 and 4 (p. 57) as well as Modes 7 and
8 (p. 80).

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s strictly diatonic approach were met with opposition by those
who believed such a purist approach was too extreme. As Christensen states, “a large number
of church musicians remained unpersuaded that modern tonality and Christian piety were
incompatible.”62 We have noted that, contrary to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s belief, Fétis
viewed tonalité ancienne as a precursor that evolves into tonalité moderne. For Fétis then, it

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 47.
« [I]l est évident que la meilleure basse sera une de celles que fournirent les cadences habituelles
de ce premier mode. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 43.
61 A historical overview on the use of plagal cadence in sacred music can be found in Jason Terry’s A
History of the Plagal-Amen Cadence (PhD, diss), 2016.
62 Christensen, 65.
59
60
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was a natural phenomenon for plainchant harmonization to incorporate aspects of modern
tonality. This perspective of Fétis strikes a chord with François Gevaert’s approach to
plainchant harmonization, which contrasts with Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s in notable
ways.

François Gevaert and his Méthode
François Gevaert was a Belgian organist, composer, and musicologist who took over the
directorship of The Royal Conservatory of Brussels from Fétis in 1871. At the conservatory,
he inaugurated an important concert series, Concerts du Conservatoire, and as the director of
the Concerts “he exerted a far-reaching influence through his historical concerts, producing
works of all nations and periods.”63 Gevaert’s treatise on plainchant harmonization, Méthode
pour l’enseignement du plain-chant et la manière de l’accompagner, was published in 1856,
the same year in which Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Traité was published.

Gevaert’s system incorporates tonal V–I cadences and permits the use of accidentals more
liberally. Rather than viewing the practice of harmonization as the cause of a corruption of
plainchant tonality that must be corrected, Gevaert regards harmonization as a contributing
factor to the development of the language of modern music. The following quote explains his
perspective on plainchant tonality:
Organ accompaniment and vocal harmonization of plainchant began to play a very
important role in the church, and the influence of this novelty, to which we owe our

63

Baker, Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Musicians, 555.
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modern music, increased gradually until around the middle of the sixteenth century.
This era marked in this genre of music the period of highest artistic development.
It is useless to examine here whether the influence of harmony has been a
source of good or bad results for the plainchant. The fact remains that harmonized
music has become incorporated into our auditory sense to a point where we can no
longer separate the two constituent elements of musical art: melody and harmony…
Adopting this point, let us examine that it is the harmonic combination which will
preserve the better to the plainchant its proper characteristic and its tonalité
antique.64

Gevaert, unlike Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, does not offer systematic rules; instead, he
shows harmonizations of ascending and descending scales in each mode. What he presents
is essentially a “rule of the octave,”65 except the harmonized scales are placed in the soprano
voice rather than the bass. The closing cadences of these progressions are marked as cadence
finale; other possible types of final cadences follow when there are multiple ways of
harmonizing them. Example 1.8 shows Gevaert’s Mode-1 harmonization.

« L’accompagnement par l’orgue, et l’harmonisation vocale du Plain-chant commencèrent dès lors
à jouer un rôle très important dans l’église, et l’influence de cette nouveauté, à laquelle nous devons
notre musique moderne, s’accrut graduellement jusques vers le milieu du XVIe siècle… Il est inutile
d’examiner ici si l’influence de l’harmonie a été pour le Plain-Chant une source de bons ou de mauvais
résultats, toujours est-il, que la musique harmonisée s’est incorporée dans notre sens auditif, au point
de ne plus nous permettre la séparation des deux éléments constitutifs de l’art musical : la mélodie
et l’harmonie… Ce point adopté, examinons qu’elle est la combinaison harmonique qui conservera le
mieux au Plain-Chant son caractère propre, et sa tonalité antique. » Gevaert, 21.
65 See Peter Williams’s article "Regola dell'ottava" (Oxford Music Online, 2001) for more about rule of
the octave.
64
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Example 1.8: Gevaert’s harmonization of ascending and descending scales
of Mode 1, with four different cadential harmonizations66

A comparison of the cadential formulae of the two treatises reveals the differences between
the two approaches. Take the harmonization of the melodic cadence C–D, for example. Both
treatises show two different ways in which this melodic cadence may be harmonized:
Cadences 2 and 3 of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue (Example 1.5, p. 29) and Cadences 3 and 4
of Gevaert (Example 1.8). The two treatises agree on the progression of an F major chord to
a D minor chord as one of the options forhttp://ccwatershed.org
this melodic cadence (Cadence 3 of Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue and Cadence 4 of Gevaert). However, the alternative harmonization of this
melodic cadence given in each of the two treatises do not agree with each other. Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue’s Cadence 2 harmonizes C–D with a first-inversion C major chord and a D
minor chord, while Gevaert’s Cadence 3 harmonizes it with an A minor chord followed by a

66

Gevaert, 24.
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D minor chord. Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Cadence 2 creates a stepwise bass line E–D,
which is one of the melodic cadences of Modes 1 and 2, while Gevaert’s Cadence 3 creates a
bass line with a leap, A–D.

Notice that Gevaert’s Cadence 3 is identical to one of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s examples
of a cadence that is “wrong” in Modes 1 and 2 (Example 1.6, p. 30). Following their rule that
the cadential bass line must be taken from one of the cadential melodic formulae,
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue would disapprove of Gevaert’s Cadence 3, whose bass line, A–D,
is not one of the melodic cadences that they consider proper to the mode. Gevaert, on the
other hand, would presumably dismiss Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Cadence 2 based on his
avoidance of inverted triads. Gevaert limits his harmonization almost entirely to rootposition triads because he believes that a triad is in its simplest form when it is in root
position and that root-position triads reflect the simple nature of plainchant. Following this
idea, Gevaert claims that a triad should be used in its root position when harmonizing
plainchant to properly convey its character. 67 We thus see that Gevaert’s conception of
plainchant harmonization is based on the vertical sonority of triads, whereas Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue’s conception is more contrapuntal.

Gevaert’s Cadence 3 is problematic for Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue not only because of the
leap A–D in the bass but the use of a non-diatonic tone Cs. When constructing a cadence in a

« Ce point adopté, examinons qu’elle est la combinaison harmonique qui conservera le mieux au
Plain-chant son caractère propre, et sa tonalité antique. Il n’est pas douteux que la préférence doive
être accordée à l’harmonie consonante et encore ne doit-on l’employer que dans sa forme la plus
simple : l’accord parfait sans renversement. » Gevaert, 21.

67
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mode whose final does not diatonically create a half-step relationship with the note below it,
Gevaert adds an accidental to raise the note below the final. The raised, chromatic tone would
function as the third of the dominant chord, and such an alteration allows Gevaert to create
a tonal V–I cadence. While Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue claim that the incorporation of V–I
cadences in plainchant harmonization has challenged the integrity of church modes, Gevaert
argues that those who strive to return plainchant to its natural state have gone to extremes
by prohibiting the use of sharps.68

Musica Ficta and the Use of Sharps
The question of whether or not to incorporate sharps in plainchant harmonization, or to
what extent they should be included, depended on the harmonist’s interpretation of the
convention of musica ficta. In 1845, Fétis wrote of the unexplicit convention in his influential
article titled “Du demi-ton dans le plain-chant” published in Revue de la musique religieuse,
populaire et classique:
The authors of earlier plainchant treatises all speak of a replacement of a tone written
in a chant by a semitone, which was supposed as indicated by the circumstance where
it was recognized necessary: they call this supposition musica ficta 69 … The rules
[regarding the un-notated semitone alteration], either neglected or modified by the

« Depuis quelques année plusieurs personnes, désireuse de rendre au Plain-Chant le caractère que
ces altérations successives lui avaient fait perdre, ont donné dans un extrême oppose : ils ont proscrit
impitoyablement le dièze que depuis plusieurs siècles on employait dans la cadence du 8e ton, malgré
la succession désagréable du triton qui résulte de l’absence du dièze. Pour être logique ces novateurs
auraient du aussi supprimer le bémol dans le 1r, le 5e et le 6e ton, car en définitive le bémol n’est pas
plus inhérent à la musique d’église que le dièze. » Gevaert, 16.
69 « Les anciens auteurs de traités de plain-chant parlent tous du remplacement du ton écrit dans le
chant par le demi-ton, qui était supposé comme indiqué dans les circonstances où il était reconnu
nécessaire : ils appellent cette supposition musica ficta. » Fétis, “Du demi-ton dans le plain-chant,” 26.
68
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demands of harmony…, have ended up becoming uncertain and giving rise to various
opinions concerning the extent to which a semitone may be used.70

The term musique feinte (French translation of musica ficta), also appears in d’Ortigue’s
Dictionnaire. D’Ortigue refers to “an anonymous fourteenth-century manuscript from the
Laurentian library in Florence (Pluteus 29, codex 48),”71 part of which reads:
There is musique feinte every time when an ascending tone is altered by a semitone,
… Musique feinte should not be marked with any sign.72

Despite their awareness of the convention of musica ficta, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue
maintains a diatonic system which admits no accidentals other than Bf. The authors explain
their perspective as follows:
The moment when ecclesiastical tonality is waging the most desperate war ever
declared against it by secular art is not the one in which it can disarm itself by the
adoption of a wholly heterogeneous element, which without any reason destroys the
diatonic order upon which plainchant rests. If the Fs has sometimes been tolerated,
when it was not possible to foresee the consequences which might follow its

« Ces règles, ou négligées par la suite, ou modifiées par les exigences de l’harmonie…, ont fini par
devenir incertaines et par faire naître des opinions diverses concernant l’usage plus ou moins étendu
du demi-ton. » Fétis, 25–26.
71 « Dans un manuscrit anonyme du XIVe siècle de la bibliothèque Laurentienne de Florence (Pluteus
29, codex 48), on lit le passage suivant… que la théorie du demi-ton haussant était admise à cette
époque… » D’Ortigue, Dictionnaire liturgique, historique et théorique de plain-chant et de musique
d’église au moyen âge et dans les temps modernes, 25.
72 On dit qu'il y a musique feinte toutes les fois qu'en montant ou change un ton en demi-ton... On ne
doit marquer par aucun signe la musique feinte. » (Original Latin: “Falsa sive ficta musica dicitur esse
quando fit ascendendo de tono semi-tonium… et non debet falsa musica signari.”) D’Ortigue, 25–26.
70
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admission into plainchant, its introduction today would be a fatal and deplorable
concession to the demands of modern tonality. We must take care not to fall into a pit
as cleverly constructed as is this same modern tonality, which insinuates itself upon
our ears.73

Gevaert, on the contrary, argues that an addition of a sharp to plainchant is actually
necessary in certain situations. He claims that the influence of harmonized music had already
modified the characteristic of plainchant by the sixteenth century, and that the nature of
plainchant was further altered by the convention of organ accompaniment, which
introduced the use of sharps in Mode 8.74 Rather than condemning these alterations, Gevaert
accepts them as part of the natural development of the language of plainchant.

The following are three instances in which Gevaert claims that a sharp should be added to
plainchant melodies:75

« Ce n’est pas au moment où la tonalité ecclésiastique soutient la guerre la plus acharnée que lui
ait jamais déclarée l’art mondain, qu’elle peut se désarmer elle-même par l’adoption d’un élément
tout à fait hétérogène et qui viole sans raison aucune l’ordre diatonique sur lequel repose le système
du plain-chant. Si le fa dièse a pu être parfois toléré, alors qu’il était permis de ne pas entrevoir les
conséquences qui devaient découler de son admission dans le plain-chant, son introduction serait
aujourd’hui une fatale et déplorable concession aux exigences de la tonalité moderne. Nous nous
garderons de tomber dans un piège d’autant plus habilement tendu que c’est cette même tonalité
moderne qui agit sur nos oreilles par voie d’insinuation. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 89.
74 « Le caractère propre du Plain-Chant est essentiellement diatonique, et de sa nature il n’admet
aucune altération. Mais depuis plusieurs siècles l’influence de la musique harmonisée a modifié
jusqu’à un certain point ce caractère, et dans les Antiphonaires antérieurs au seizième siècle on
trouve déjà dans les chants des premier et sixième ton l’emploi du Sif alternat avec le Sin. L’emploi de
l’orgue pour l’accompagnement du Plain-chant… a introduit dans quelques tons l’usage du dièze…
Cet abus s’est entendu si loin que dans quelques chants on a été jusqu’à ajouter des dièzes aux Ut
dans le 8e ton. » Gevaert, 15.
75 These rules apply to an existing plainchant melody; as we will see later, Gevaert’s method is more
lenient in regard to addition of sharps in voices other than the main melody.
73
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1. In Modes 1 and 2, a sharp is added [on C] at a final cadence, ad libitum;
2. In Mode 7, a sharp is added on F when there is a melodic line that is similar to the
end of the first verse of Lauda Sion;
3. In Mode 8, Fs is used in all final cadences.76

Situation 1 refers to the use of Cs in Mode 1 and Mode 2 cadences, which we have already
discussed (see Cadences 1 and 2 of Example 1.8 on p. 35). Examples of Situations 2 and 3,
which refer to the use of Fs in Mode 7 and Mode 8 respectively, are shown in Example 1.9.77
Additionally, Example 1.10 shows the melodic cadence of “Lauda Sion” as it appears in
Gevaert’s treatise, which includes an Fs.
a.

b.

Mode 7

Mode 8

Example 1.9: Gevaert’s examples for Modes 7 and 878

« A. Dans les 1r et 2d tons on mettra un dièze aux cadences finales, ad libitum. B. Dans le 7e ton on
mettra un dièze au Fa dans tous les cas où la mélodie sera analogue à la fin du premier verset du
Lauda Sion. C. Enfin dans le 8e ton on emploiera le Fa dans toutes les cadences finales. » Gevaert, 16.
77 Church modes are conventionally written in “all-white” keys. Gevaert transposes the modes into
different keys so that all the modes uniformly share the tone A as their dominant tone; this is so all
the modes may be listed within the range of an average voice. For my purpose of comparing Gevaert’s
cadences to those of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, I have transposed them back into “all-white” keys,
in the way diatonic modes are traditionally notated.
78 Gevaert, 28–29.
76
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Example 1.10: The cadence of the first verse of “Lauda Sion”
as seen in Gevaert’s Traité 79

According to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, “many theorists attempt to justify the use of Fs in
http://ccwatershed.org
Modes 7 and 8 by referencing a certain
statement by Guido d’Arezzo, which is often

interpreted in a dubious and arguable way.” 80 The statement in question is taken from
Guido’s Micrologus, Chapter XV, which reads: Si autem eam vis plenius proferre non
liquefaciens, nil nocet ; saepe autem magis placet liquescere. According to Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue, this statement is commonly interpreted as follows:
If one wishes to sound the F strictly as Fn in the following melody [Example 1.11],
there would be no objection; but it is often more pleasant to sound it as an Fs.81,82

Gevaert, 16.
« Plusieurs théoriciens veulent justifier l'emploi du fa dièse dans les 7e et 8 e modes, en s'appuyant
sur un texte de Guido d'Arezzo, dont l'interprétation est d'ailleurs douteuse et contestée. »
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 87.
81 « Si vous voulez faire entendre pleinement le fa naturel sur [la mélodie suivante], il n’y a aucun
inconvénient ; mais souvent il est plus agréable de faire entendre la fa dièse. » Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue, 88.
82 In Micrologus, Guido’s statement is accompanied by the following figure:
79
80

.
While Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue interprets this figure as shown in Example 1.11, Warren Babb
shows the following notation to accompany the translation of the same passage:

Babb’s translation of the quote by Guido reads: “If you wish to perform the note more fully and not
make it liquesce, no harm is done; indeed, it is often more pleasing” (Babb and Palisca, Hucbald, Guido,
and John on Music, 72). According to Babb’s interpretation, it is the clivis on the syllable “Ad” that is
liquescent.
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Example 1.11: Guido’s example of a melody of G mode
(as it appears in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Traité)

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue explain that, in this translation, the term liquescere from Guido’s
original statement is interpreted as “alteration by a half step,” more specifically, in this case,
“raising” by a half step. However, they argue that liquescere does not exactly mean “raising
by a half step,” saying that “we find this word employed in certain phrases of Guido where it
is impossible for it to signify ‘raising by a half step.’”83 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue do not
provide further details regarding the interpretation of this term; however, we can turn to
Oxford Music Online to find that liquescent (from liquescere, “to become liquid” or “to melt”)
refers to a phenomenon that “arises in singing diphthongs and certain consonants to provide
for a semi-vocalization of that vowel or consonant as a passing note to the next pitch.”84

Another statement from Guido’s Chapter XV, which directly precedes the one quoted by
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, can give us a further clarification:
At many points, notes “liquesce,” like the liquid letters, so that the interval from one
note to another is begun with a smooth glide and does not appear to have a stopping
place en route.85

« Nous voyons ce mot employé dans mainte autre phrase de Guido, où il est impossible de lui
donner la signification de hausser d’un demi-ton. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 88.
84 "Liquescent." Oxford Music Online. 2001.
85 Original Latin: “Liquescunt vero in multis voces more litterarum, ita ut inceptus modus unius ad
alteram limpide transiens nec finiri videatur. porro liquescenti voci punctum quasi maculando
supponimus hoc modo.” Guido, Micrologus, XV. 57–58, 175f; trans. from Babb and Palisca, Hucbald,
Guido, and John on Music, 72.
83
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Based on this translation by Warren Babb, Guido’s use of the term liquescent seems to refer
to an inflection of a pitch, in a manner of sliding, rather than a clear alteration of a tone, in
this case from Fn to Fs.

While acknowledging that Guido admits the chromatic alteration of Fn to Fs for a “softer”
effect, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue interpret this statement more as Guido’s approval for the
use of Fn in the melodic cadence G–F–G: “this statement [of Guido] seems to sustain the
opinion of those who repudiate with us the use of Fs as an alteration of the tonality, rather
than of those who permit its use for the sake of smoothness.”86 They criticize those musicians
who take Guido’s statement “without reflection” and apply Fs to all melodic cadences of
Modes 7 and 8. The use of Fs in Modes 7 and 8, from Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s perspective,
is “a violation of the fundamental laws of plainchant.”87,88 They explain that when the F is
altered to Fs in Modes 7 and 8, the scales become practically identical to those of Modes 5

“Ce texte, alors même qu’il se rapporterait réellement à l’emploi du fa dièse nous paraîtrait plus
favorable à l’opinion de ceux qui comme nous, repoussent le fa dièse comme une altération de la
tonalité, qu’à l’opinion de ceux qui l’admettent comme adoucissement. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue,
87–88.
87 « Quant à nous, nous déclarons que c’est violer les lois fondamentales du plain-chant que
d’employer le fa dièse dans certaines cadences, et nous n’hésitons pas à dire que les partisans de cette
prétendue euphonie sont ceux dont les organes émoussés par les impressions efféminées de la
tonalité moderne sont incapables de s’identifier avec les éléments et les données de la tonalité
ancienne. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 89.
88 Eugene Gigout adds in the Appendix of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s treatise that the melody of
“Lauda Sion” is “evidently written in the mixolydian mode (the seventh)” and that “an analysis of its
elements precludes all thought of the Fs.” He says, “despite the absence of the Fs, or better, because
of this absence, they [les formules] preserved a distinct effect of nobility to which we have long since
ceased to be accustomed by modernized plainchant.” (« Il est bien le type du mode mixolidien.
L’analyse de ses formules éloigne toute idée du fa dièse… Nous ne craignons pas d’ajouter, car
personne assurément n’y contredira, que malgré l’absence du fa dièse, ou plutôt grâce à cette absence,
elles ont conservé un grand caractère de noblesse auquel le plain-chant modernisé avait depuis
longtemps cessé de nous habituer. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, Traité théorique et pratique
de l’accompagnement du plain-chant (nouvelle edition, 1878), NP.
86
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and 6 that include Bf. 89 According to the authors, Modes 7 and 8 thus altered become
“deprived of raison d’être.”90

In their treatise, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue show only fragments of harmonized “Lauda Sion”
as examples of Mode 7 cadences (Example 1.12). However, the melodies in these segments
do not include any direct nor indirect B–F tritone relationship that would cause the
Accompagnement du n° 1.

alteration of Fn to Fs. Although Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue themselves do not provide a
Accompagnement du n° 1.

harmonization of the entire plainchant, we find one created by Eugene Gigout (a professor
at the Niedermeyer School) in the Appendix of the third edition of the Traité published in
Accompagnement
du n° 2. |
1878 (Example 1.13; Gigout’s harmonization
is transposed
down by a step to Mode 7 on F).

Exemple tiré de la proseAccompagnement
Lauda Sion : du

n° 2.

|

Exemple tiré de la prose Lauda Sion :

Accompagnement du n° 3.

Alleluia de la même prose

;

Accompagnement du n° 3.

Alleluia de la même prose

;

Example 1.12: Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue’s
harmonization of
Accompagnement
du n° 4.
“Amen” and “Alleluia” from “Lauda Sion”91

Accompagnement du n° 4.
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 87.
90 « … à altérer le 7e mode par l’adjonction du dièse au fa, sans s’apercevoir que ce mode, ainsi
confondu, quant à son échelle, avec le 5e, n’avait plus de raison d’être et se trouvait par le fait
anéanti. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 87.
(Voir l'exemple ci-après.)
91 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 80.
89
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Example 1.13: Gigout’s harmonization of “Lauda Sion”92

The red box in Example 1.13 shows Gigout’s harmonization of “hymnis et canticis,” which is
equivalent to the melodic segment shown in Gevaert’s example (Example 1.10, p. 41). In
Gevaert’s example, the melody directly descends in stepwise motion from B to Fs (from the
syllable “hym-” to “can-”). In Gigout’s transposed version, the equivalent notes are A and Ef;
however, the melody of Gigout’s version does not show a stepwise descent from A to Ef. In
fact, Gigout’s version includes incomplete neighboring tones Bf and G (marked with red
arrows), which break up the tritone A–Ef. Gigout notes that this melody was taken from the
Reims et Cambrai edition of Graduale (Example 1.14), in which we see the same incomplete
neighboring figures that is used in Gigout’s harmonization. Compare this to the way the
melody appears in the 1896 edition of Liber Usualis shown in Example 1.15, which sets the
syllables “hym-nis et can-” with a direct stepwise descent from B to F. The difference
between Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s theory and Gevaert’s theory regarding the use of Fs in

92

This example is taken from the English translation of the Traité published in 1903.
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Mode 7 is likely associated with the different editions of chant books that were being
consulted. (The issue of discrepancies among the different editions will be discussed in
Chapter 2.)

Example 1.14: “Lauda Sion” as it appears in Reims-Cambrai edition of the Graduale93

http://ccwatershed.org

Example 1.15: “Lauda Sion” as it appears in the 1896 edition of Liber Usualis94

Modes 3 and 4
Modes 3 and 4 are described by Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue as being “the farthest removed
from modern tonality"; 95 they present unique issues when placed in a harmonic context.
What sets these two modes apart from others is their scalar construction, which creates a
half-step relationship between the final and the note above the final.

Graduale Romanum, Reims-Cambrai edition (1887), 390.
Liber Usualis (1896), 484.
95 « [L]es troisième et quatrième modes, dont nous venons de parler, sont ceux de tous qui s’éloignent
le plus de la tonalité moderne. … Une gamme dont la tonique est à un demi-ton du degré qui la suit
immédiatement en montant est sans exemple dans notre musique. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 63.
93
94
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Example 1.16 shows the melodic cadences of Modes 3 and 4, and Example 1.17 shows
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of those melodic cadences. According to
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, the harmonization of F–E melodic cadence with a D minor and
an E minor triad (Example 1.17a) is the only “natural” one that “expresses the laws and the
elements of the modality.”96

Example 1.16: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s melodic cadences for Modes 3 and 4
a.

b.

d.

c.

Example 1.17: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonic cadences for Modes 3 and 4

Harmonizing the F of the F–E melodic cadence with a D minor chord creates a bass line D–E,
which is one of the proper melodic cadences for Modes 3 and 4. A B diminished triad in first
inversion can also create a bass line D–E, but Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue does not allow it
here because its inner voice B would create an interval of diminished fifth against the F in

« Nous disons que cette harmonie est la seule naturelle parce qu’elle découle nécessairement des
lois et de éléments de la modalité. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 54.

96
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the melody. An F major chord is ruled out as an option as well, because, if used in root
position, it would create parallel octaves, and if used in first inversion, the bass line would
not create one of the proper melodic cadences of Modes 3 and 4.

Compare Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Cadence 1 (Example 1.17a) to Gevaert’s harmonization of the same melodic cadence (Cadence 1 in Example 1.18).97 Like Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s Cadence 1, Gevaert’s Cadence 1 uses a D minor chord to support the tone F of the
melodic cadence F–E. He does not create a tonal V–I cadence as he does in other modes,
presumably because the distinct nature of Modes 3 and 4 does not allow Gevaert to construct
a major V chord (B–Ds–Fs) with a simple alteration of the seventh scale degree; it would
require two chromatic alterations, Dn to Ds and Fn to Fs.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Example 1.18: Gevaert’s harmonic cadences for Modes 3 and 498

In all of these cadences of Modes 3 and 4 (Example 1.18), we find a peculiar use of a sharp
on the tone G, which results in altering the quality of the final E chord from minor to major.
Gevaert does not explain this use of a sharp, but according to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue,

As noted in Footnote 77 (p. 40) Gevaert transposes the modes so that they all share the tone A as
their dominant tone; Modes 3 and 4, for example, are written with a signature of three sharps, and
the scale is constructed on Cs as its final. For my purpose of comparing Gevaert’s cadences to those
of Niedermeyer, I have transposed them back into “white-key” notation (i.e., Modes 3 and 4 on E).
98 Gevaert, 26.
97
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organists and accompanists, not being able to speak harmonically, to account for this
F descending to E in the final cadences of the third and fourth modes, have been led
to consider this E as the dominant of the key of A minor, and consequently have
accompanied it by the major triad of E whether they approach it from D or from
F…99,100

The half step between the first and second degrees of Modes 3 and 4 is a phenomenon that
is unfamiliar within the language of modern tonality. The only instance, in a tonal cadence,
where one would encounter such a melodic cadence would be at a half cadence in the key of
A minor, with a melodic motion from 6 to 5 over a progression of predominant to dominant
harmony. That is why some harmonists would resort to understanding the melodic cadence
F-E of Modes 3 and 4 as 6-5 in the key of A minor, hence harmonizing the final melodic tone
E with an E major chord as if it is the V chord of A minor. Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue argue
that such treatment, which deprives Modes 3 and 4 of their unique property, is the kind of

« Remarquez maintenant que les organistes et les accompagnateurs, ne pouvant se rendre raison,
harmoniquement parlant, de ce demi-ton de fa descendant sur le mi, dans les cadences finales des
troisième et quatrième modes, ont été conduits à considérer ce mi comme la dominante du ton de la
mineur, et l’ont conséquemment accompagné par l’accord de mi majeur auquel ils arrivaient soit par
le ré, soit par le fa. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 64.
100 “In this manner melodies of the third and fourth modes have become to a certain extent pieces in
our key of A minor, … And this is so true that in the table of ecclesiastical keys adapted to those of the
organ, which may be seen in the Dictionnaire of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, we read, under Mode 3, these
words: A minor or G, and under Mode 4: A minor ending upon the dominant.” (« En sorte que les
mélodies de ces troisième et quatrième modes devenaient des morceaux quelconques dans notre ton
de la mineur, … Et cela est si vrai que dans le tableau des tons de l’Église appropriés aux tons de
l’orgue, que l’on peut voir dans le Dictionnaire de Jean-Jacques Rousseau, on lit, au troisième ton, ces
mots : la mineur ou sol, et an quatrième ton : la mineur finissant sur la dominante. ») Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue, 64.
99
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alteration that "destroys the ancient tonality in effacing the distinctive characteristics of
the… modes.”101

Note that Cadence 2 in Example 1.18 is the only cadence in which Gevaert uses an inverted
chord in all of his cadences in all the modes. As mentioned above, Gevaert believes that a
root-position triad is best suited for the harmonization of plainchant. Following this
conviction, almost all the triads used in his harmonizations are in root position, but an
exception to this rule is apparently given to Cadence 2 of Example 1.18, where he uses a D
minor chord in first inversion. The tone D diatonically belongs to three different triads: D
minor, B diminished, and G major, but none of these triads in root position may be used to
harmonize the D in this context. A progression of a D minor chord to an E minor chord would
result in parallel octaves, as would a B diminished chord in first inversion. A B diminished
chord cannot be an option here either, because a diminished triad would not be used in root
position. The remaining possibility of G major triad is presumably avoided because of the
chromatic alteration of Gn to Gs, which would result from a progression of G major chord
followed by an E major chord.

Notice in Cadences 3 and 4, a Gn is harmonized with a C major chord. The Gn, placed in the
tenor voice, moves up by a step to A before ending on the Gs. The A minor chord, which
harmonizes the A, intervenes the chromatic motion Gn–Gs that would otherwise be created.

« Il est incontestable que ces dernières cadences sont plus douces aux oreilles modernes ; mais il
n’est pas moins certain qu’elles détruisent radicalement la tonalité ancienne en effaçant les
caractères distinctifs des quatre modes dont nous venons de parler. Il résulte de là une harmonie
bâtarde qui n’est ni du plain-chant ni de la musique. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 65.

101
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A minor is the supposed “tonic” of Modes 3 and 4 for Gevaert, and the use of an A minor chord
in the final cadences fortifies the sense of the key of A minor. The unique features of Modes
3 and 4 can be further explored through a comparison of the harmonizations of “Te Deum”
found in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s treatise as well as Gevaert’s treatise.

“Te Deum”
“Te Deum” is an Ambrosian hymn from the fourth century, which is categorized as a mixture
of Modes 3 and 4 (Example 1.19). 102 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization and
Gevaert’s harmonization of this melody are shown in Examples 1.20 and 1.21 respectively. I
have marked and numbered the structural cadences in these examples; the cadences labeled
with corresponding numbers share the same melody (for example, Cadence #1 of both
versions harmonizes the melodic cadence B–A–G). These cadences are also reproduced in
Example 1.22 and Example 1.23 (p. 56) for ease of comparison.

Example 1.19: “Te Deum” (opening)103

During the Middle Ages it was widely believed that St. Ambrose and St. Augustine composed
the “Te Deum” as an improvised prayer at the baptism of St. Augustine. Some studies have
named Niceta the probable author, but the matter remains unsettled. Ruth Steiner, Falconer, K., and
Caldwell, J. 2001. “Te Deum,” Grove Music Online.
103 Paroissien romain (1896), 59. This volume is common referred to as Liber Usualis, which is short
for Liber usualis missae et officii pro dominicis et festis duplicibus cum cantu gregoriano (“Book of
common practice for Mass and Office for Sundays and double feasts with Gregorian chant”).
102
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Example 1.20: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of “Te Deum”104

104

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 114.
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Example 1.20: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of “Te Deum” (continued)
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Example 1.21: Gevaert’s harmonization of “Te Deum”105

105

Gevaert, 48–50.
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Example 1.21: Gevaert’s harmonization of “Te Deum” (continued)
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Example 1.22: Cadences in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of “Te Deum”

Example 1.23: Cadences in Gevaert’s harmonization of “Te Deum”

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue explain that, “in order to firmly establish the modality from the
beginning, the progression [in Modes 3 and 4] should begin with an E chord as much as
possible, and it should always close with this chord.”106 The opening phrase of Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue’s harmonization begins and ends with the tonic triad, E minor (see Cadence
#1 of Example 1.20). Although Gevaert’s opening phrase also begins with the tonic triad, the
same phrase closes with a G major chord (see Cadence #1 in Example 1.21).

As we have seen in his cadential models for Modes 3 and 4 (Example 1.18, p. 48), Gevaert
raises the third of the tonic triad from Gn to Gs. In “Te Deum,” an E major chord is used to
harmonize melodic cadences that involve an E or a B—for example, the B of B–A (Cadence
2) and the E of F–E (Cadence 4). However, where melodic cadences involve a Gn, it is not
possible to use an E major chord without altering the existing melody. For such instances,

« Pour bien établir d’abord la modalité, on commencera autant que possible par l’accord de mi, et
on finira toujours par cet accord. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 53.

106
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where the melody ends on the tone Gn, Gevaert creates a cadence with a G major chord
instead of an E major (or E minor) chord. The G major chord used in such cadences are
preceded by a D major chord, which appears to function as an applied dominant in the
modern sense. The use of a D major chord requires an alteration of the note above the final
from Fn to Fs; Gevaert allows such chromatic alteration as long as the melody remains
unaltered.

As Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue describe them, the scales of Modes 3 and 4 are the least like
the scales of modern tonality (i.e., major and minor scales) in that the final (1) and the note
above the final (2) are in a half-step relationship. Because of this feature, melodies in Modes
3 and 4 present unique issues in the process of harmonization. The differences among the
harmonization methods may be highlighted through a comparison of harmonic cadences for
Modes 3 and 4.

In Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s approach, the characteristic of Modes 3 and 4 foreign to
major-minor scales (i.e., the half step relationship between 1 and 2) is emphasized to
distance it from modern tonality; in Gevaert’s approach the peculiarity of those modes is
subsumed into the scheme of modern tonality. Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue acknowledge, for
example, their choice of juxtaposing a D minor chord and an E minor chord to harmonize the
melodic cadence F–E of a Mode-3 or Mode-4 cadence may sound “harsh”107 to those ears that

107

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 66.
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are accustomed to modern tonality, because a D minor chord (which includes an Fn rather
than an Fs) would not exist in a context where an E minor chord functions as the tonic.
However, rather than altering the progression to eliminate the harshness, they say those ears
will likely be accustomed to the “strange” harmonic characteristic and eventually find them
“beautiful.”108 In Gevaert’s approach, on the other hand, attempts are made to normalize the
peculiarity of Modes 3 and 4 within the context of modern tonality; the F–E line is interpreted
to fit a familiar harmonic idiom in which a melodic cadence descends by a minor second, i.e.,
as the 6–5 of a minor key. We will revisit the issues of Mode 3 and Mode 4 harmonization in
Chapter 3, from the perspective of Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens.

« Mais nous espérons que le caractère étrange de ces harmonies ne fera sur leur oreille qu'une
impression passagère ; Bien mieux, nous sommes convaincus que non-seulement ils s'y
accoutumeront, mais encore qu'ils finiront par les trouver belles. » Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 66.

108
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CHAPTER 2: NEUMES, RHYTHM, AND DISSONANCE

Following the works of mid-nineteenth-century authors, the interest among scholars in
developing a method of plainchant harmonization continued to grow into the latter half of
the century. While earlier studies aimed to establish plainchant tonality as a system that is
distinct from modern tonality, the focus of later studies generally shifted toward making
harmonizations less rigid, and more “musical,” by moving away from the note-against-note
setting that had been commonly employed. Many of the methods published around the turn
of the century provided new perspectives on plainchant tonality by incorporating rhythmic
and dissonant elaborations in the harmonizations.

The general shift of focus within studies of plainchant harmonization can be seen
represented in the works of Jacques-Nicolas Lemmens, a Belgian organist, educator, and
composer who was appointed as an organ professor at the Conservatoire royal de Bruxelles
in 1848. In 1879, he founded l’École de musique religieuse at the request of Belgian bishops;
the school was later renamed Lemmensinstituut. At the Conservatoire, Lemmens taught
organ to Alexandre Guillmant, who founded the Schola Cantorum of Paris in 1894 with
Charles Bordes and Vincent d’Indy.

In the 1850’s, Lemmens began producing plainchant harmonizations in note-against-note
settings; however, we see in his publications from the 1880s that Lemmens’s style of
harmonization underwent a transformation within the thirty-year time period. In his new
approach, Lemmens incorporated more rhythmic variety and dissonances. The use of
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diatonic dissonances in his work, Lemmens explains, helps create an ideal union of tonalité
ancienne and tonalité moderne.
Modern tonality has modified the criterion of our musical sensations, perfecting the
feeling of tonality. One must, therefore, take into account this state of affairs, and
reconcile tonality with modality.109

Louis Niedermeyer and Joseph d’Ortigue, in their treatise, expressed the importance of
establishing an appropriate harmonic language to embody the tonality of plainchant
melodies, which they referred to as tonalité ecclésiastique. It was important for them to
clearly distinguish this tonalité ecclésiastique from tonalité moderne. The authors viewed
dissonance as representative of modern tonality, hence unsuitable for plainchant, and
excluded it almost entirely from their plainchant harmonization in order to maintain a clear
distinction between the two tonalities. They created harmonizations that are in simple noteagainst-note texture using only consonant harmonies; dissonant harmonies were not used
except for the first-inversion diminished triad, which they used only where it was
unavoidable.

A note-against-note setting was an ideal context for a method of harmonization that placed
its focus on the tonality and pitch content of plainchant. However, such setting was later
criticized by harmonists like Lemmens for its lack of ability to demonstrate the rhythmic

« La tonalité moderne a modifié le criterium de nos sensations musicales, en perfectionnant le
sentiment de la tonalité. On doit donc tenir compte de cet état de choses, et concilier la tonalité avec
la modalité. » Lemmens, Du chant grégorien : sa mélodie, son rhythme, son harmonisation, 118.

109
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characteristic of plainchant melodies, which they considered as an essential attribute to be
reflected in plainchant harmonizations.110

Joseph Duclos, Lemmens’s former student and the editor of Lemmens’s treatise, writes that
the music of the Protestant church, of which Niedermeyer was known to have been a devout
member,111,112 is “cold in nature,” and that there was a need for a new style of harmonization,
which reflected both the “seriousness of religious sentiment” and “the vivifying warmth of
Catholic worship.”113 Duclos’s perspective seems to reflect Lemmens’s point of view, as we
read in the following statement:

Gabriel Fauré defends his former teacher as follows: “Niedermeyer is criticized for his noteagainst-note accompaniment; but one does not take into account that at the time of the appearance
of his Traité de Plain-Chant, in 1856, plainchant was sung very slowly everywhere, in equal note
values.” (« On fait grief à Niedermeyer de son accompagnement note contre note; mais on ne tient
pas compte qu'à l'époque de l'apparition de son Traité de Plain-Chant, en 1856, on chantait partout
le plain-chan très lentement, à notes égales. ») Fauré, Hommage à Eugène Gigout : 21 Mars 1923;
quoted in Galerne, 24.
111 Maurice Galerne’s biography of Niedermeyer notes that Niedermeyer’s father, Georges Michel,
was a Catholic and his French mother, Louise-Charlotte Baylon, a Protestant (whose ancestors were
originally from Montélimar). The author explains, “although it was accepted, in a case where different
religions are professed by the parents, that their sons would adopt the religion of the father and their
daughters that of the mother, [George Michel] did not wish to influence [his children’s] personal
beliefs. Thus, at the time of his first communion, Louis spontaneously embraced Protestantism, like
his sisters, while his father never ceased to belong to Catholicism.” (« [B]ien qu'il était admis que dans
le cas des différentes religions professées par les parents, les fils adoptaient celle du père et les filles
celle de la mère, il ne voulait pas influencer leurs sentiments intimes. C'est ainsi qu'au moment de sa
première communion, Louis embrassa spontanément le protestantisme, comme ses sœurs, bien que
son père n'ait jamais cessé d'appartenir au catholicisme. ») Galerne, 12.
112 Fétis discredits Niedermeyer’s knowledge of plainchant tradition, claiming that Niedermeyer was
“born a Protestant”; this is not entirely true because he allegedly chose to become a Protestant (Note
111). (« Né protestant, Niedermeyer ne connaissait pas assez la véritable tradition du plain-chant
pour le travail qu’il avait entrepris. ») Fétis, 1867, 320.
113 « ... [C]hez les protestants, au contraire, la musique n'est qu'une solennité extérieure, appelée à
relever un culte qui est froid de sa nature. Il y avait donc un nouveau style à créer, un style qui fût en
rapport, d'une part, avec la sévérité du sentiment religieux, et, d'autre part, avec la vivifiante chaleur
du culte catholique. » Lemmens, XIX.
110
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Melody must play a greater role in Catholic art, for the reason that the outward
worship in our religion may respond to all the noble feelings of the soul, from the
deepest grief to the greatest enthusiasm. However, it is on condition that the melody
is based on harmony. Without it, we fall into a lightweight style, devoid of interest,
which is worse than the cold and purely academic style that I have pointed out as not
having the warmth, energy, and verve that are suitable for Catholic worship. I
therefore believe that there is reason to create a new genre in the sense that I indicate,
and this is the constant object of my studies.114

Lemmens believes that accompaniment of Gregorian chant should be “modal” and “tonal.”115
By “modality,” Lemmens means “observance of the scale of a mode,” 116 and the term
“tonality,” in the context of plainchant harmonization, for Lemmens, means “a sense of
unity.”117 Although his explanation of “tonality” is questionable as a definition of the term,
through examination of his treatise, we can assume that he refers to the state of plainchant
harmonization that incorporates harmony while maintaining its modality as being “tonal,”—
the “sense of unity” is created between modality and harmony (Lemmens’s idea of tonality
will be further discussed in Chapter 3). In addition to being both modal and tonal, Lemmens
« La mélodie doit jouer un plus grand rôle dans l’art catholique, par la raison que le culte extérieur
de notre religion est destiné à répondre à tous les sentiments nobles de l’âme, depuis la plus profonde
douleur jusqu’au plus grand enthousiasme. Mais, c'est à condition que la mélodie soit fondée sur
l'harmonie. Sans celle-ci, on tombe dans un style léger, dénué d'intérêt, lequel est pire que le style
froid et purement scientifique que j'ai signalé comme n'ayant pas la chaleur, l'entrain et la verve qui
conviennent au culte catholique. Je crois donc qu'il y a lieu de créer un genre nouveau dans le sens
que j'indique, et tel l'objet constant de mes études. » T. J. de Vroye and X. van Elewick, De la musique
religieuse : les Congrès de Malines (1863 et 1864) et de Paris (1860) et la législation de l’église sur cette
matière (Paris : Letheilleux, 1866), 138; quoted in Lemmens, XX.
115 « [L]'accompagnement du chant grégorien soit tout à la fois modal et tonal… » Lemmens, 117.
116 « Par modalité, nous entendons l’observance de l’échelle du mode. » Lemmens, 117.
117 « Par tonalité, nous entendons le sentiment d’unité. » Lemmens, 118.
114
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claims that plainchant accompaniment must also be “musical.”118 In order for the accompaniment to be musical, according to Lemmens, harmonization must reflect the rhythmic
characteristics of the melody and incorporate diatonic dissonances where appropriate.119

The creation of the new style, in Lemmens’s view, thus entailed problematization of the
following two aspects: first, the note-against-note texture, for its lack of rhythmic variety and
structure; and second, the exclusive use of consonant harmonies. Following is Lemmens’s
list of conditions that he believes should be met for plainchant accompaniment to be
perceived as “musical”:
1. the chant must be placed in the top part;
2. note-against-note counterpoint must be avoided;
3. the accompaniment must share the expressive and rhythmic character of the
melody;
4. an accompaniment whose harmony excludes dissonance, even if it is prepared,
would not be artistic.120

In 1861, d’Ortigue commended Lemmens’s approach, saying,
Mr. Lemmens has been able to frame, so to speak, modern genius in ancient forms,

« Il ne suffit pas que l'accompagnement du chant grégorien soit tout à la fois modal et tonal, il doit
aussi être musical. » Lemmens, 117.
119 Lemmens, 119.
120 « 1) Le chant doit être placé à la partie supérieure, 2) On doit éviter le contrepoint de note contre
note, 3) L’accompagnement doit partager le caractère expressif et rhythmique de la mélodie, 4) Un
accompagnement dont l’harmonie exclurait la dissonance, même préparée, ne serait pas
artistique. » Lemmens, 118–19.
118
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marvelously combining severity with grace, gravity with charm, work with
imagination, the constraint of formula with the free stream of ideas.121

Lemmens’s earlier approach, according to the author himself, followed “a system of
plainchant accompaniment that had been advised by Mr. Fétis, our illustrious master";122 we
can see his earlier style of harmonization in his publication Nouveau journal d’orgue (1850).
The “system” he speaks of was based on the following three principles: 1) the exclusive use
of consonant harmonies; 2) accompaniment in four-part harmony, in note-against-note
counterpoint; and 3) the absolute exclusion of any note foreign to the modes of the songs
accompanied. However, in 1880, he “humbly” makes a mea culpa clarifying that the first of
the three principles should now be rejected; the second is “barbarous” and “destructive” of
plainchant; and only the third principle should be maintained. 123 Duclos speaks of
Lemmens’s earlier style as follows:
Nevertheless, from that time on, and during an interval of about twenty years, Mr.
Lemmens did not care much about Gregorian chant. As he admits in the Foreword of

« M. Lemmens a su encadrer, pour ainsi dire, le génie moderne dans les formes anciennes,
combinant merveilleusement la sévérité avec la grâce, la gravité avec le charme, le travail avec
l'imagination, la contrainte de la formule avec le jet libre de l'idée. » d'Ortigue, La Musique à l'église,
174–75.
122 « Un système d'accompagnement du plain-chant qui nous avait été conseillé par M. Fétis, notre
illustre maître. » Lemmens, 3.
123 « Ce système avait pour règles principales : a) l’emploi exclusif des accords consonants ; b)
l’accompagnement en accord plaqués à 4 parties, contrepoint de note contre note ; c) l’exclusion
absolue de toute note étrangère aux modes des chants accompagnés. Nous faisons humblement notre
mea culpa… Nous rejetons la première des trois règles indiquées plus haut ; la seconde, nous la
déclarons barbare et destructive du chant ; nous maintenons la troisième… » Potier, L’Art de
l’accompagnement du chant grégorien, 78.
121
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this posthumous work, he felt that he had gone astray.... Could it be otherwise? With
the defective editions he had to use, which only presented a heap of disjoined notes
and dislocated neumes, he had only adapted a note-against-note accompaniment to
alleged melodies in which there was a total absence of rhythm. The counterpoint of
note against note, while offering an excellent exercise to the young composer who
wants to learn the art of writing, will always be, in practice, the very antithesis of
musical taste.124

More than three decades after the publication of his work in Nouveau journal d’orgue,
Lemmens’s treatise Du chant grégorien: sa mélodie, son rhythme, son harmonisation, was
posthumously published in 1886. 125 Although this treatise itself does not include any
harmonizations of complete plainchant melodies, we can see the demonstration of
Lemmens’s reformed method in a collection of plainchant harmonizations published, also
posthumously, in 1884 as Volume 2 of Œuvres inédites, titled “Chants liturgiques.”

« Néanmoins, à partir de cette époque et durant un intervalle d’environ vingt années, M. Lemmens
ne s’occupa guère de chant grégorien. Comme il l’avoue dans l’Avant-Propos de cet ouvrage posthume,
il sentait qu’il avait fait fausse route … Pouvait-il en être autrement ? Avec les éditions défectueuses
dont il s’était servi et qui ne présentent plus qu’un amas de notes sans suite et de neumes disloqués,
il n’avait pu qu’adapter un accompagnement de note contre note à de prétendues mélodies où se
manifeste une absence totale de rythme. Or, le contrepoint de note contre note, tout en offrant un
excellent exercice au jeune compositeur qui veut s’initier à l’art d’écrire, sera toujours, dans la
pratique, l’antithèse même du goût musical. » Lemmens, XXVIII.
125 Lemmens died in 1881, and his treatise, Du chant grégorien, was completed by his student Joseph
Duclos. Duclos writes: “[W]e have followed, in this work, the redaction that Mr. Lemmens dictated
and annotated himself, with the greatest care, two months before his death.” (« Nous avons suivi,
dans cet ouvrage, la rédaction que M. Lemmens avait dictée et annotée lui-même, avec le plus grand
soin, deux mois avant sa mort. ») Lemmens, VII.
124
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The examples below show two versions of Lemmens’s harmonization of Salve Regina;
Example 2.1 shows the harmonization from the 1850 publication Nouveau journal d’orgue
and Example 2.2 from the 1884 publication Œuvres inédites. As can be seen, the 1850 version
is in a note-against-note setting, in which each of the melodic tones is harmonized with an
individual triad. While there is some sense of rhythm in the 1850 version, we can see a more
fluid texture in the 1884 version. In this later version, Lemmens used eighth notes, many of
which are treated as non-chordal or dissonant melodic decorations, passing or neighboring
tones. As a reference, Example 2.3 provides Salve Regina in square neume notation as it
appears in the Liber Usualis (1896).

Example 2.1: Lemmens’s harmonization of Salve Regina published in 1850126
126

Lemmens, Nouveau journal d’orgue, 72–73.
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Example 2.2: Lemmens’s harmonization of Salve Regina published in 1884127

Example 2.3: Salve Regina in square neume notation128

Lemmens, Œuvres inédites, 84.
Liber Usualis (1896), 82. It is not clear exactly what edition of the chant Lemmens was consulting,
but it is likely that it was similar to this edition.

127
128
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Plainchant Restoration at Solesmes
The importance of understanding the rhythmic nature of plainchant was acknowledged at
an international conference held in Paris in 1860. The conference, titled Congrès pour la
restoration du plain-chant et de la musique d’église, was proposed by d’Ortigue for the
purpose of discussing the state of plainchant scholarship and practice, and it was attended
by the leading plainchant scholars and clerics from both France and Belgium. According to
Thomas Christensen, at the Congrès, “there was unanimity expressed that ‘[instructional]
methods be adopted in the seminaries that take into account the nature of plainchant, its
tonality, the distinctions between its modes, its intention, its rhythm, its melody, its
accentuation, and its style.’”129 Christensen adds that Augustin Mathurin Gontier’s Méthode
raisonnée de plain-chant (1859) was “repeatedly praised” by the conference members, for it
“outlined a rhythmic theory of chant performance that emphasized the natural, unmeasured
singing of the text, one that rejected any use of equal or proportional note values.”130

Prior to the publication of his Méthode, Gontier had assisted Prosper Guéranger, the founder
of the Benedictine Abbey at Solesmes, 131 with the historical research and restoration of
plainchant. Gontier, with Guéranger’s encouragement, wrote the Méthode, which presented
the rules for proper execution of plainchant based on the practice at Solesmes.132 Katherine

Christensen, 56–57.
Christensen, 56.
131 Solesmes, a Benedictine abbey, was the center of the revival of Gregorian chant beginning in the
nineteenth century. When Prosper Guéranger founded the abbey to re-establish Benedictine life
there in 1833, “he took the initiative to restore Gregorian chant according to the manuscripts,” and
the aim of his research and restoration to publish liturgical books became a major project to be
accomplished over time. Eugène Cardine, David Hiley, and Richard Sherr,"Solesmes," Oxford Music
Online.
132 “Since Gontier had been, according to the late Solesmes historiographer Dom Pierre Combe, ‘one
of the first witnesses to the Gregorian experiments attempted by the monks,’ Guéranger had
129
130
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Bergeron notes that Gontier’s “ideas formed an important starting point for the work
completed by the next generation of scholars at the monastery.”133

Gontier’s treatise was unique among published works on plainchant at the time in that it
brought the issue of rhythm to the fore. Its first chapter opens with a question, “what is
plainchant?” (« qu’est-ce que le plain-chant? »), and proceeds to answer, “plainchant is a
tempered recitation whose notes have an indeterminate value and whose essentially free
rhythm is that of speech.” 134 D’Ortigue recognized the importance of Gontier’s work and
acknowledged the lack of studies on rhythm in his own earlier works. He wrote in the
Approbation of Gontier’s Méthode:
You are a hundred times right in considering plainchant in its rhythm first, then in its
tonality. I notice the order of subjects, indicated in the subtitle of your work [Plainchant considéré dans son rythme, sa tonalité et ses modes], because the other theorists
of our time, and myself first of all, have considered plainchant first in its modes, ... next
in its tonality, finally in its rhythm and accent, etc.135

encouraged him to try to theorize those experiments, to explain the curiously alluring effect of the
Benedictine chant.” Bergeron, Decadent Enchantments: The Revival of Gregorian Chant at Solesmes,
1998, 17.
133 Bergeron, 17.
134 « Le plain-chant est une récitation modulée dont les notes ont une valeur indéterminée et dont le
rhythme, essentiellement libre, est celui du discours. » Gontier, Méthode raisonnée de plain-chant, 1.
135 « Vous avez cent fois raison de considérer le plain-chant dans son rhythme d’abord, puis dans sa
tonalité…. Je remarque cet ordre de vos matières, indiqué dans le sous-titre de votre ouvrage, parce
que les autres théoriciens de notre époque, et moi-même tout le premier, avons considéré le plainchant d'abord dans ses modes, … ensuite dans sa tonalité, enfin dans son rhythme, son accent, etc. »
Gontier, vi.
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As we read in Duclos’s quote earlier (p. 64), scholars before Solesmes’s restoration effort
were mostly working with “defective editions,” which only presented “a heap of disjoined
notes and dislocated neumes.” An example of such incomplete neume notations, taken from
the Chansonnier de Montpellier (1721), is shown in Example 2.4.

Example 2.4: From the Chansonnier de Montpellier (1721)136

Chansonnier de Montpellier, XIIIe siècle, NP. The column on the right side shows fragments of the
gradual Viderunt omnes, which is discussed on p. 78 of this chapter.

136
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In order to learn the proper rhythmic nature of plainchant melodies, a proper research on
historical neume notation was necessary; the work of Joseph Pothier, a scholar at Solesmes,
largely provided for this need. In 1860 Pothier was assigned by Guéranger to assist Paul
Jausions with the task of preparing a new edition of liturgical chant books. After Jausions's
death, Pothier completed and published the whole work himself; the first part, Mélodies
grégoriennes d’après la tradition, was published in 1880, and the second part, the Liber
Gradualis, in 1883. The Oxford Music Online article on Pothier by Eugène Cardine and David
Hiley states:
[T]he principles put forward in Mélodies grégoriennes based on Latin word accentuation well suits the practice of chant, which Guéranger had instituted on the founding
of the Solesmes monastery. These principles, together with careful study of the
neumes themselves, were able to provide an adequate basis for the understanding of
authentic plainchant performance.137

Example 2.5 shows a table taken from Pothier’s Mélodies grégoriennes d’après la tradition, in
which the evolution of neume notation can be observed.

137

Cardine and Hiley, "Pothier, Joseph," Oxford Music Online.
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Figure 2.1: Pothier’s table of neumes138

138

Pothier, Mélodies grégoriennes d’après la tradition, 56–57 and 61.
http://ccwatershed.org
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Although scholars have not been able to point to an exact moment in history, the use of
neumes is thought to have begun in the eighth or ninth century. In Pothier’s table (Figure
2.1), the oldest form of neumes is listed in a row labeled “VIIIe et IXe” centuries; this row
shows neumes in what may be referred to as the “chirographic” style derived from
grammarian accent marks. The evolution toward square notation began in the eleventh
century, when Guido developed a system that accommodated the need for pitch-specific
signs. The Guidonian system began to spread in the twelfth century, and by the thirteenth
century it was widely adopted across Europe.139

“It was in the sixteenth century,” according to Lemmens, “which was so fatal in all kinds of
reforms, that the first typographic editions in black square notation appeared.” The author
describes the time as “the moment of the complete destruction of Gregorian chant,” because
the simple square notation displayed a “total loss of its rhythm and temporal value”; “the
neumes no longer represented anything but a heap of notes without life, without proportion,
without form, without design.”140,141

A detailed history of neume notation may be found in Ian Bent et al., "Notation," Oxford Music
Online.
140 « C’est aussi au XVIe siècle, si fatal en réformes de toute sorte, que parurent les premières éditions
typographiques en notation carrée noire, déjà en usage depuis longtemps dans les manuscrits, mais
parfois insuffisante pour traduire les neumes… [V]oici qu’approche le moment de la destruction
complète du chant grégorien. Par la perte totale de leur rhythme et de leur valeur temporaire, les
neumes ne représentaient plus qu’un amas de notes sans vie sans proportion, sans forme, sans
dessin. » Lemmens, 28.
141 “The development of square notation may be seen as the result of changes in both the conception
and the function of chant notation. The resolution of stroke notation into a series of discrete squares
linked by thin lines suggests that chant was thought of more in terms of individual pitches than of
lines and phrases, perhaps because of its role as static tenor beneath more mobile upper parts in
polyphony. Because of the easier visibility of individual notes, it facilitated singing from a codex by a
group of singers (the increasing size of manuscripts also reflects the trend towards singing from a
book instead of from memory, at least in some centres.” Ian Bent et al., “Notation,” Oxford Music Online.
139
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Lemmens says of the primitive, chirographic form of neumes, which he refers to as that of
Romanus: “[r]emarkably, of all the semiographical modifications, only that of Romanus
indicated the nuances of Gregorian rhythm.” 142 However, he adds that no single style of
neume is sufficient in representing plainchant properly:
All of these notations could not prevent the total ruin of Gregorian rhythm, and to try
to restore it today by any one of them is obviously to will an impossibility and to
disregard the teaching of the history. For these reasons, we have preferred modern
notation, the most perfect of all, because it expresses the exact value of the notes and
offers a graphical character of great simplicity.143

Translating neumes into modern notation
Taking two commonly used neumes, scandicus ( ) and climacus ( ), as examples, Lemmens
demonstrates the way in which these neumes may be translated into modern notation.
According to Lemmens, a scandicus144 “indicates three notes in ascending motion, either by
steps or leaps, not exceeding the interval of a fifth… The two dots are worth one eighth note
each, and the vigra [line] represents a quarter note (Example 2.5).”145 A climacus,146 on the

« De toutes ces modifications sémiographiques, une seule,—celle de Romanus,—indiquait surtout
les nuances du rhythme grégorien…. » Lemmens, 91.
143 « Toutes ces notations n’ont pu empêcher la ruine totale du rhythme grégorien, et prétendre le
restaurer aujourd’hui par l’une d’elles, c’est évidemment vouloir une impossibilité et méconnaître
l’enseignement de l’histoire. Pour ces motifs, nous avons préféré la notation moderne, la plus parfaite
de toutes, parce qu’elle exprime la valeur exacte des notes et qu’elle offre un caractère graphique
d’une grande simplicité. » Lemmens, 92.
144 The origin of the term scandicus is the Latin word scandere, which means “to ascend.”
145 « Le scandicus indique trois sons ascendants, soit par degrés conjoints, soit par degrés disjoints,
http://ccwatershed.org
mais n’excédant pas l’intervalle d’une quinte… [L]es deux points valent une croche chacun, et la vigra,
http://ccwatershed.org
une noire. » Lemmens, 78.
146 The origin of the term climacus is the Greek word klimax, which means “ladder.” Hiley,
"Climacus." Oxford Music Online.
142
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other hand, is the inversion of the scandicus; it represents a descending melodic line of two
eighth notes followed by a quarter note. Lemmens says that this interpretation of the rhythm
of scandicus and climacus can be “confirmed by the theory of Guido d'Arezzo, who teaches
that the last note of a group must have a short pause.”147

Example 2.5: Lemmens’s interpretation of the neumes scandicus and climacus148

We can see Lemmens’s application of this interpretation of neumes in his Salve Regina
setting of 1884 (Example 2.2, p. 67). A comparison of the 1884 setting to the square notation
of Example 2.3, p. 67) suggests that the F–E–D line set to the syllable “-gi-,” in m. 2, shows
Lemmens’s interpretation of a climacus (Example 2.6). Lemmens, in the 1884 version,
represents the rhythm of this F–E–D line with two eighth notes followed by a quarter note
(Example 2.7a). The D, in this setting, having the longest note value, receives the most
emphasis in this melodic fragment, which is the opposite of the way Lemmens set this
http://ccwatershed.org
Lemmens, 78. Here Lemmens is referring to a statement by Guido in Micrologus,
Chapter XV, which
Lemmens quotes extensively on p. 56. A portion of the quotation reads as follows (the words in
parentheses are Lemmens’s additions): “[O]ne or more neumes make a distinction, that is to say (a
musical period, after which comes) the point proper for breathing... The holding, that is to say the
lengthening of the last note, is very weak at the end of a syllable, stronger at the end of a neume, very
long at the end of a distinction, and this constitutes the (characteristic) sign of these (three) divisions.”
The following is Lemmens’s French translation of Guido: “…un ou plusieurs neumes font une
distinction, c’est-à-dire (une période musicale, après laquelle vient) l’endroit propre à la respiration…
La tenue, c’est-à-dire l’allongement de la dernière note, est très faible à la fin d’une syllabe, plus forte
à la fin d’un neume, très longue à la fin d’une distinction, et c’est ce qui constitue le signe
(caractéristique) de ces (trois) divisions.”
148 Lemmens, 78.
147
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melody in the 1850 version (Example 2.7b). In the 1850 version, the F is sounded as a dottedhalf note followed by two quarter notes E–D. We may speculate that Lemmens gained
knowledge regarding the neume notation of this passage after having created the 1850
version and reflected it in the 1884 version.

Example 2.6: A climacus as it appears in Salve Regina149
a.

b.

Lemmens (1884)

Lemmens (1850)

Example 2.7: Lemmens’s two interpretations of a climacus in Salve Regina

To refer to those neumes that represent melodic figures with ornament, Lemmens uses the
term signes d’agrément (“signs of ornament”). A quilisma, for example, according to
Lemmens, represents an ascending minor-third motion, in which the initial note is decorated
with a trill followed by a double-neighbor figure, what in Baroque ornamentation is called
an afterbeat or Nachschlag (Example 2.8). He claims that those “authors little versed in the
art of singing believed that, by trembling sound,[150] it was necessary to make the quavering

Liber Usualis (1896), 82.
“Aurelian of Réôme (fl ?840–50) spoke of it as a trembling and rising sound.” Hiley, “Quilisma,”
Oxford Music Online.

149
150
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sound of a goat.”151 He calls quilisma “the most beautiful melodic ornament” and believes
that it is important for it to be properly executed in chant performance.

Example 2.8: Lemmens’s translation of a quilisma

in modern notation

A quilisma can also be used in a simplified way. A quilisma simple

represents a double-

neighbor figure followed by a motion to a note a minor third above the main note, without a
trill preceding it; Lemmens translates this figure in modern notation as shown in Example
2.9. According to Lemmens, a quilisma is often performed in a way that each note of the
double-neighbor figure is given a “real” value (a value equal to that of the tone it decorates),
as shown in Example 2.10. He says this way of performing a quilisma follows Guido’s idea
that “in execution of quilisma, which he calls tremula, the movement can be delayed.” 152
http://ccwatershed.org

Lemmens adds that a regular quilisma can also be simplified to a three-note stepwise ascent,
as shown in Example 2.11; the asterisk (added by Lemmens), placed above the B, indicates
the single decorative tone that the double-neighbor figure is reduced to. This way of
simplification, Lemmens says, “does not have too bad of an effect,” so long as “the top note
has a temporal value that is at least double that of the other two notes.”153
http://ccwatershed.org

« Des auteurs peu versés dans l’art du chant ont cru que, par son tremblé, il fallait entendre el
chevrotement de la chèvre. » Lemmens, 80.
152 This is a translation of Lemmens’s interpretation of Guido’s idea, not Guido’s own words : « dans
http://ccwatershe
l’exécution du quilisma qu’il nomme tremula, le movement peut être retardé. » Lemmens, 80.
153 « Cette simplification ne produit pas un trop mauvais effet, lorsque la note supérieure a une valeur
temporaire au moins double de chacune des deux autres. » Lemmens, 81.
151
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Example 2.9: Lemmens’s interpretation of a “simple” quilisma

Example 2.10: Quilisma in “delayed” motion

http://ccwatershed.org
http://ccwatershed.org

Example 2.11: Simplified three-note quilisma

While a regular quilisma ascends by a third at the end of the figure, there are variations of
quilisma that, Lemmens says, “[turn] on itself, without ascending to the last note”;154 such
varied forms of quilisma are represented by the following signs:

and

. In a footnote,

on p. 82, Lemmens mentions a melodic segment within the gradual Viderunt omnes, where
this combination of quilismas can be found. The specific edition that Lemmens points to, in
which Viderunt omnes appears in chirographic neume notation, is l’Antiphoniare de SaintGall, published by Lambiotte in 1851; it is shown in Figure 2.2 (I have underlined the two
quilismas in red). According to Lemmens, the combination of quilismas in this passage should
be notated as in Example 2.12; he says of these melodic figures, “it would be difficult to
imagine anything fresher, younger, more graceful, than these two melodic decorations thus

http://ccwatershed.org

« Le quilisma
http://ccwatersh
ed.org tourne quelquefois fur lui-même, sans monter par sa dernière note. » Lemmens, 82.
154
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coupled.”155 Example 2.13 shows Viderunt omnes in square notation as it appears in Liber
Gradualis (1883) for comparison.156

Figure 2.2: Viderunt omnes with chirographic neumes
as it appears in l’Antiphonaire de Saint-Gall157

Example 2.12: Lemmens’s interpretation of the two elaborated versions of quilisma (

and

)

http://ccwatershed.org

Example 2.13: Viderunt omnes as it appears in the Liber Gradualis (1883)
http://ccwatershed.org

“Il serait difficile d’imaginer quelque chose de plus frais, de plus jeune, de plus gracieux, que ces
deux agréments mélodiques ainsi accouplés. » Lemmens, 82.
156 Example 2.4 on p. 70 also shows fragments of Viderunt omnes as it appears in the Chansonnier de
Montpellier (1721).
157 Catholic Church and Lambilotte, Antiphonaire de Saint Grégoire, 40.
155
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Chord Placement
According to Lemmens, a close study of neumes can reveal the varying structural levels of
the melodic tones and the types of harmonies that should be used to harmonize them. Some
tones, like those placed at the beginning of a neume group, may be harmonized as consonant,
chordal tones, while it may be more appropriate for others to be treated as non-chordal
melodic decorations; some others may even be supported by a dissonant harmony. Lemmens
considers the use of melodic decorations as an essential aspect of plainchant harmonization:
The song of Saint Gregory is filled with dissonances: passing tones, appoggiaturas,
and portamenti. By eliminating them from modern plainchant, we have made its life
disappear, and, as a natural consequence, it stands to reason that a dead song has
been accompanied by harmony that is also dead.158

We can see Lemmens’s use of melodic decorations within the 1884 version of his Salve
Regina harmonization (Example 2.2, p. 67). Consulting the neume notation of Example 2.3
(p. 67) suggests that Lemmens’s melodic setting of the syllables “-gi-na” in m. 2 is his
interpretation of the following three neumes: climacus, scandicus flexus, and clivis (Example
2.14a). In Lemmens’s harmonization, the beginning pitch of each of these three neumes, F–
E–E (Example 2.14b), receives chordal support; the F is harmonized with a D minor chord,
the first E with a first-inversion half-diminished seventh chord, and the second E with a rootposition A chord, without a third. The third-less A chord is preceded by a D minor chord in

« Le chant de saint Grégoire lui-même est rempli de dissonances : notes de passage,—
appoggiatures,—portamenti. En les éliminant du plain-chant moderne, on en fait disparaître la vie, et,
par une conséquence toute naturelle, on a été logique en accompagnant un chant mort par une
harmonique également morte. » Lemmens, 120.

158
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second inversion; despite the lack of leading tone, the two chords form a cadential six-four
that cadences on the tonic, D minor, at the end of the measure. The E half-diminished seventh
chord serves the predominant function in this cadential progression, as ii (we will discuss
Lemmens’s idea regarding seventh chords in more detail later).
F ———— E —————— E — D

a.

b.

iio

Vª

I

Example 2.14: a. Climacus, scandicus flexus, and clivis as they appear in
Salve Regina and b. Lemmens’s interpretation of the three neumes

The melodic F, of the first beat of the cadential six-four (Example 2.14b), is the last note of
the scandicus flexus figure (Example 2.14a). A scandicus flexus is an elaborated form of
scandicus (

), an ascending-third figure, which we saw earlier in chirographic form ( ).

The flexus (a Latin term meaning “bent”) adds an extra note in a descending stepwise motion
at the end of the figure. The addition of the flexus does not alter the nature of the neume,
which is essentially an ascending minor third, and thus it may be concluded that the last F of
the E–F–G–F figure is a decorative tone. Lemmens apparently treats this F on the fifth beat
of Example 2.14b as an accented passing tone between the preceding G and the following E.

Compare this setting (Example 2.14b) to Lemmens’s 1850 version of the same phrase
(Example 2.15). With the use of quarter notes, there is a level of rhythmic momentum set to
http://ccwatershed.org
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the F–E–D line (on the syllable “-gi-”). However, the E–F–G–F of the scandicus flexus that
follows is presented in equal note values (half notes). In addition, each of these four notes is
harmonized individually, in a note-against-note setting. Unlike this 1850 setting, in the 1884
version the first three notes of the scandicus flexus (E–F–G) are set to a single harmony, which
arguably creates a more flowing harmonization.

Example 2.15: Measure 2 of Lemmens’s Salve Regina harmonization (1850)

The phrase closes with an E–D melodic cadence, which, in the 1850 version, is harmonized
with a C major and a D minor chord; this cadence is identical to one of Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s Mode 1 cadences we have seen in Chapter 1 (reproduced here as Example 2.16).
The E–D cadence in the 1884 version (Example 2.14b), on the other hand, is harmonized
with an A chord (without a third) followed by a D minor chord, which is a progression
specifically prohibited by Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s method.

Example 2.16: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
harmonization of E–D cadence in Mode 1159

159

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 44.
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There are three instances of D–C–D melodic cadence in each of the excerpts from Lemmens’s
two harmonizations of Salve Regina, provided in Examples 2.1 and 2.2 (pp. 66–67; the
cadences are reproduced here in Example 2.17 and 2.18). In the 1850 version, each instance
of the D–C–D cadence closes with a plagal cadence, a progression from G minor to D minor.
In Cadence 1 (Example 2.17), the melodic cadence D–C–D is harmonized with a contrapuntal
cadence (i.e., it is counterpointed by the bass line D–E–D in the style of Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue), and this is followed by the harmonic, plagal cadence. Interestingly, Lemmens sets
the syllable “di-,” of “misericórdiae,” after the melodic cadence D–C–D has already concluded;
perhaps this is intended to indicate the G minor–D minor progression as the structural
cadence, rather than the preceding progression of first-inversion C major to D minor. In
Cadences 2 and 3, both the G minor and D minor triads of a plagal cadence harmonize the
final D of the melodic cadence D–C–D. The fact that, in the 1850 version, all three passages
close with a G minor–D minor plagal cadence is in line with Lemmens’s idea, which he states
in his treatise, that a plagal cadence is important in establishing the key within any minor
mode.160
Cadence 1

Cadence 2

Cadence 3

Example 2.17: Cadences 1–3 of Lemmens’s Salve Regina (1850)

« De plus, ils n’ont point de cadence plagale, et, dans l’harmonie diatonique des tons mineurs, seule,
cette cadence affirme la tonalité. » Lemmens, 110.

160
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In the square neume notation, both Cadence 1 and Cadence 2 are represented by a quilisma
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(the term subbipunctus
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notes added at the end of a neume), while Cadence 3 is represented by a climacus that begins
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on an E. The E of Cadences 1 and 2 is a subpunctus (a decorative tone) of the main neume,
quilisma. The E of Cadence 3, on the other hand, is the first note of a neume figure, climacus,
which can be indicative of its structural significance.

We have discussed Lemmens’s rhythmic interpretation of climacus (on p. 75), which is that
the last of the three notes of a climacus should receive the longest note value. However, in
the harmonization of Cadence 3 (Example 2.18), he uses a quarter note followed by two
eighth notes to set the syllable “E-.” The reason for this inconsistency is unclear; it is possible
that Lemmens was consulting an edition that indicated a different neume for the word
“Hevæ.” As an example of a notation that indicates a different set of neumes than we see in
the 1896 edition of the Liber Usualis, Figure 2.3 shows a chirographic neume notation of Salve
Regina from the twelfth-century antiphonary of St. Gall. The St. Gall edition indicates a pes
subbipunctus ( ) at the syllable “e-” of “eve” (circled in red in Figure 2.3). As can be seen in
Pothier’s table of Figure 2.1 (p. 72) a pes subbipunctus represents an upper-neighbor motion
followed by a single descent (

).

Figure 2.3: Salve Regina in neume notation as seen in the Antiphonary of St. Gall161
http://ccwatershed.org

161

St. Gallen, Stiftsbibliothek, Cod. Sang. 388: Antiphonary.
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The settings of D–C–D in the 1884 version differ from those of the 1850 version in that the C
of the D–C–D melodic cadence is treated as a less structural tone in comparison to those of
the 1850 version; there is no change of bass tone as the melody moves from D to C. Looking
at the neume notation of Cadences 1 and 2, as well as Cadence 3 (Example 2.19), we see that
the C is a decorative note added at the tail end part of the respective neumes. If we base our
harmonic analysis on this interpretation of the neumes, we might say that the C is a nonchordal neighboring tone, used to decorate the D. In this case, the penultimate harmony in
Cadences 1 and 2 would be a G minor chord, while the penultimate chord in Cadence 3 would
be a first-inversion E diminished chord. The E diminished chord in Cadence 3 may be
interpreted as a substitute for the subdominant chord that takes part in the plagal
cadence.162

Dissonance in Plainchant Harmonization
In all three harmonizations of Example 2.18, the C of D–C–D cadence creates a dissonant
relationship with the Bf that is held in the alto voice. Lemmens believes that dissonances
should not be forbidden within plainchant harmonization, because without dissonances “the
harmony would be bland, heavy, gawky, and not interesting.” 163 He allows the use of a
dissonant chord so long as it is constructed diatonically: “any combination of the seven
natural notes of the scale, producing a chord that the ear approves, is therefore good.”164

Lemmens’s 1884 harmonization of the D–C–D melodic cadence is comparable to the
harmonization of the same melodic cadence we find in Fauré’s “Pie Jesu,” m. 3, which will be
examined in Chapter 4.
163 « [L]’harmonie sera forcément fade, lourde, gauche et sans intérêt. » Lemmens, 119.
164 « Toute combinaison des sept notes naturelles de la gamme, produisant un accord que l’oreille
approuve, est donc bonne. » Lemmens, 119.
162
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Example 2.20 shows an excerpt from Lemmens’s 1884 harmonization of “Dies irae,” in which
we can see a series of dissonances.

Example 2.20: Lemmens’s harmonization of Dies Irae (mm. 1–15)165

In mm. 13 and 14, we see three instances of seventh chords (marked with red boxes) on
relatively strong beats. In m. 13, for example, on the syllable “mi-,” we see an interval of a
seventh created between the E in the bass and the D in the melody. The D is a prepared
dissonance that resolves (on the syllable “-rum”) to the Cs of the following A dominant
seventh chord in second inversion. The resolution happens over a sustained bass tone, E.
Because the D resolves over a sustained bass tone, we can say that it functions as a dissonant

165

Lemmens, Œuvres inédites, 60.
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suspension (7–6), even though a fifth accompanies the seventh. The A major dominant
seventh chord, being dissonant, is less stable than the preceding D major triad and the
following B minor triad; it functions as a passing chord between the two, the outer voices
moving essentially in parallel sixths.

A neume notation of this melodic segment can be found in Example 2.21. The syllable “-rum”
(Cs–A–B) is represented by a porrectus ( ), a figure in which the last of the three notes is
emphasized.
Lemmens’s harmonization is in line with this characteristic of porrectus, having
http://ccwatershed.org
the first two notes (Cs and A) as a pair of eighth notes and the last note (B) as a half note.
http://ccwatershed.org

Example 2.21: The third verse of Dies Irae in square neume notation166

Lemmens’s use of melodic decoration in mm. 13–14 arguably provides an artistic contrast
to the more static, note-against-note setting of the preceding two verses, mm. 1–12. This way
of using non-chordal, dissonant elaborations with eighth notes is not possible in Lemmens’s
older style, which was entirely in a note-against-note texture. Compare Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s setting of the same passage, which is also in a note-against-note texture (Example
2.22).

166

Liber Gradualis, 145.
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Example 2.22: Niedermeyer’s “Dies irae” (third verse)167

While all diatonic seventh chords may be used as decorative chords with proper preparation,
Lemmens considers the dominant seventh chord as an essential dissonance, which does not
require any preparation: “dissonances must be prepared, with the exception of those which
are natural.” 168 According to Lemmens, there are three types of natural dissonance (see
Example 2.23)169: the first, labelled 1e dissonance naturelle, is a dominant seventh chord in
root position (G–B–D–F); the second and third are altered forms of the first. Although
Lemmens does not precisely explain what type of alteration is involved in producing the
second and the third natural dissonances, he alludes to the idea of “substitution” in the
commentaries regarding these chords. He says that the “substitution” (apparently referring
to the tone A of 2e dissonance naturelle) does not have to be placed in the top voice, as long
as it maintains the distance of a seventh above the B.170 With that casual mentioning of the

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 30.
“[L]es dissonances doivent être préparées, à l’exception de celles qui sont naturelles. » Lemmens,
120.
169 Lemmens, 122.
170 « Ce qui précède, renverse le système de la substitution, en ce sens que, comme accent mélodique,
elle devrait toujours se trouver à la partie supérieure. Or, depuis longtemps, on écrit :
167
168

Il suffit, pour être régulière, que la substitution soit à la distance d’une septième de la note sensible. »
Lemmens, 122–23.
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term “substitution” in describing this process, we can assume that Lemmens is referring to
the ideas of Fétis. Fétis’s concept of substitution is summarized in Example 2.24.

Example 2.23: Lemmens’s three forms of natural dissonances171

Example 2.24: Fétis’s demonstration of substitution172

In the first measure of Example 2.24, labeled by Fétis Accord de quinte et sixte sensible, a
dominant seventh chord is shown in first inversion (B–D–F–G). In the following measure,
labeled Accord de septième de sensible, there is a half-diminished seventh chord, B–D–F–A,

171
172

Lemmens, 122.
Fétis, Traité complet de la théorie et de la pratique de l’harmonie, 48.
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which is identical to Lemmens’s 2e dissonance naturelle. Fétis explains that this halfdiminished seventh chord is the “same chord as the preceding with a substituted note,” i.e.,
an altered form of the G dominant seventh chord in in which A (the ninth) substitutes for G
(the root). Lemmens’s third natural dissonance—B–F–G–E, in a similar sense, would be
understood as yet another form of the same G dominant seventh chord with a different type
of substitution. In this case, E (the sixth or thirteenth of the original G dominant seventh
chord) would be heard as substituting for D (the fifth). As Lemmens shows in Example 2.23,
the resolution of this chord would have F (the seventh) resolve down to E, as in the
resolutions of his first and second natural dissonant chords. The E in the top voice, although
it forms a seventh with the tenor F (marked by Lemmens with a bracket), would not resolve
down by step; instead, the soprano E is transferred as a common tone to the tenor of the
following tonic chord.

Example 2.25 is Lemmens’s harmonization of “Agnus Dei.” Lemmens labels the harmonization as being in Ut mode transposed to D. In m. 6, we see that the syllable “-di” of the word
“mundi” is first harmonized with an A major triad on the third beat. Then, with the last
quarter note of the measure, the alto leaps from E to G. This G functions as the seventh of the
dominant seventh chord, which resolves, in the following measure to Fs, the third of the tonic
harmony. A similarly unprepared seventh, also in the alto, occurs on the last quarter note of
m. 16, where the alto leaps up a dissonant interval diminished fifth from Cs to Gn.
Simultaneously, the tenor leaps upward from E to B; B is an unprepared ninth, resolving to
A, the fifth of the tonic harmony.
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Example 2.25: Lemmens’ harmonization of “Agnus Dei” showing a use of unprepared seventh173

Although Lemmens’s idea of natural dissonance resonates with Fétis’s theory, he disagrees
with Fétis’s system of plainchant tonality, which excludes the use of dissonances. Lemmens
says “we cannot admit this theory of Mr. Fétis,” which claims that “music has passed from
the unitonique phase to the transitonique phase with the discovery of natural dissonance.”
Because the presence of natural dissonance implies the existence of modulation, natural
dissonance cannot be part of the “unitonic order” (the tonality of plainchant), which, for Fétis,
means tonality without modulation.174 Lemmens says he cannot submit to this idea because

Lemmens, Œuvres inédites, 49.
“Through the discovery of natural dissonant harmony, which is essentially attractive, Monteverdi,
having related the diatonic and chromatic scales, found the means of transition from one scale to
another. Modulation came into existence, and in this way music passed from the unitonic order into
the transitonic order. Through this innovation, the nature of the art was changed, and the
transformation was complete for the accent which is expressive cannot exist without it.” Fétis,
Complete Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Harmony, trans. Peter Landey, lxxiii. (« Par la
découverte de l’harmonie dissonant naturelle, qui est essentiellement attractive, Monteverde ayant
mis en relation les gammes diatoniques avec l’échelle chromatique, le moyen de transition d’une
gamme dans une autre fut trouvé la modulation exista, et la musique passa, par ce fait même, de
l’ordre unitonique dans l’ordre transitonique. Par cette innovation, le caractère de l’art fut changé, et
la transformation fut complète ; car l’accent expressif, passionné, dramatique, est inséparable de
l’attraction des sons, et ne peut exister sans elle. » Fétis, xliii; quoted in Lemmens, 120.

173
174
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the chord of natural dissonance is composed of diatonic intervals, and therefore it
does not call for a new tonality. A modulation would have to happen by design, with
an intention to take the music out of the tonality. The essence of modulation resides
not precisely in the attractive tendency of the seventh chord, but in its intimate
constitution, which, by the free choice of the composer, does not agree with the scale
of the mode.175

Because it can be formed diatonically, in Lemmens’s view, natural dissonance does not
automatically place a piece of music outside what Fétis would refer to as the unitonic order.
Rather, the inclusion of natural dissonance in plainchant harmonization strengthens the
bridge between the two tonalities, tonalité ancienne and tonalite moderne. As we have noted,
“tonality” for Lemmens means “unity” between harmony and the diatonicism of plainchant.
A good harmonization would respect the diatonic nature of plainchant melodies while
incorporating natural dissonance, which Lemmens considers an essential aspect of tonal
harmony. He states that “few former masters have understood this duality” [of modality and
tonality]; in his view they have “falsified the modes, introducing into the harmony alterations
of natural intervals by sharps and flats.”176
[B]y creating nature, God has bestowed movement to give it life. The harmony of
nature must therefore be alive in the same way, and that is what happens, since it

« Nous ne pouvons admettre cette théorie de M. Fétis. En effet, l’accord dissonant naturel est
composé d’intervalles diatoniques : il n’appelle donc pas une tonalité nouvelle, à moins d’être pris, à
dessin, en dehors du ton, que l’on veut quitter. Dans cette dernière hypothèse, l’essence de la
modulation réside non pas précisément dans la tendance attractive de l’accord de septième, mais
bien dans sa constitution intime, qui, par le libre choix du compositeur, ne concorde pas avec l’échelle
du ton. » Lemmens, 120.
176 « L’accompagnement du chant grégorien soit tout à la fois modal et tonal. » Lemmens, 118.
175
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possesses a dissonance, synonymous with movement in the simultaneity of sounds,
just as the consonance is synonymous with rest!177

There are other notable treatises that were published around the turn of the century that
also promoted the “new” style of plainchant harmonization pioneered by Lemmens. Those
worth mentioning are Louis Lepage’s Traité de l’accompagnement du plain-chant :
concernant les notes étrangères aux accords (published by the monks of Solesmes in 1900)
and Amédée Gastoué’s Traité d’harmonisation du chant grégorien: sur un plan nouveau
(published in 1910 and used at the Schola Cantorum). Among these treatises, Lemmens’s Du
chant grégorien stands out not only because it was one of the earliest treatises to focus on
incorporating rhythmic variety and dissonance within plainchant harmonization, but also
because Lemmens’s conception of plainchant tonality was based on his unique idea of the
harmonic nature of plainchant. He believed that plainchant tonality should represent a unity
of modality and tonality. This unity, he believed, was achievable through a proper
understanding of the rhythmic and harmonic nature of plainchant, which he claims is
inherent in the melodies. We will examine Lemmens’s interpretation of the harmonic nature
of plainchant in the following chapter.

« On sait que toute fondamentale renferme, par ses aliquotes, un agrégat de quatre sons… L’accord
de la nature, celui qui chante depuis le commencement du monde et qui chantera jusqu’à la fin des
siècles, est donc un accord dissonant ! Et il en devait être ainsi : en créant la nature, Dieu lui a imprimé
le mouvement, pour lui donner la vie. L’accord de la nature doit donc être vivant comme elle, et c’est
bien ce qui a lieu, puisqu’il possède une dissonance, synonyme du mouvement dans la simultanéité
des sons, comme la consonance y est celui du repos ! » Lemmens, 111.

177
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CHAPTER 3: LEMMENS ON THE HARMONIC CONSTITUTION OF PLAINCHANT

“Gregorian chant is a diamond of the most beautiful water; but the most magnificent
diamond loses half its brilliance if it is badly mounted.”178 In order for Gregorian chant to not
lose its brilliance, Lemmens teaches an approach to harmonization that, in his view, reflects
not only the melodic and rhythmic nature of the chant but also its harmonic nature. While
acknowledging that Gregorian chant is essentially melodic in nature, the author claims that
there are harmonic implications in the construction of the church modes:
If those who have collected or composed it were ignorant of harmony, we must admit
that they had at least the instinct of it. In fact, the modes of [Gregorian] chant offer a
study of the highest importance, which leaves no doubt about the harmonic
characteristic that is proper to each mode.179

Revealing a mode’s harmonic characteristics, according to Lemmens, entails a proper
identification of the mode and its fundamental, which is the tone that serves as the tonic of
the harmonization. In the harmonizations we have examined from earlier treatises, the final
of a mode serves consistently as the tonic of the mode (i.e., a single note serves both as the
root of the tonic harmony as well as the final of the melody). However, because the final of a
mode is not always the same note as the fundamental in Lemmens’s view, a triad built on the

« Le chant grégorien est un diamant de la plus belle eau ; mais le plus magnifique diamant perd la
moitié de son éclat, s’il est mal monté. » Lemmens, Du chant grégorien, 118.
179 « Si ceux qui l’ont recueilli ou composé ignoraient l'harmonie, on est obligé de convenir qu'ils en
avaient au moins l'instinct. En effet, les modes de ce chant offrent une étude qui est de la plus haute
importance et qui ne laisse aucun doute sur le caractère harmonique propre à chacun d’eux. »
Lemmens, 103.
178
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final of a mode may not always serve as the tonic harmony. The fundamental, he says, is what
“gives rise to the harmony,”180 and the final may be the fundamental only when it fulfills the
harmonic function of the tonic; otherwise, the final would simply be one of the harmonics
produced by the “true” fundamental of the mode.181

In order to find the true fundamental, according to Lemmens, it is necessary for the mode of
a melody to be properly identified. However, Lemmens argues, the process of modal
identification is often confused within the “reduced” system of eight modes, because “the
mechanism of transposition was poorly understood.”182 As we discussed in Chapter 1, the
number of modes was allegedly reduced from fourteen to eight, based on the belief that the
alteration of B to Bf did not affect the identity of a mode. However, Lemmens claims that it
is part of the convention of plainchant to transpose plainchant melodies by adding not only
Bf but also Fs . The addition of Bf or Fs does not simply indicate a chromatic alteration within
a single mode, he claims, but a change (“transposition”) of mode. According to Lemmens,
these accidentals, Bf and Fs, used for the purpose of transposition, were traditionally unnotated, and the lack of knowledge regarding these un-notated accidentals in “modern”
times confused the identification of modes.

Lemmens, 136.
« Les finales sont fondamentales ou harmoniques, c’est-à-dire : fondamentales, lorsqu’elles
remplissent la fonction de toniques dans leurs modes respectifs. » Lemmens, 39.
182 « A une époque qu’il serait assez difficile de préciser avec certitude, mais qui est fort ancienne, on
réduisit les quatorze tons à huit »; « ces transpositions eurent de fâcheux résultants pour le chant
grégorien, parce que leur mécanisme fut mal compris. » Lemmens, 43.
180
181
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Lemmens, like Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, believes that harmonizations should maintain
the diatonic nature of plainchant itself. However, Lemmens’s idea of diatonicism differs from
that of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue because Lemmens considers not only Bf but Fs as part of
plainchant tonality. The difference between the two methods is also apparent in their
cadential progressions; while Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue place their focus on distancing
their harmonizations from modern tonality and its familiar idioms, Lemmens aims to create
unity between plainchant modality and modern tonality by applying tonal idioms available
within the confines of the diatonic context. For example, the use of a V–I cadence, the
quintessential progression of tonal music, is avoided by Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue but
incorporated by Lemmens in his harmonizations. Lemmens believes the use of such a
cadence, when it is constructed diatonically, fortifies the unity between modality and tonality.
In those modes where a V–I cadence cannot be created without chromatic alterations, as is
the case in Modes 1 and 2 for example, Lemmens uses a plagal cadence as a structural
cadence instead.

Transpositions of Modes: The Affinals
In his method, Lemmens adopts a system of fourteen modes, shown in Example 3.1. The set
of fourteen modes includes both the authentic and plagal forms of the la mode (Modes 9 and
10), the si mode (Modes 11 and 12), and the ut mode (Modes 13 and 14), in addition to Modes
1–8 (the ré, mi, fa, and sol modes). Advocates for the eight-mode system, like Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue, would argue that Modes 9–14 are essentially duplicates of Modes 1–8; hence
they have no raison d’être (Chapter 1, p. 26). From this perspective, the scale of Mode 9 is
interpreted not as an individual mode, but as a form of Mode 1 with added Bf. However,
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Lemmens claims that, because of the alleged reduction motivated by such a perspective, the
identification of the modes that are in “affinal” relationships, like Modes 9 and 1, became
confused.183

Example 3.1: Lemmens’s fourteen modes184

« En réduisant les 14 tons á 8, on a confondu le 9me avec le 1er qui est son affinal. » Lemmens, 46.
184 Lemmens, 41–42. As can be seen in Example 3.1, Lemmens differentiates mode from ton: mode
refers to the final, ton to the authentic or plagal form. In his system there are 7 modes but 14 tons.
Because this distinction is not normally made in English, in this dissertation I use the word “mode”
to translate both mode and ton. For example, Lemmens’s mode de ré is translated as “the ré mode”;
his 1er ton is translated as “Mode 1.” In some cases, I specify the mode in both ways: e.g., “Mode 1 (ré
authentic).”
183
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The “affinal” modes, according to Lemmens, are those modes that are “of the same family.”
The affinal pairs, he says, are Modes 1–2 (ré) and Modes 9–10 (la); Modes 3–4 (mi) and
Modes 11–12 (si); and Modes 5–6 (fa) and Modes 13–14 (ut).185 Of these six sets of modes,
Modes 9–14 (la, si, and ut) are considered aigus (high in register), and Modes 1–6 (ré, mi, and
fa) are graves (low in register). As demonstrated in Example 3.2, any aigu mode can be
transposed down by the interval of a fifth to its affinal partner with a simple alteration of Bn
to Bf.186 Example 3.2a shows a transposition of Mode 9 (la authentic) down by a fifth, which
results in a scale of the same mode that starts on D rather than A (i.e., Mode 9 on D). Lemmens
describes this process simply as “the la [mode] transposed to ré” (« on transposa [le mode
de] la … dans… ré »); however, for clarity, I have added the description “on D,” i.e., Mode 9 on
D, to specify the final of the particular mode.

« On considéra, par exemple, comme étant affinaux, c'est-à-dire de la même famille, ceux de la et
de ré, de si et de mi, d’ut et de fa, et l’on transposa les trois aigus la, si, ut, dans leurs affinaux graves
ré, mi, fa. » Lemmens, 43.
186 « Toute transposition à la quinte, à gauche, exige le si bémol à la clef… » Lemmens, 43.
185
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Graves

a.

Mode 9 (la authentic) on A

Mode 9 on D

b.

Mode 11 (si authentic) on B

Mode 11 on E

c.

Mode 13 (ut authentic) on C

Mode 13 on F

Example 3.2: The “affinals”
(transposition of modes down by a fifth with the alteration of Bn to Bf)187

Furthermore, according to Lemmens, chants were not only transposed down by the interval
of a fifth but also down by a fourth,188 which can be done by an alteration of Fn to Fs. Example
3.3 shows a transposition of Mode 1 on D to Mode 1 on A with the addition of a sharp on the
F.
Mode 1 (ré authentic) on D

Mode 1 on A

Example 3.3: A transposition of Mode 1 on D to
Mode1 on A with the alteration of Fn to Fs

The letter “F” placed under a note indicates the final of the scale.
« Mais on ne s’est point borné à transposer à la quinte grave : on l’a fait aussi à la quarte grave. »
Lemmens, 43.

187
188
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Modes 7 and 8 (sol), according to Lemmens, have no affinals. Theoretically, Modes 7 and 8
with added Bf would result in scalar constructions identical to those of Modes 1 and 2 (ré);
similarly, Modes 1 and 2 with added Fs would be identical to Modes 7 and 8. However, the
author explains that the relationships between these two pairs of modes are inadmissible as
affinals because the alteration of B to Bf in Modes 7–8 and the alteration of Fn to Fs in Modes
1–2 alter the third above the final; “a mode with movable mediant would be deprived of its
tonal determination, which would constitute a true absurdity.”189 Lemmens, like Zarlino and
others, classifies modes into those with a major third and those with a minor third.

The Confusion of Modes: Un-notated Accidentals
As mentioned above, Lemmens claims that the reduction of modes from fourteen to eight has
caused confusion between the affinals Mode 1 (ré authentic) and Mode 9 (la authentic).190 A
clear distinction between Bf and Bn is crucial in distinguishing these two modes when they
are both built on D (i.e., Mode 1 on D compared to Mode 9 on D; Example 3.4). However,
according to Lemmens, by relying most often on the ear and intelligence of the singers, the
ancients neglected to write the accidental signs, and when the tradition of chant was lost, the
Bf was omitted where necessary and added to places where there should not be one. The
modes were then confused, and their own character weakened to the point of making them
unrecognizable.191

« Or, pour établir la similitude des deux modes, il faudrait ou bien bémoliser le si dans l’échelle de
sol, ou bien diéser le fa dans celle de ré ; parce qu’un mode, avec médiante mobile, serait privé de sa
détermination tonale, ce qui constituerait une absurdité véritable. » Lemmens, 49.
190 « En réduisant les 14 tons á 8, on a confondu le 9me avec le 1er qui est son affinal. » Lemmens, 46.
191 « [E]n se fiant le plus souvent a l’oreille et à l’intelligence des chantres, les anciens négligeaient
d’écrire les signes accidentels de la musique, et quand la tradition du chant se fut perdue, on omit le
si bémol où il était nécessaire, et on l’introduisit là où il était contraire aux règles. Les modes ont alors
189
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Mode 9 (la authentic) on D

Example 3.4: Alteration of Mode 1 on D to Mode 9 on D

The two modes of this affinal pair share a similarity in their scalar construction, namely their
identical “constituent fifth”: the pentachords, D–E–F–G–A of Mode 1 and A–B–C–D–E of Mode
9 both have the same construction, in that the semitone falls between the second and third
tones. Because of this feature, a melody can move smoothly between these two modes (e.g.,
from Mode 1 on D to Mode 9 on D), simply with the change of Bn to Bf (Example 3.4).
According to Lemmens, if there is a segment of Mode 1 melody that consistently uses Bf, then
that melodic segment is really in Mode 9; many chants that are categorized as Mode 1, he
says, should actually be interpreted as a mixture of Mode 1 and Mode 9. Lemmens refers to
a melody that consists of a mixture of modes as commixte, and a mixing of modes, the author
explains, is often necessary to avoid tritones.192 Because of the identical constituent fifth of
the two modes, harmonization of a melody in Mode 1 can be closely related to harmonization
of a melody in Mode 9.

été confondus, et leur caractère propre s’est affaibli au point de les rendre méconnaissables. »
Lemmens, 43.
192 “A chant is called… commixte if it borrows melodic phrases from modes other than its authentic
or plagal.” (« Une chant est appelé… commixte, s’il emprunte des phrases mélodiques à d’autres tons
qu’à son authentique ou à son plagal. ») Lemmens, 42.
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“Lauda Sion”
The melody of “Lauda Sion” (Example 3.5) is mentioned by Lemmens as an example of a
plainchant that allegedly includes an un-notated accidental. We have already seen in Chapter
1 (pp. 44–46) a discussion regarding the use of Fs in this melody, which is commonly
categorized as a mixture of Modes 7 and 8 (sol); the disagreement was over the question
whether to add Fs to avoid the tritone that is formed between B and F on the syllables “cán-”
and “hymn-” (both are boxed in red in Example 3.5). While Gevaert argues that this F should
be altered to Fs, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue proscribe the use of Fs in Modes 7 and 8
altogether. Lemmens, on this matter, is in agreement with Gevaert; he believes the use of Fs
in “Lauda Sion” is a necessity and criticizes “those who claimed to correct it by avoiding the
Fs” for “disfiguring” the melody.193

Example 3.5: “Lauda Sion”194

Lemmens labels the melody of “Lauda Sion” as a commixte (a mixture) of Modes 7 and 8 (the
authentic and plagal forms of the sol mode) and Mode 14 (ut plagal). Although the sharp is
un-notated, the F on the syllable “cán-” of “canti-cis” in Lemmens’s interpretation should be
« [L]a belle mélodie du Laudes Crucis devenue Lauda Sion, qui est un mélange du mode d’ut
(plagal) et de celui de sol (authentique et plagal). Ceux qui ont prétendu la corriger en évitant
le fa dièse, l'ont simplement défigurée tout en la rendant impopulaire. » Lemmens, 46.
194 Liber Usualis (1896), 484.
193
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sung as Fs; the inclusion of Fs makes this segment of the melody conform to Mode 14 (ut
plagal) on G. This type of transformation of a scale, a change of mode while maintaining the
same final, is referred to as “modulation” by Lemmens.

As an illustration, Example 3.6 demonstrates a modulation from Mode 8 (Example 3.6a) to
Mode 14 (Example 3.6b), with an addition of Fs, as well as a modulation from Mode 8 to Mode
2 (Example 3.6c), which is done by adding Bf.

a.

b.

c.

Example 3.6: Modulation of Mode 8 to Modes 14 and 2
a. Mode 8 (sol plagal) on G
b. Mode 14 (ut plagal) on G with Fs
c. Mode 2 (ré plagal) on G with Bf

Lemmens explains that some musicians have not only failed to add the Fs where necessary
but have even added Bf in an attempt to correct the tritone in “Lauda Sion,” which occurs
between the Fn and Bn, consequently turning the major-mode melody (Mode 14, ut plagal;
Example 3.6b) into a minor mode (Mode 2, ré plagal; Example 3.6c). He criticizes those who
have made such alterations to the melody, saying that they “did not understand its suave
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character, so much in harmony with the admirable text that St. Thomas Aquinas adapted to
it.”195 Such a practice, he adds, indicates a lack of understanding of tonality.196

Lemmens’s harmonization of “Lauda Sion” is shown in Example 3.7. The melody is
transposed so that the final is E, and it is harmonized as a mixture of Modes 8 and 14 (sol and
ut plagal); the scales of Modes 8 and 14 on E are shown in Example 3.8. In this transposed
version, the Dn is equivalent to the Fn of Mode 8 on G (Example 3.8a), and the Ds is the
equivalent of the Fs of Mode 14 on G (Example 3.8b).

Example 3.7: Lemmens’ harmonization of “Lauda Sion”
(a commixte of Mode 8 on E and Mode 14 on E)197

a.

b.

Example 3.8: a. Mode 8 (sol plagal) on E and b. Mode 14 (ut plagal) on E

« [I]ls n'en ont pas compris le caractère suave, si bien en harmonie avec le texte admirable que
saint Thomas d'Aquin y a adapté. » Lemmens, 46.
196 « Quant à ceux qui en ont fait un soi-disant huitième ton avec si bémol dans les cadences finales
des strophes, ils n’avaient aucune idée fixe de tonalité. » Lemmens, 46.
197 Lemmens, Œuvre inédites, Vol. 2, 18.
195
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“Agnus Dei”
Another example pertaining to the confusion of modes, caused by un-notated accidentals, is
given by Lemmens using the melody of an “Agnus Dei” from the Requiem Mass. As can be
seen in Example 3.9, this melody is labeled as Mode 8 in the Liber Usualis. However, Lemmens
claims that this classification is wrong, and that the melody should really be sung in Mode
10. He supports this argument by referring to a version of the “Agnus Dei” that is sung on
Holy Saturday as part of the Litany of the Saints (Example 3.10).

Example 3.9: “Agnus Dei” from the Requiem Mass198

Example 3.10: “Agnus Dei” from the Litany of the Saints199

198
199

Liber Usualis (1903), 1103.
Liber Usualis (1896), 402.
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According to Lemmens, “the ‘Agnus Dei’ is… part of the Litany of the Saints (Office of the
Saturday of Holy Week), where it is in the tenth mode (la plagal),” but it has been “transposed”
to the eighth mode in the Requiem mass.200 Lemmens’s argument apparently is as follows:
the “Agnus Dei,” which is sung in Mode 10 (Example 3.11a) on Holy Saturday, should be sung
in the same mode when it appears as part of the Requiem mass. Singing the Requiem version
of the “Agnus Dei” in Mode 10 changes the final from G to E and requires the addition of Fs
(Example 3.11b), but because the Fs was not written, this melody was mistaken for Mode 8
(Example 3.11c).
a. Mode 10 on A

b. Mode 10 on E

c. Mode 8 on G

Example 3.11: Scales of three plagal modes
a. Mode 10 on A
b. Mode 10 on E
c. Mode 8 on G

As can be seen in Example 3.10, the Holy Saturday version of the “Agnus Dei” begins on C, a
fourth higher than the Requiem version. The red box in Example 3.10 marks the melodic
segment from the B (on the syllable “-ta” of “peccáta”) to the E (on the syllable “no-” of
“nobis”), which outlines a perfect fourth. Compare this to the corresponding melodic
segment of the Requiem version, boxed in red in Example 3.9, in which the F (on the syllable
“-ta” of “peccáta”) and the B (on the syllable “e-” of the word “eis”) outline an augmented

« L’Agnus Dei de la messe de Requiem est transposé dans le huitième ton. Il fait partie des litanies
de tous les saints (Office du Samedi de la Semaine-Sainte) où il est du dixième ton (la plagal). »
Lemmens, 44 (Note 1).

200
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fourth rather than a perfect fourth. This augmented fourth, based on Lemmens’s claim,
should be corrected by raising the F to Fs. According to the author, “modern” musicians in
Parisian churches were performing this melody as it appeared in the chant books, with Fn, in
spite of the tritone; he says, “ignorance has replaced [the Fs] with an Fn, a barbaric intonation
that disgusts the least trained ears.”201

As noted above, identification of this melody as Mode 8 (sol plagal) implies that the final is G
(Example 3.11c). However, Lemmens’s interpretation of the melody as Mode 10 with added
Fs implies that the final of the melody is E (Example 3.11b), in which case the G that begins
and ends the melody would be the reciting tone rather than the final. This is reflected in
Lemmens’s harmonization (Example 3.12), in which the first melodic tone, G, is harmonized
with an E minor triad.

Example 3.12: Lemmens’s harmonization of Agnus Dei in Mode 10 on E202

Additionally, Lemmens points out that Paul V’s edition of the Gradual, published in 1614,
attempts to corrects the F–B tritone not by raising the F but by lowering the B. See Example

« [L]’ignorance a finalement replacé par un fa naturel, intonation barbare qui révolte les oreilles
les moins exercées. » Lemmens, 44.
202 Lemmens, Œuvre inédites, Vol. 2, 71.
201
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3.13, which shows two instances of Bf on the syllable “e-“ of “eis.” This alteration turns the
melody from Mode 8 on G (Example 3.14b) to Mode 2 on G (Example 3.14c).203 Example 3.14
compares the scales of the three forms of the Requiem version of the “Agnus Dei.” Example
3.14a shows the scale of Mode 10, which Lemmens claims is the proper mode for this melody.
Example 3.14b shows Mode 8 on G, the way the melody appears in the Liber Usualis. Lastly,
Example 3.14c shows Mode 2 on G, the scale used in Paul V’s edition, which includes Bf.

Example 3.13: “Agnus Dei” from the Requiem (Paul V’s edition)204

Lemmens adds that the “abuse of Bf” in Paul V’s edition extends to the alleluias in Mode 8, to the
point that the “poor alleluias mourn.” (« Ajoutons cependant que les rédacteurs de l’édition de Paul
V ont poussé l’abus du si bémol jusqu'à travestir en mineur des alleluias du huitième ton, ce qui fait
que ces pauvres alleluias sont en deuil. ») Lemmens, 44. Lemmens does not mention a specific Alleluia
melody, but the following is an example of an Alleluia that is labelled as Mode 8 in Liber Usualis (1896).
The same Alleluia
V’s edition
includes7i7
a Bf (the third note from the end of the excerpt).
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c. Mode 2 on G

Example 3.14: The scale of Mode 10 on E with transpositions to Modes 8 and 2

Example 3.15: Lemmens’s example, showing three different versions of “Agnus Dei”205
a. Lemmens’s setting in Mode 10
b. The “modern” Parisian version
c. From Paul V’s edition of the Gradual (1614)

The three different versions of the melody are reproduced by Lemmens (Example 3.15); for
ease of comparison, all are transposed to the same pitch level, beginning on C. Lemmens
places the Holy Saturday version, which is in Mode 10 on A, at the top as the model (Example
3.15a). The middle line (Example 3.15b) transposes the Liber Usualis version of the “Agnus
Dei” from the Requiem mass, which in this transposition includes the tritone Bf–En. The Fn
from Example 3.9 (p. 106), which should be Fs according to Lemmens, appears in this
transposition as Bf—marked by the author with a cross ( ). The third line (Example 3.15c)
shows the Requiem version as it appears in Paul V’s edition of the Gradual, which is also

205

Lemmens, 44.
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transposed by Lemmens to begin on C. In this transposition there are two flats, one on B and
one on E, which means, from Lemmens’s perspective, that this version includes not one but
two incorrect notes.

Lemmens’s Categorization of the Modes
The fourteen modes in Lemmens’s theory are categorized according to the harmonic
constitution of each; Lemmens’s categorization is shown in Figure 3.1. For this purpose, he
conflates authentic and plagal modes that share the same final, so he is really dealing with
seven modes rather than fourteen (see Note 184, p. 98). As can be seen in the chart, the
modes are first grouped into those that are harmonique or melodique. A mode is “harmonic”
if its final serves as the harmonic fundamental. A mode whose final does not serve as the
fundamental is considered “melodic.” The “harmonic" modes are those with finals of sol
(Modes 7–8), la (Modes 9–10), ut (Modes 13–14), ré (Modes 1–2), and fa (Modes 5–6). The
“melodic” modes are those with finals of mi (Modes 3–4) and si (Modes 11–12).206

Figure 3.1: Lemmens’s categorization of the modes207

« Les finales… sont fondamentales dans les modes de ré, fa, sol, la, ut, et harmoniques dans les
modes de mi et de si. » Lemmens, 39.
207 Lemmens, 103.
206
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The Harmonic Modes
Perfect Modes
The harmonic modes are further divided into two subcategories: “perfect” (parfait) and
“imperfect” (imparfait). The modes that are categorized as “perfect” are those with finals of
sol, la, and ut. Lemmens’s argument for considering these modes as “perfect” begins with the
idea that, “[a]s it is in Gregorian chant, diatonic harmony has its basis in the tetrachord,” and
that “the three perfect modes belong to the perfect tetrachord of sol.”208 The sol tetrachord,
the alleged generator of the three perfect modes, is considered “perfect” by Lemmens for
meeting the following four criteria, all of which require some clarification.

“The qualification of perfect is given to [the sol tetrachord]
1. because each note [of the sol tetrachord] can support an interval of a perfect
fourth:
2. because sol is the only fundamental that is natural;
3. because the fundamental is placed under two [consecutive] whole tones
[spanning a major third], which is also true of the ut mode;
4. because the sol tetrachord combined with that of ut, generated by the sol
tetrachord, forms a perfect scale without a tritone.”209

« De même que la musique grecque, l’harmonie diatonique a pour base le tétracorde. Les trois
modes harmoniques parfaits appartiennent au tétracorde parfait de sol… » Lemmens, 109.
209 « Nous lui donnons la qualification de parfait, 1o parce que chacune de ses notes porte un intervalle
de quarte juste ; 2o parce que la fondamentale sol est la seule naturelle ; 3o parce que cette même
fondamentale est la mieux assise sous deux tons pleins, ce qu’elle a de commun avec le ton d’ut ; 4o
enfin, parce que le tétracorde de sol, avec celui d’ut qu’il engendre par ses quartes, forme une gamme
parfaite sans triton. » Lemmens, 109.
208
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Although there are other tetrachords that meet some of these criteria, sol is the only one that
fulfills all four. For example, Criterion 1 states that the sol tetrachord can support the interval
of a perfect fourth above every tone of the tetrachord, as can be seen in Lemmens’s example
above; but this feature is also true of the la and si tetrachords. However, neither of these
meets the second and third criteria, which essentially examine the property of a tetrachord
based on the overtone series.

Criterion 2 states that sol is the only fundamental that is “natural.” Although a clarification is
not provided by Lemmens, he is presumably referring to the “natural” ability of sol as the
fundamental to produce all the essential notes of the sol mode (Modes 7 and 8). That is to
say, when the final of the mode, sol, is taken as the fundamental, the harmony of “natural
dissonance” (G–B–D–F; Example 3.16) may be produced by the overtone series without any
use of accidentals. A footnote is added here by the editor, Joseph Duclos, who was Lemmens’s
student:
[T]he complex sound sol contains the harmonics sol, ré, sol, si, ré, fa; all these
aliquots are part of the mode of which sol is the fundamental. This is not true of other
tonics. The tonic ut, for example, generates a si f, and this si f is absolutely foreign to
the modal scale [of ut].210

« On verra, à la page 111, que le son complexe sol contient les harmoniques sol, ré, sol, si, ré, fa ; or,
toutes ces aliquotes entrent dans l’échelle du mode dont sol est la fondamentale. Il n’en pas de
même des autres toniques. La tonique ut, par exemple, engendre un si f, et ce si f est absolument
étranger à la gamme modale. » Lemmens, 111 (Note 1).

210
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Lemmens himself also states, regarding the harmonic property of the sol mode, that “every
fundamental contains, as its aliquots, an aggregate of four sounds; but these aliquots become
real notes only in the mode of sol, where they are represented by the degrees of the diatonic
scale.”211

Example 3.16: The chord of natural dissonance generated by sol212

Employing the overtone series as his foundation, Lemmens, like Rameau before him,
considers a mode more “natural” when its fundamental harmony can support a major third
as opposed to a minor third. 213 Lemmens’s footnote for Criterion 3 adds that “the
fundamentals of the minor modes, having only one whole tone above them, are weaker
because of the minor third which they support.”214 By “having only one whole tone” above
the fundamental, Lemmens means that there is one whole step followed by a half step, and
this combination of intervals creates a minor third above the fundamental rather than a
combination of two whole steps, which creates a major third. From this perspective, a minor

« On sait que toute fondamentale renferme, par ses aliquotes, un agrégat de quatre sons ; mais ces
aliquotes ne deviennent notes réelles que dans le mode de sol, où elles sont représentées par les
degrés de la gamme diatonique. » Lemmens, 110–11.
212 Lemmens, 111.
213 Rameau believes that the only third that is generated by a corps sonore is major third. Based on
this idea, he considers the major mode, which has a major third above its fundamental, the “natural
mode.” Rameau, Génération harmonique (1737), Chapter IV.
214 « Les fondamentales des tons mineurs n’ayant qu’un ton plein au-dessus d’elles, sont plus
faibles, à cause de la tierce mineure qu’elles supportent. » Lemmens, 109.
211
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mode, a mode whose tonic harmony is a minor triad, is considered “weaker” (less natural)
because it does not conform to the overtone series.

Finally, Criterion 4 explains that the perfect fourths generated above each note of the sol
tetrachord produce the ut tetrachord (C–D–E–F; Example 3.17b), and that the two
tetrachords—sol and ut—combine to form the scale of the sol mode (Example 3.17c). This is,
according to Lemmens, how the perfect tetrachord of sol produces the perfect mode of sol.
He adds that the combination of the sol tetrachord and the ut tetrachord can also produce
the scale of the ut mode (Example 3.17d).
a.

b.

c.

d.

Example 3.17: Sol tetrachord as the generator of the sol and ut modes
a. The sol tetrachord
b. The ut tetrachord, generated by the sol tetrachord
c. The sol mode, generated by the combination of sol and ut tetrachords
d. The ut mode, generated by the combination of sol and ut tetrachords

Furthermore, Lemmens states, as part of Criterion 4, that the scale of the sol mode can be
formed “without a tritone.” Although it is ambiguous what Lemmens means by “without a
tritone,” he is presumably referring to Criterion 1, according to which the sol tetrachord (the
lower tetrachord of the sol authentic scale) can produce the ut tetrachord (the upper
tetrachord of the same scale) at the interval of a perfect fourth, without involving a tritone
(augmented fourth). As mentioned above, the la and si tetrachords also meet this criterion,
but neither qualifies as perfect because neither meets all four of Lemmens’s criteria.
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After demonstrating how the perfect mode of sol is produced by the perfect sol tetrachord,
Lemmens goes on to explain how the other perfect modes, la and ut, are generated.
According to Lemmens, while the sol mode, the générateur (the one that generates), can be
produced by its own fundamental, the la and ut modes, the engendrés (the generated ones),
are generated not by their own fundamental but by sol. Lemmens’s argument is as follows:
sol (G), as the fundamental, can produce the tones G, B, D, and F, which together form the
harmony of “natural dissonance.”215 Resolving this dominant seventh chord “according to
the tonal law” generates the triads of A minor and C major (Example 3.18), the fundamental
harmonies of the la and ut modes respectively.216

Example 3.18: The generation of A minor and C major harmonies
by the “natural dissonance” (G dominant seventh chord)217

The three perfect modes are considered by Lemmens as unitonique;218 that is, they have no
inherent tendency to cause a modulation. Although the term “modulation” is not explicitly

The reader may refer back to Chapter 2 (pp. 89–91) for the explanation of Lemmens’s natural
dissonance.
216 « En résolvant d’après les lois de la tonalité moderne, l’accord de septième sur la dominante
engendre les accords parfaits de la (mode mineur) et d’ut (mode majeur), lesquels, bien que distincts,
sont de la même famille, puisqu’ils appartiennent au même tétracorde. » Lemmens, 112.
217 Lemmens, 111.
218 « Voici ce que dit M. Fétis dans son Traité complet de la Théorie et de la Pratique de
l’Harmonie : ‘Par la découverte de l’harmonie dissonante naturelle, … le moyen de transition d’une
gamme dans une autre fut trouvé, la modulation exista, et la musique passa, par ce fait même, d l’ordre
unitonique dans l’ordre transitonique. … Nous ne pouvons admettre cette théorie de M. Fétis. En effet,
l’accord dissonant naturel est composé d’intervalles diatoniques : il n’appelle donc pas une tonalité
nouvelle, à moins d’être pris, à dessein, en dehors du ton, que l’on veut quitter. Dans cette dernière
215
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defined by Lemmens, his use of the term throughout the treatise implies a change of mode
without a change of final, a process that would be done by adding one or more accidentals.
Example 3.4, (p. 102) demonstrates a modulation from Mode 1 on D (ré authentic) to Mode
9 on D (la authentic) with the addition of Bf. Lemmens explains that, within each of the
perfect modes, the notes of the scale are in “harmonic” relationship with the respective
fundamental harmony, and hence, there is no natural tendency to cause an alteration of the
tone B to Bf. By “harmonic” he means an intervallic relationship other than a tritone. In other
words, none of the three perfect modes has the tone F as part of its fundamental harmony
(tonic triad); thus, none creates a tritone with a B in another chord. The tone B within the
tonic G major harmony of the sol mode does, in fact, create a tritone relationship with the F.
However, the F is considered to be in a harmonic relationship with the fundamental G by
Lemmens, because the F can be added to the G major triad as the seventh partial, creating
what Lemmens considers the natural dissonance (see example 3.16 above).

Imperfect Modes
Contrary to the unitonique nature of the perfect modes, the imperfect ré and fa modes are
considered modulant. Both of these modes include the tone F as part of their tonic triad,
which means that, when their tonic triads are juxtaposed with a chord that includes the tone
B, the “false relation” of a tritone is created (Example 3.19). To avoid the tritone that would
be created between F and B, an alteration of B to Bf would be required. This alteration causes

hypothèse, l’essence de la modulation réside non pas précisément dans la tendance attractive de
l’accord de septième, mais bien dans sa constitution intime, qui, par le libre choix du compositeur, ne
concorde pas avec l’échelle du ton. » Lemmens, 120.
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a “modulation,” transforming each mode to its respective affinal mode. As we saw in Example
3.4 (p. 102), the addition of Bf causes Mode 1 (ré authentic) on D to modulate to its affinal
partner, Mode 9 (la authentic) on D.

Example 3.19: A tritone created in a plagal progression
in Modes 1 and 2 (the ré mode) and Modes 5 and 6 (the fa mode)219

Because B would have to be altered to Bf to “correct” a potential tritone, the identity of an
imperfect mode is less stable. In addition, the B–F tritone hinders the imperfect ré and fa
modes from having a proper plagal cadence, which Lemmens argues is an importance
cadence that affirms the tonality, particularly in a minor mode (a mode with a minor third).
He explains that the tritone B–F “ruins the tonal unity,” since “si [B] is not in a harmonic
relationship with the fundamental chord of ré [D minor] nor of fa [F major].”220

The Modes on Ré and La
The identification of a mode as perfect or imperfect can indicate the mode’s relative
harmonic stability: the perfect modes are considered more stable, the imperfect modes less

Lemmens, 110.
« Il s’ensuit que les modes de ré et de fa sont des modes harmoniques imparfaits, à cause du triton
qui se trouve dans leur échelle et qui anéantit leur unité tonale, car le si n’est en rapport harmonique
ni avec l’accord fondamental de ré, ni avec celui de fa. » Lemmens, 110.

219
220
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stable. For example, because the ré mode is considered imperfect and the la mode perfect,
Modes 9 and 10 are more stable, harmonically, than Modes 1 and 2.

Following this idea, a progression from an A minor chord to a D minor chord, or from a D
minor chord to an A minor chord, points to A as the fundamental; one would likely hear A,
rather than D, as the tonic of such a progression. Lemmens explains that the progression
from D minor to A minor creates a plagal cadence in A minor, but to go from A minor to D
minor (Example 3.20) would sound wrong in the ré mode owing to the lack of the leading
tone Cs, which creates an “unhealthy progression that would hurt the sense of tonality.”221
Adding Cs to “correct” the progression and restore the sense of tonality is not an option for
Lemmens, because “an alteration that belongs to the modern minor scale” should not be
admitted to plainchant harmonization.222 “Since the fifteenth century,” Lemmens says,
harmonists have generally avoided anti-tonal progressions of the la minor chord to
ré minor by raising the ut of the la minor chord to ut s… It is obvious to us that, without
knowing it themselves, they were already under the influence of modern tonality, and,
as the decadence of plainchant was already complete at that time, they had not found
the true diatonic harmony, and only had false notions of fundamentals and harmony
and of Gregorian chant itself.223

« Ces successions maladives blessent le sentiment tonal, parce qu’elles s’appuient sur une
fondamentale qui n’est pas la vraie, notamment la fondamentale la. » Lemmens, 127.
222 « Nous ne pouvons admettre une altération qui appartient à la gamme mineure moderne. »
Lemmens, 129.
223 « Depuis le XVe siècle, les harmonisateurs ont généralement évité les successions antitonales des
accords parfaits de la et de ré mineurs, en diésant l’ut… Il est évident pour nous que, sans la connaître,
ils étaient déjà sous l’influence de la tonalité moderne ; et, comme la décadence du plain- chant était
complète à cette époque, ils n’ont point trouvé la véritable harmonie diatonique, et n’ont eu que de
221
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Example 3.20: Lemmens’ examples of “bad” cadences for Modes 1 and 2224

Lemmens adds that the metric placements of the chords would also affect the perceived
differences in harmonic stability, and that a chord should be placed on a metrically strong
position if it is to be heard as the fundamental harmony (i.e., tonic). Example 3.21 demonstrates Lemmens’s examples of “good” cadences for the la mode, in which the tonic A minor
triads are placed on metrically strong positions relative to a D minor triad.

Example 3.21: Lemmens’s examples of “good” cadences for the la mode225

The Melodic Modes
Looking back at Lemmens’s categorization of the modes (Figure 3.1, p. 111), we see that the
mi and si modes (Modes 3 and 4 and Modes 11 and 12) are labeled as “melodic” modes. What
distinguishes them from the “harmonic” modes is that the final of a “melodic” mode cannot

fausses notions sur les fondamentales et sur l’harmonie, en général, comme sur le chant grégorien
lui-même. » Lemmens, 128–29.
224 Lemmens, 127.
225 Lemmens, 128.
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serve as its fundamental; the fundamental of the mi mode, according to Lemmens, is not E
(mi) but A (la), and the fundamental of the si mode is not B (si) but G (sol). Because the final
does not serve as the fundamental, the correct harmonization of a melodic mode is not based
on its “apparent scale” but on the scale of its “true” fundamental. 226 In other words, the
harmonic nature of the mi mode, for example, is essentially identical to that of the la mode,
and “the difference between the two modes is then of purely melodic character.”227

The Mi Mode (Modes 3 and 4)
Lemmens claims that harmonizing chants in the mi mode caused earlier harmonists some
difficulties. The mi mode, he says, “has tortured the harmonists, because they did not know
the true fundamental,” and that “the most skillful have failed, trying to give this role to the
note mi, and so it will be, whenever natural laws are violated.”228 According to Lemmens, E
(mi) cannot be the fundamental of the mi mode, because E is merely an overtone of the actual
fundamental, which is A (la).229

« Ceux [modes] de mi et de si ne sont que mélodiques, et ce ne sont point leurs gammes apparentes
qui en indiquent l'harmonisation. » Lemmens, 101; « Leurs véritables gammes harmoniques sont
sous-entendues. » Lemmens, 104.
227 « Le ton authentique de mi est harmoniquement semblable à celui de la plagal : tous deux
ont la même gamme, et, de plus, la position des dominantes du mode de mi divise
arithmétiquement son ton authentique (mi–la, la–ut, mi). La différence des deux tons est donc
d’un caractère purement mélodique. » Lemmens, 138.
228 « Le mode dont nous venons d’établir le vrai caractère tonal, a mis tous les harmonistes à la torture,
parce qu’ils n’en ont point connu la fondamentale véritable. Les plus habiles ont échoué, en essayant
de donner ce rôle à la note mi, et il en sera de même, toutes les fois que l’on fera violence aux lois
naturelles. » Lemmens, 135.
229 « L’accord parfait, qui est l’accord naturel et obligé de la fondamentale, puisque celle-ci
l’engendre, ne convient point à la note mi. » Lemmens, 136; « Les finales sont… harmoniques
quand elles ne forment qu’harmonie avec les fondamentales. Elles sont… harmoniques dans les
modes de mi... » Lemmens, 39.
226
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When E is taken as the tonic of Modes 3 and 4, as was commonly done by earlier
harmonists,230 phrases of harmonized chant in these modes would mostly begin and end
with an E minor chord; this is true, for example, of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s work.
However, according to Lemmens, E cannot be the tonic, or fundamental, of Modes 3 and 4
because of the half-step relationship between E and F, the first and second degrees. Lemmens
states that “no tonal scale begins by a half step, mi–fa; otherwise, we would have to admit a
scale that begins with a métabole,231 which would be destructive of tonal unity.”232 The term
métabole is used by Lemmens to mean “modulation,”233 i.e., a change of mode. Because Fn
cannot be part of a harmonization in which E functions as the tonic, the appearance of even
a single Fn would imply a change of mode.
[M]i is by no means the tonic of the mode that bears its name… The tonal law, that is
to say the principle of unity within the order of sounds, opposes the constitution of a
harmonic [i.e., tonal] scale that begins with a modulation… The old contrapuntists also
had this sense, and each time they wanted to fundamentalize the mi, they have altered
the modal scale by raising sol [to sol s].234

« La pratique générale, nous le savons, fondamentalise les finales mi et si... » Lemmens, 105.
The author explains that the term métabole was used by ancient Greeks to mean “modulation.”
232 « On peut en conclure qu’aucune gamme harmonique ne commence par le demi-ton mi–fa,
autrement il faudrait admettre une gamme harmonique débutant par une métabole, ce qui serait
destructif de toute unité tonale. » Lemmens, 106. [I have translated the term “le gamme harmonique”
here as “tonal scale” (rather than “harmonic” scale) in order to avoid a confusion with “harmonic
minor scale.” Although Lemmens does not explicitly state it, the use of the word “harmonique” is
presumably refers to a scale that is used in a harmonic context, i.e., “tonal” harmony, as opposed to
modal monody].
233 The two terms modulation and métabole are used interchangeably by Lemmens.
234 « [L]e mi n’est nullement la tonique du mode qui porte son nom. Que le lecteur veuille bien se
rappeler ici qu’après l’accord de mi mineur, le fa n crée nécessairement une métabole, et que la loi
tonale, c’est-à-dire le principe d’unité dans l’ordre des sons, s’oppose à la constitution d’une gamme
harmonique débutant par une modulation. C’est ce que les anciens contrapuntistes ont parfaitement
senti ; aussi, chaque fois qu’ils ont voulu fondamentaliser le mi, [les anciens contrapuntistes] ont
altéré l’échelle modale, en diésant le sol. » Lemmens, 136.
230
231
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We have seen in Chapter 1 the use of Gs in the harmonization of chants in Modes 3 and 4. As
a solution to harmonizing the unusual scale of these modes, harmonists (Lemmens says)
resorted to raising G to Gs so that cadential progressions in these modes may be understood
as half cadences in A minor. However, Lemmens argues, to avoid the issues that one
encounters in the harmonization of these passages, “it is not necessary to resort to the use
of sol s, as did the ancients: it is enough to take la as the fundamental. The accompaniment
then becomes natural and comparatively easy.”235

Cadences in the Mi Mode
Example 3.22 shows Lemmens’s demonstration of cadential progressions that he considers
wrong in Modes 3 and 4. These progressions show the false relations that are created if E
minor is taken as the tonic harmony; “false relation” refers to the interval of a tritone created
between the tones B (in the E minor triad) and F (in the triads of D minor, F major, or B
diminished).

Example 3.22: Lemmens’s demonstration of incorrect cadences in the mi mode (Modes 3 and 4)236

« [I]l n’est point nécessaire de recourir à l’emploi du sol s, comme faisaient les anciens : il suffit de
prendre la pour fondamentale. L’accompagnement en devient alors naturel et comparativement
facile… » Lemmens, 136.
236 Lemmens, 136.
235
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Lemmens’s demonstration of “good” mi-mode cadences may be found in Example 3.23; all of
these cadences could be described as plagal. Example 3.23b, labeled “Phrygian cadence in
the style of Palestrina,” shows a progression that ends with an E major chord, including the
altered note Gs; Gs appears only after the final melodic tone, E, has been harmonized with an
A minor chord. Lemmens explains:
[T]his change of mode, at the end of the piece, often produces a grandiose effect, and,
although the alteration of sol is destructive of the diatonic genus by creating an
interval of a diminished fourth (sols–ut), we would not proscribe it from the
system.237
a.

b.

Example 3.23: Lemmens’s “good” cadences in the mi mode238

« À la fin des morceaux, ce changement de mode produit souvent un effet grandiose, et, bien que
l’altération du sol soit destructive du genre diatonique en créant un intervalle de quarte diminuée
(sols–ut), nous n’oserions point la proscrire par système. » Lemmens, 136.
238 Lemmens, 137.
237
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The Si Mode (Modes 11 and 12)
The si mode is another “melodic” mode in which the final does not function as the
fundamental in Lemmens’s theory. The final of the si mode, B, cannot be the fundamental
because of the diminished fifth that is formed above the final; the triad built on the
fundamental, Lemmens explains, must be consonant because “any fundamental expresses
rest.”239 The si mode is excluded from both eight-fold and twelve-fold modal systems because
of the diminished fifth formed above the final; hence there are no chants that are commonly
categorized as Mode 11 or 12. While acknowledging that there are no chants written in Mode
11, Lemmens claims that some belong to Mode 12 (“the chants of the si mode are all plagal;
we do not know any that belong to the authentic”).240

The Confused Identification of Mode 12 as Mode 4
According to Lemmens, melodies that are really in Mode 12 (si plagal) are often mistakenly
identified as being in Mode 4 (mi plagal). He says that “many scholars believed that Mode 12
does not exist because of the tritone and the diminished fifth, which divides the scale”;
however, “that is a serious error, and there is more reason to doubt the existence of chants
in Mode 4. In fact, all the melodies of Mode 4 with permanent Bf are of Mode 12.”241

« En effet, toute fondamentale exprime le repos, et à ce titre, exige un accord parfait. »
Lemmens, 104.
240 « Les chants du mode de si sont tous plagaux ; nous n’en connaissons pas qui appartiennent à
l’authentique. » Lemmens, 150.
241 « Beaucoup de didacticiens croient qu’il n’existe pas de chants écrits dans le 12e ton, à cause du
triton et de la quinte mineure qui divisent sa gamme. C’est une grave erreur, et l’on serait plus fondé
à mettre en doute l’existence de chants du 4e ton. En effet, toutes les mélodies du 4e ton, avec le si
bémol en permanence, sont du 12e. » Lemmens, 46.
239
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As we have seen, Lemmens believes that identifying the mode of a melody was often
confused because of the convention of un-notated accidentals. When a melody in Mode 12
(Example 3.24a) is transposed downward by a fifth (Example 3.24b), it requires the addition
of a flat on the B, but this flat was usually not notated in “ancient” times. Lemmens states that
“modern” musicians, seeing the melody notated without the flat, confused some Mode 12
melodies as Mode 4 (compare Examples 3.24b and 3.24c). In support of his argument,
Lemmens reasons that a so-called Mode 4 melody never descends to the lowest note of the
scale, B, even though such avoidance is not necessary if the melody was really in Mode 4. In
a context where Mode 12 on B is transposed to Mode 12 on E (Example 3.24b), the lowest
note would be Bf, and there actually would be a reason to avoid it because it creates a tritone
with the final, E. Lemmens cites “Nos autem” as an example of a plainchant that he believes
is in Mode 12 but is commonly categorized as Mode 4. As can be seen in Example 3.25, the
1896 edition of Liber Usualis labels the melody as Mode 4 while consistently using Bf.
Lemmens’s harmonization of “Nos autem” is shown in Example 3.26.

a.

b.

c.

Example 3.24: a. Mode 12 (si plagal) on B
b. Mode 12 (si plagal) on E
c. Mode 4 (mi plagal) on E
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Example 3.26: Lemmens’s harmonization of “Nos autem”243
242
243

Liber Usualis (1896), 314.
Lemmens, Œuvre inédites, 12.
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“Te Deum”: The “Ancient Locrian” Mode
According to Lemmens, there is another mode, besides Mode 12, that has also been wrongly
identified as Mode 4. He claims that chant melodies like “Te Deum,” which is commonly
identified as Mode 4, really belong to the “ancient” Locrian mode (“l’ancien mode locrien”).244
The scale of the mode Lemmens refers to as “ancient Locrian” “is similar in construction as
Mode 2 but differs in three aspects”: “First, it possesses a distinct ethos; second, its melodic
range only spans an ascending minor sixth, A to F; and third, it uses the second degree, si,
[which is avoided in Mode 2].”245

Example 3.27 shows the scale of “ancient Locrian,” constructed according to Lemmens’s
description. He explains that the melodic span of chants written in this mode is a minor sixth
from A to F; this ambitus is marked by the bracket in Example 3.27. Although it is not clarified
in Lemmens’s writing, it is possible that the theoretical scale of this mode spans an octave,
while, in practice, melodies written in this mode simply did not extend above F, the sixth
degree. This speculation is supplemented by an article on the Greek modes in Oxford Music
Online, which states that one of the modes with the ambitus a′–a″ was commonly referred to
as “Locrian” or “Hypodorian.”246 Despite the possible relation to Hypodorian or Mode 2, it is

« D’autres chants, n’appartenant pas au 12e ton, ont été transposés dans le 4e. Tels sont le Te Deum,
ainsi que la Préface de la messe et le Sanctus qui suit cette Préface pour ne former qu’un tout avec
elle. Ces chants sont psalmodiques et appartiennent à l’ancien mode locrien qui répond au 2e ton écrit
à l’octave supérieure. » Lemmens, 47.
245 « Le mode locrien a la même constitution harmonique que le 2e ton, mais il en diffère sous trois
rapports : 1o il possède un éthos particulier, c’est-à-dire un caractère expressif distinct de celui de
tout autre mode ; 2o ses mélodies ne parcourent que la sixte mineure ascendante la-fa ; et 3o les
mêmes mélodies font usage du second degré si... » Lemmens, 47.
246 Katy Romanou et al., “Greece,” Oxford Music Online.
244
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apparent from Lemmens’s discussion that he views the final of “ancient Locrian” as A (rather
than D, as it would be in Hypodorian or Mode 2).

Example 3.27: The “ancient Locrian” mode on A

Example 3.28a shows the “Locrian” mode transposed down a fourth to E, which, according
to Lemmens, is the scale used in “Te Deum” (Example 3.29). The most notable difference
between the scalar constitution of Mode 4 and that of the “Locrian” mode, both on E
(Example 3.28), lies in the intervallic relationship between the fundamental and the note
above it, Fn in Mode 4 versus Fs in the “Locrian” mode. As mentioned above, because of the
half-step relationship, Lemmens maintains that E cannot be the fundamental of Mode 4;
instead, he identifies A as the fundamental. The “Locrian” mode, on the other hand, has a
whole step above the fundamental; therefore, E can function as both the final and the
fundamental. Lemmens points out that Fn, which creates the characteristic half step between
the first and second degrees in Mode 4, is largely avoided in “Te Deum.” This avoidance of
either form of the second degree, Fn or Fs, causes some ambiguity in the identity of the mode.

a. The “ancient Locrian” mode on E

Final:
Fundamental:
* The final = the fundamental

b. Mode 4 (mi mode) on E

Final:
Fundamental:
* The final ≠ the fundamental

Example 3.28: a. The “ancient Locrian” mode on E and b. Mode 4 (mi mode) on E
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Example 3.30: Lemmens’s harmonization of “Te Deum,” mm. 1–13248

247
248

Liber Usualis (1896), 59.
Lemmens, Œuvre inédites, Vol. 2, 105.
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Interpreting the melody as either in Mode 4 or “Locrian” does not change the final of “Te
Deum” as being E. However, for Lemmens, the identification of the mode does affect the
determination of the fundamental harmony. His claim that “Te Deum” is in the Locrian mode
indicates that the tonic of the melody’s harmonization should be E minor rather than A minor.
The beginning of Lemmens’s harmonization of “Te Deum” is shown in Example 3.30, which
he marks as “Locrian mode transposed to a fourth below.”

We have seen, in Chapter 1, harmonizations of the same “Te Deum” in Mode 4 by
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue (reproduced here as Example 3.31), and Gevaert (Example 3.32).
The harmonies Lemmens uses in the first phrase (mm. 1–3), on the text “Te Deum laudamus,”
are very similar to what we see in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization. However,
Lemmens’s setting differs in his use of Fs, which appears in m. 3 as part of a D major harmony.

Example 3.31: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of “Te Deum”249
249

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 22.
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Lemmens’s use of Fs within a D major harmony recalls Gevaert’s harmonization (Example
3.32). Because there is no explanation by Gevaert himself, it is unclear whether the
motivation for his use of Fs relates in any way to Lemmens’s; nevertheless, both harmonists
use D major in a similar way, as a secondary dominant that leads to the following G major
chord (Lemmens, mm. 4–5; Gevaert, second system). Besides the Fs, Gevaert has another
accidental: Gs as part of an E major chord. While E minor functions as the tonic in both
Lemmens’s and Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonizations, Gevaert avoids the E minor
triad. The B of the melodic cadence B–A, for example, is harmonized by Gevaert with an E
major chord rather than E minor (see the last two chords in the first system of Example 3.32).

Example 3.32: Gevaert’s harmonization of “Te Deum”250

250

Gevaert, 48.
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In support of his argument that the fundamental, or tonic, of “Te Deum” should be E,
Lemmens points to a melodic cadence that ends a phrase with an arpeggiated E minor triad,
B–G–E; this occurs in m. 93 on the syllables “-e-mis-ti” (Example 3.33). He explains that this
melodic cadence “fundamentalizes” the E; in other words, it marks a structural closure that
establishes E as the fundamental (E is, of course, the fundamental of the E minor triad).
Following his theory on the harmonic nature of Mode 4, if the final is E and the fundamental
harmony of the melody is E minor, then the melody cannot be in Mode 4.

Example 3.33: Lemmens’s harmonization of “Te Deum” (mm. 87–93)251

Although the tone F in either form, Fn or Fs, is avoided in the first half of the piece, Fn makes
an appearance in m. 94 on the word “Æterna” (Example 3.34). As mentioned above,
Lemmens considers the presence of an Fn, in a melodic context where E is fundamentalized,
as an implication of métabole (“modulation”). At this point, based on Lemmens’s theory, the
mode changes from Locrian on E to Mode 4 on E, and hence, the fundamental harmony shifts

251

Lemmens, Œuvre inédites, Vol. 2, 111.
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from E minor to A minor. Accordingly, the final, E, is harmonized with an A minor chord at
the cadence in m. 103.

Example 3.34: Lemmens’s harmonization of “Te Deum” (mm. 94–105)252

If this passage were to be harmonized without a métabole, the final, E, in m. 93 (Example
3.33) would be harmonized with an A minor chord, and A minor would continue to function
as the fundamental harmony in the next phrase. Lemmens demonstrates both ways of
harmonizing this passage, first “with” a métabole (Example 3.35a) and then “without”
(Example 3.35b). The harmonization in Example 3.35a closes the phrase, in the first measure,
with an E minor harmony as Lemmens does in his harmonization of “Te Deum.” Example

252

Lemmens, Œuvre inédites, Vol. 2, 112.
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3.35b, on the other hand, places more emphasis on the A minor harmony; the final E of the
melodic cadence B–G–E is harmonized with a progression from G major to A minor.
a. With métabole

b. Without métabole.

Example 3.35: Lemmens’s demonstration of “Te Deum,” mm. 93–94,
harmonized with and without métabole253

Compare these examples (Example 3.35) to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of
the same passage (Example 3.36). Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s setting of “re-de-mis-ti” is
nearly identical to the “with métabole” version of Lemmens’s example (3.35a), which
supports the final E of the arpeggiated melodic cadence with an E minor chord. However, it
disagrees with Lemmens’s harmonization in that E minor continues to function as the
fundamental harmony in the following phrase: the phrase beginning with the word “Æterna”
closes with an E minor chord on the syllable “-ri” of “numerari.”

Example 3.36: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s “Te Deum”254

253
254

Lemmens, 105–06.
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 25.
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Central to Lemmens’s harmonization method is the idea that each mode has harmonic
implications; both the harmonic and the melodic nature of a mode should be taken into
consideration to create a harmonization that is true to the unique character of each mode.
To achieve this, it is important to properly identify the mode of a melody. However, the
traditional eight-fold system, according to Lemmens, oversimplifies the differences among
the modes because melodic characteristics that should be reflected in the harmonization,
like the alteration of B to Bf, are overlooked.

Because the final of a mode, in Lemmens’s theory, may not always function as the tonic of the
harmonization, proper identification of the mode is necessary to identify the “true”
fundamental of a plainchant melody. This, as we have seen, is the case of a melody that is in
the mi or si modes. Lemmens believes that when a melody like “Te Deum,” which he claims
is in the “ancient Locrian” mode, is wrongly identified as Mode 4, the melody is denied its
inherent harmony.

In Lemmens’s approach, because the final and the tonic are different in a “melodic” mode,
there can be a conflict between the final as the tone of greatest melodic significance and the
fundamental as the tone that supports the tonic harmony. Contrary to the system of modern
tonality, which bestows sole structural significance to the tonic, a conflict between the final
and the tonic can create a unique harmonization. An application of this aspect of Lemmens’s
theory will be further explored in Chapter 4 through an analysis of the “Pie Jesu” from Fauré’s
Requiem, a piece in which the composer nests modal melodies within a tonal structure.
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CHAPTER 4: PLAINCHANT TONALITY AND THE WORKS OF LISZT, FAURÉ AND SATIE

We have seen in the preceding chapters that the plainchant revival movement, which
initiated the plainchant harmonization studies, played an important role in revealing the
musical wealth of plainchant modality. Through evaluation of the conflicts that arise from
placing modal melodies in a harmonic context, the authors of plainchant harmonization
treatises presented various ways in which modal melodies may be harmonized. The
teachings of these treatises shed light on possible compositional uses of church modes and
had notable influence on the music written in France from the latter half of the nineteenth
century until well past the middle of the twentieth century.

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s system in particular was widespread and studied by prominent
organists and composers.255 It was not Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s purpose to create a new
type of tonality for compositional use.256 Nevertheless, in their efforts to establish a way of
harmonization that defies “modern tonality,” the authors, in effect, created a system of
harmony that offered ways to challenge the dogma of major-minor tonality.

“By the beginning of the twentieth century, there were already in place some three hundred
organists in French churches who were trained at the school in addition to forty-one choir directors.
Harmonic modality dans la manière Niedermeyer can be heard in thousands of liturgical pieces
composed by French organists in the second half of the nineteenth century.” Christensen, 263.
256 “Niedermeyer, teaching the art of harmonization according to the true characteristics of the
modes of plainchant, without the alterations borrowed from the minor mode with leading tone, gave
new harmonic procedures, not thinking that they could be used outside the accompaniment of
liturgical songs.” (« Niedermeyer, en enseignant l'art d'harmoniser selon leurs vrais caractères les
modes du plain-chant sans les altérations empruntées au mode mineur avec sensible, donna des
procédés harmoniques nouveaux, ne songeant pas qu'ils pourraient être utilisés hors de
l'accompagnement des chants liturgiques. ») Gabriel Fauré, Hommage à Eugène Gigout : 21 Mars
1923; quoted in Galerne, 24.
255
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In this way, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s work, and the nineteenth-century study of
plainchant harmonization as a whole, provided a compositional resource for those who were
seeking to develop a harmonic language that is distinguished from so-called modern tonality
and Wagnerian chromaticism. Christensen explains:
For many French composers, perhaps the way forward lay with the music of the past.
Many of them thought that the tonality of the Middle Ages (Fétis’s unitonic order of
plainchant tonality) or even that of the ancient Greeks might yet hold untapped
resources for the curious composer…. Fétis played an equally important role not so
much in prescribing the music they might write but in giving them an awareness of
distant and exotic tonalities (both in time and place) that might prove an antidote to
the German contagion.257

The ways and the degrees to which modality is incorporated in a composition can differ from
one work to another.258 A composition can fully embrace modality by harmonizing a melody
that is entirely modal, with harmonies that are entirely diatonic. Otherwise, a piece of music
can evoke a sense of modal flavor, without belonging to any particular mode, by
incorporating some aspects of plainchant harmonization within a tonal framework.

Christensen, 262.
John Vincent, in his book The Diatonic Modes in Modern Music (1951), surveys the uses of modality
in modern compositions. The author explains, for example, that “while Liszt used the modes as a
device for invoking a religious atmosphere, Fauré adopted modality as an essential element in his
art.” Vincent’s book is a survey of a large number of composers and their works that included
modality, not limited to those that were influenced by the plainchant revival. Other sources of
modality for some composers included folk tunes and exotic music.

257
258
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One of the simplest yet effective ways of incorporating modality within tonal music is the use
of a whole-tone melodic cadence f7"– 1": a melodic cadence in which the tonic is approached
by an ascending whole step rather than a half step. Such a melodic cadence occurs in church
modes like Modes 1 and 2 (if musica ficta is not applied) but not in major-minor tonality. By
avoiding both the leading tone and the authentic (V–I) cadence, the music sounds less tonal;
authentic cadences can be replaced by plagal, Phrygian, or contrapuntal cadences (a
contrapuntal resolution of a major sixth to an octave), all of which are standard in plainchant
harmonization.

Another characteristic of plainchant harmonization that a composer may adopt in their
modal work is melodic centricity. The melody in a plainchant harmonization is fixed. The
characteristic of the harmonies in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s system is that they are led
by the melody and are not necessarily dictated by a functional bass; hence, they are unbound
to the harmonic functions expected in tonal music.

This chapter will focus on three composers who utilized some form of modal harmony
comparable to plainchant harmonization, all of whom are known to have studied
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s method: Franz Liszt, Gabriel Fauré, and Erik Satie. Here is a
brief preview of the results of this investigation:

Franz Liszt
Liszt’s interest in d’Ortigue’s work on plainchant led to his broader interest in various
types of tonality. His setting of “Pater noster” shows a range of harmonic idioms, from
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relatively conservative diatonicism that resembles plainchant harmonization to more
daring chromatic passages, which include enharmonicism.

Gabriel Fauré
Fauré spent his formative years at the Niedermeyer School, studying with
Niedermeyer himself. Niedermeyer’s influence on Fauré’s harmonic language is
evident, as Fauré admits. His artistic integration of modality within a tonal framework
creates a kind of harmonic language that resonates in some ways with Lemmens’s
approach to fusing plainchant tonality and modern tonality.

Erik Satie
Satie’s simple use of modality is found in familiar pieces like the Gymnopédies; an
example of which includes a use of the “modal V–I” cadence (f7"– 1"). Other pieces of
Satie that are seemingly removed from a common sense of tonality, like Messe des
pauvres, can also evoke a Gregorian flavor through the use of progressions that may
be described as distorted forms of modal, plainchant cadences.
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Franz Liszt
In 1835, Joseph d’Ortigue described his young admirer Franz Liszt saying that Liszt’s “need
to believe, need to know and need to act” has led “many diverse influences to act on his
soul”259 and that “his life in a way has been nothing but a passionate, ongoing eclecticism.”260
Liszt’s wide range of interest can be seen reflected in his exploration of various forms of
tonality, ranging (in Fétis’s terms) from “unitonality” to “omnitonality.” Liszt was interested
in Fétis’s work and apparently attended a lecture series given by Fétis in 1832. Klára Moricz
notes the following:
No doubt that the knowledge of music history transmitted by Fétis also contributed
to Liszt's attraction to old music. The "atonality" of the later works was not only
caused by the harmonic practices resembling Fétis's omnitonique; tonality was also
loosened by the application of the re-discovered modality. Fétis did not notice that
Liszt succeeded in realizing what remained an unsolved problem in Fétis's theory:
how to incorporate the past into a compositional practice that moves further and
further away from the conventions of the time.261

“Among the many diverse influences that have acted on that soul, which is both expansive and
introverted, and open to all influences of his age, a triple anguish, a triple need, has never ceased to
make itself felt: the need to believe, the need to know and the need to act. And these three things…
form a complete man; and it is only by covering this immense range that man comes closer and closer
to the full extent of his necessary earthly development.” (« Au milieu des impressions si diverses qui
ont agi sur cette âme, à la fois expansive et intérieure, ouverte à toutes les influences de son époque,
une triple angoisse, un triple savoir, le besoin n’a cessé de se faire sentir à son âme : le besoin de
croire, le besoin de savoir, le besoin d’agir. Or, ces trois choses… forment l’homme complet ; et ce
n’est qu’en parcourant ce cercle immense que l’homme se rapproche de plus en plus du degré
jusqu’où doit s’étendre son développement sur la terre. ») D’Ortigue, “Franz Liszt,” Gazette musicale,
14 juin 1835, 204.
260 “[S]a vie n’ait été eu quelque sorte qu’un éclectisme passionné et successif. » d’Ortigue, Gazette
musicale, 14 juin 1835, 204.
261 Moricz, 420.
259
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Liszt’s fascination with plainchant tonality and modal studies eventually reached its height
in the 1850s, around the time of the publication of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s treatise.262
The composer respected the work of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue and had studied their
system of plainchant harmonization thoroughly, as we can tell from Liszt’s annotated copy
of the treatise.263,264 Liszt believed that church music could speak to people more clearly in
a musical language that they can understand, and that plainchant may sound more familiar
to them if it could be embellished with harmony. In order to craft such music, Erika Quinn
explains, “Liszt studied plainchant manuscripts” and “used Joseph d’Ortigue’s theoretical
works as a basis from which to begin his own composition.”265

Liszt’s plainchant harmonization
Among the number of sacred choral works Liszt composed (over sixty including the different
settings of a single melody), we find his harmonization of “Te Deum” (Example 4.1). Liszt’s
setting shows a striking similarity to the harmonization of the same “Te Deum” melody found
in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue treatise (Chapter 1, Example 1.20). Liszt’s Te Deum laudamus
I resembles that of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s not only in its entirely triadic, note-against-

Dufetel, “Religious Workshop and Gregorian Chant: The Janus Liszt, or How to Make New with the
Old,” 2014, 13.
263 According to Nicolas Dufetel, “[t]he table listing the different modes in Liszt’s copy of the Traité
théorique et pratique de l’accompagnement du plain-chant by d’Ortigue and Louis Niedermeyer
includes other kinds of annotation: notes have been added to twelve of the fourteen modes that it
contains (Nos. 1–10 and 13–14), and names have been added to eleven of them (Nos. 1–10 and 13).
The authentic modes have been underlined in order to set them apart. Liszt has also written out the
finals and dominants at the end of each stave.” Dufetel, 13.
264 Liszt’s annotated copy of the Traité is archived at Liszt Ferenc Memorial Museum and Research
Center Library in Budapest under the catalogue number LK 147.
265 Erika Quinn, Franz Liszt: A Story of Central European Subjectivity, 194.
262
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1

note setting: Liszt’s harmonic progressions are almost identical to those used in
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s version.

1
1

8

8
15

8

8

15

21

Example 4.1: Liszt’s Te Deum laudamus I, mm. 1–20266

Liszt’s Te Deum laudamus I includes two horns, two trumpets, a tenor and a bass trombone, and
timpani, in addition to a chorus and an organ. Example 4.1 only shows the chorus and the organ parts.

266
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116

122

Example 4.1: Liszt’s Te Deum laudamus I, mm. 108–126
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The harmonic language of Liszt’s sacred choral works ranges from strictly modal (à la
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue) to freely tonal (involving tonalization of plainchant melodies
and the use of chromaticism). Liszt was interested in incorporating aspects of plainchant
tonality into his art music, beyond the conservative application of Niedermeyer-d’Ortigue
method. In doing so, the composer was apparently concerned with d’Ortigue’s approval of
the use of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s system outside the authors’ intended context. In a
letter to d’Ortigue from 1862, we read the composer’s intention behind the application of the
language of sacred music for the sake of art:
[S]ince we must not separate what God joins, I do not mean to break the link that
unites the expression with the idea, the language of time in the sense of eternity, art
at its ultimate end. Music being, according to the correct definition of Gerbert "a
transformation of language..., the beginning of regeneration, the transformation of
terrestrial speech," I do not cease to remain a musician becoming more firmly
Christian. On the contrary, I even hope to gain a better consciousness as a musician
and fulfill my role as an artist with increasing courage. It would be tedious to dwell
on what I have written and intend to write: and besides there would be regarding my
compositions a prejudicial question to be well defined and to be solved between us.
Otherwise, the presumed differences, those observed alike, if they exist, would
remain. For my part, I admit them only transiently, as the badly informed friend
appealing to the better informed one. Your high sense of art, your good religious faith,
your records of doctrine, of deeds and preference, are sure guarantees that you would
share my conviction if you knew better the arguments and determining motives,
which do not fall within a whimsical, erroneous system, but of the principle which
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governs the natural, organic development of art. Allow me, then, dear d'Ortigue, to
remain persuaded that sooner or later, when the time comes, I will render you an
office analogous to the one you have given to Niedermeyer, and that the
demonstration of the tonality and the modality of the Music of the Present—badly
nicknamed, for the moment, the Music of the Future— will be no less obvious to your
mind and your ears, than Niedermeyer’s demonstration of the tonality and modality
of Gregorian chant.267

Liszt’s idea of “the tonality and the modality of the Music Present” is seemingly demonstrated
in his setting of “Pater noster” from the oratorio Christus. “Pater noster” shows the
composer’s expansive conception of tonality, which includes various harmonic languages
ranging from modal harmony that resembles plainchant harmonization to chromatic
harmony that includes enharmonicism.

« [C]omme il ne faut pas séparer ce que Dieu à joint, je n'entends nullement briser le lien qui unit
l'expression à l'idée, le langage du temps au sens de l'éternité, l'art à son terme suprême. La musique
étant, selon la juste définition de Gerbert "une transformation du langage..., le commencement de la
régénération, de la transformation de la parole terrestre" je ne cesse pas de demeurer musicien en
devenant plus fermement chrétien. Bien au contraire, j'espère même par cela gagner une meilleure
conscience de musicien et remplir ma tâche d'Artiste avec une vaillance croissante. Il serait fastidieux
de m'entendre sur ce que j'ai écrit et compte écrire : et d'ailleurs il y aurait à l'endroit de mes
compositions une question préjudiciable à bien définir, et à résoudre par des données positives, entre
nous. Autrement, des différences présumées, constatées même, si l'on y tient, subsisteraient. Pour
ma part je ne les admets que transitoirement, en appelant de l'ami mal informé à l'ami mieux informé.
Ton sentiment élevé de l'art, ta religieuse bonne foi, tes antécédents de doctrine, de fait et de
préférence, me sont de sûrs garants que tu partagerais ma conviction si tu en connaissais mieux les
arguments et motifs déterminants, lesquels ne relèvent pas d'un système fantasque, erroné, mais
bien du principe qui régit le développement naturel, organique de l'art. Permets-moi donc, cher
d'Ortigue, de rester persuadé qu'un peu plus tôt ou plus tard, quand l'heure en sera venue, je te
rendrai un office analogue à celui dont tu as su bon gré à Niedermeyer, et que la démonstration de la
tonalité et de la modalité de la "Musique présente"—tant bien que mal affublée provisoirement du
sobriquet de "Musique de l'avenir"—ne sera pas moins évidente pour ton esprit et tes oreilles, que la
démonstration de Niedermeyer de la tonalité et de la modalité du chant grégorien. » Liszt quoted in
Revue biblio-iconographique, janvier 1896, 200–201.

267
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“Pater noster”
Liszt’s “Pater noster” appears as the seventh movement of his oratorio Christus, a work that
was completed around 1866.268 Liszt’s “Pater noster” and the Gregorian melody of “Pater
noster” are shown in Examples 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The Gregorian “Pater noster” is
segmented into ten sections, each corresponding to a line of the text; the ten lines in the
Gregorian version and the equivalent lines in Liszt’s version are numbered in red in both
examples. Liszt’s setting is comparable in some respects to the Gregorian “Pater noster,” but
the composer does not use the Gregorian melody, nor does he maintain any clear sense of
modality.

In Liszt’s “Pater noster,” we see an example of a sacred work that combines aspects of plainchant with modern tonality. The movement begins with a very diatonic and conservative
setting, reminiscent of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s style. The key of the movement is Af
major, but the tonal center shifts continuously; the setting becomes increasingly chromatic
and enharmonic towards the structural close. Considering the time period in which the piece
was composed (between 1853 and 1866)269 and the year in which Liszt’s letter to d’Ortigue
was written (1862), we can possibly view this as the composer’s demonstration of the
Musique présente that, in his view, combines both tonalité du plainchant and tonalité
moderne.

Alan Walker states, “[n]o other composition cost him so dear, or was written over such a long
period of time, as his oratorio Christus. He first conceived the idea of an oratorio on the life of Christ
as early as 1853 but was unable to finish it until after 1866.” Walker, "Liszt, Franz," Oxford Music
Online.
269 Note 268.
268
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 14–29
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 30–44
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 45–59
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 60–79
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 80–94
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 95–112
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 113–124
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 125–133
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 134–14
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 141–150
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm. 151–165
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Example 4.2: Liszt’s “Pater noster,” mm 166–180
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Example 4.3: Gregorian “Pater noster”270

While the use of dissonance and chromaticism distinguishes this piece from any of the
methods we have examined, the cadences other than V–I, such as plagal and Phrygian
cadences, can be associated with the practice of plainchant harmonization. Neither plagal
nor Phrygian cadence is unique to the practice of plainchant harmonization, and thus Liszt’s
use of them does not necessarily indicate a direct influence of the harmonization methods.

270Missale

Romanum, 314–15.
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Nonetheless, the use of these cadences may suggest the composer’s intention to incorporate
modal harmony and to expand the harmonic language beyond the convention of majorminor tonality by defying the predominance of V–I cadence.

An example of a plagal cadence is found in mm. 28–29 in Df major (Example 4.4a); it
reappears in mm. 119–20 (Example 4.4b) in a transposed form. These plagal cadences are
comparable to one of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Mode-5 and Mode-6 cadences shown in
Example 4.5; the added Bf in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s cadence is equivalent to the Gf in
Liszt’s Df major cadence (Example 4.4a) and Fn in his C major cadence (Example 4.4b). In
§ 2. — Du 6° mode, ou 3e plagal.
example 4.5, the 2 descends to 1, while the 2 in both Examples 4.4a and b ascends to the 3;

Dans ce mode, malgré l'emploi fréquent du si bémol, l'analomajeur
devient
moins sensible
Liszt’sgie
plagal
cadence
the voicing
that has
been traditional
since Rameau’s
time.
notreismode
avec
; effectivement, le fa est finale comme dans le précédent, mais la domib.
de l'accord
nante est la, ce a.qui donne lieu à l'emploi fréquent
qui pour nous est l'accord de la mineur.

Example 4.4:
Plagalsont
cadences
in “Pater noster”
les mêmes que
elles
absolument
Quant aux cadences,
a. mm. 28–29
b. mm. 119–20
celles du 5e mode.
Voici l'accompagnement de quelques cadences de ce mode :

Example 4.5: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
cadence in Modes 5 and
6271
(Voir,
l'exemple
du

ci-après,

271

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 75.
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2. — Des cadences du 3e mode.

Phrygian
cadence
appears in mm. 46–47 (Line 3) as a half cadence in C minor (Example
modesont
es cadences deA ce
:
4.6), and the same cadence is repeated in mm. 51–52. The characteristic half-step motion in
the bass (Af–G) relates to the melodic cadence F–E of Modes 3 and 4 on E. Examples 4.7 and
4.8 show Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s and Gevaert’s Mode 3 and Mode 4 cadences. We have
seen that Gevaert raises the third of the final triad from Gn to Gs in the cadences of these

dethesuite
la seule harmonie naturelle V of A minor.272 In this sense, Gevaert’s
Nous donnonsmodes
tout so
final triad, E major, may be heard as theet
sible de cette cadence n° 1. En effet, on ne peut concevoir
cadential model
4.8) relates
Liszt’s cadence in mm. 46–47.
quinte
le fa soit accompagné
fa, ni strongly
par(Example
son octave
par sa to
car la basse fa mi ne ferait que reproduire au grave la prossion de la mélodie, contrairement à la loi des octaves ; et
si doit être banni d'une manière non moins radicale, puisil formerait avec le fa l'accord de quinte mineure ou triton.
Nous disons que cette harmonie est la seule naturelle, parce
elle découle nécessairement des lois et des éléments de la
4.6:est
Phrygian
cadence in “Pater
dalité. Il en est de même pourExample
de l'harmonie
donoster,” mm 46–47
ce qui
adence n° 2, que nous accompagnerons ainsi qu'il suit :

Example 4.7: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
cadence
in Modes
3 and 4273
harmonique
voit, cette
cadence
est

Example 4.8: Gevaert’s cadence in Modes 3 and 4274

le renverseComme on le
nt de la première ; en sorte que la cadence mélodique fa
a pour basse la deuxième cadence mélodique ré mi, et vice
sa. Il en est de même, comme nous l'avons remarqué, pour
deux premières du premier mode : mi ré, ut ré.

See Chapter 1 (p. 48) regarding the convention of harmonizing the final of Modes 3 and 4 with a
major triad, especially at the end of a piece.
273 Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 57.
274 Gevaert, 50.
272
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The text of “Pater noster” (“Our Father,” also known as The Lord’s Prayer) consists of seven
petitions, which can be grouped into two sections based on the nature of the petitions:
Section 1 comprises Lines 1–5, Section 2 Lines 6–10. 275 In the Gregorian version, the
beginning of Section 2 is marked by the restatement of the opening melodic segment G–A–
B–B (“Pater noster”); the same motive begins Line 6 (“Panem nostrum”). In a similar manner,
Liszt’s “Pater noster” also brings back its opening melody in Line 6 (m. 93), but in a
transposed form; the opening melody, which is in Af major, is transposed down one step to
G major.276 Liszt’s setting of Line 6 also marks the beginning of a new section with a change
of key signature.

The shift from a flat to a sharp key signature is done by a common-tone transformation, from
an Ef major triad to a G major dominant seventh chord.277 In mm. 87–89, an Ef major triad is
repeated for three measures. In m. 90, while maintaining the common-tone G in the melody,
the chord is transformed to a G dominant seventh by a half-step motion from Bf to Bn and
from Ef to D, and a whole-step motion from Ef to F. This transformation is shown on Line 5
of Example 4.9.

The first half includes the introduction (Line 1) and the first three petitions (Lines 2–5), which
glorify God. The second half, the latter four petitions (Lines 6–10), consists of requests for human
needs.
276 The melody of Liszt’s Line 1 (“Pater noster qui es in coelis”) and Line 6 (“Panem nostrum
quotidianum”) is identical to the Line 6 of the Gregorian melody (“Panem nostrum cotidiánum”).
277 The motion from an Ef major triad to a G major triad is a double transformation LP in neoRiemannian term.
275
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Example 4.9: The transposition of the three-note figure

The diagram in Example 4.9 shows a three-note melodic figure as it appears throughout
Liszt’s “Pater noster,” at different transpositional levels. Almost all ten sections, with the
exception of Line 8, begin with either the original or a transposed form of this ascending
three-note figure, which is presumably taken from the characteristic three-note opening of
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the Gregorian “Pater noster,” G–A–B (highlighted in Example 4.3). The three-note figure
contributes in establishing new tonal centers as they become transposed throughout Liszt’s
“Pater.” The label underneath the three-note figures indicates the triad that harmonizes the
motive at different pitch-levels; they do not necessarily indicate the key the motives belong
in. On Lines 3 and 5, in addition to the transposition of the three-note figures, I show the
chromatic shifts of the tonal centers that happen in those sections; both involve a commontone transformation between G major and Ef major chords.

As can be seen in Example 4.9, the key signature changes in the middle of Line 8 (m. 121),
from one sharp back to four flats. After the key-signature change, beginning in Line 9, there
is no clear sense of key until the movement arrives at its structural cadence in Af at the end
of Line 10 (m. 150). In the absence of apparent bass-oriented functions among the harmonies
in this section, the music is led by a series of three-note figures, F–Gf–Af, Af–Bf–Cf, and Cf–
Df–Ef. The chain of these ascending melodic figures creates a strong direction upward and
ultimately reaches the Ef in m. 136, harmonized by a Cf major triad in second inversion.

Example 4.10 shows a harmonic reduction of mm. 134–150, which includes a segment that
begins with the Cf major triad (m. 136) and arrives on an Ff major triad (m. 144). The voice
leading from Cf major to Ff major incorporates enharmonic reinterpretations of some notes
(especially the reinterpretation of Ff as En and vice versa). Curiously, the ossia omits the
harmonic progression of mm. 138–145. The purpose of this elimination is not entirely clear;
David Friddle’s study shows that the manuscript of Christus includes many sections that are
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“either crossed out in colored pencil or pasted over with another piece of manuscript
paper.”278

Example 4.10: a. “Pater noster,” mm. 134–150
b. Ossia measures

Gabriel Fauré
Gabriel Fauré received his formative musical education at l’École Niedermeyer, from age nine
to twenty-one (1854–1866). In his memoir, “Souvenirs,” published in La Revue musicale
(1904), Fauré discusses his debt to the education he received at l’École: “I would like to say
today what… I owe to the Niedermeyer School, to the scope and character of the teaching
that was delivered there and to the conditions in which I lived there for years.” 279

According to Friddle, Liszt is known to have cut out some sections of the piece to produce an
abridged version of the work for a performance. Friddle, "Franz Liszt's Oratorio Christus," 89–99.
279 « Je voudrais dire aujourd’hui ce que d’une manière plus générale je dois à l’École Niedermeyer, à
l’étendue et au caractère de l’enseignement qui y était distribué et jusqu’aux conditions où j’y ai vécu
durant des années. » Fauré, “Souvenirs,” La revue musicale 4 (1 Oct. 1922; a reprint of what was
published in 1904), 195.
278
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Throughout the memoir, Fauré expresses his respect for his former teacher, Louis
Niedermeyer, and regretfully states that “it is possible that for the present generation, this
name has no meaning. Such forgetfulness constitutes a real injustice.” Regarding
Niedermeyer’s operas in particular, Fauré explains that, within them, “one would find real
beauties, melodic richness and choice of harmonies that are not usually found in other
operas of the same period.”280

Singing and accompanying plainchant was an integral part of Fauré’s life as a student at the
Niedermeyer School. Considering this, it is easy to imagine how the language of plainchant
might have affected his own compositional language. Fauré’s recognition of Gregorian chant
as a valuable compositional resource can be read in the following statement:
Perhaps it would be surprising if I said how much the nature of music can be enriched
by frequent contact with the masters of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and
what resources can even be born from the study and practice of Gregorian chant.
Would one dare to affirm that such melodic lines and such recent harmonic
discoveries have their roots in a past from which we are so distant and so
detached?281

Fauré adds, “of all [Niedermeyer’s] works, which seems to me to dominate the others and for
which Berlioz showed a real admiration, is his Messe solennelle.” (« [O]n y découvrirait de réelles
beautés, une richesse mélodique et un choix d’harmonies tels que n’en présentent pas toujours les
opéras de la même époque. Cependant elle de ses œuvres qui me semble dominer les autres et pour
laquelle Berlioz témoignait d’une véritable admiration, est sa Messe solennelle pour soli, chœur et
orchestre. ») Fauré, 199.
281 « Peut-être étonnerais-je si je disais combien peut s'enrichir une nature musicale au contact
fréquent des maîtres des XVIe et XVIIe siècles et quelles ressources peuvent même naître de l'étude
et de la pratique du chant grégorien. Oserait-on affirmer que telles lignes mélodiques, telles
trouvailles harmoniques d'apparition récente n'ont point leurs racines dans un passé dont nous nous
croyons si éloignés et si dégagés ? » Fauré, 199.
280
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In addition to the language of plainchant, the students at the Niedermeyer School studied a
rather radical system of harmony that incorporated a significant range of chromaticism
through the use of altered chords; this system was passed on from Gottfried Weber through
Pierre de Maleden, who in turn taught Fauré’s teacher Gustave Lefèvre. This daring style of
harmony, combined with studies of modal harmonization, helped to foster the development
of Fauré’s unique musical language, which integrates modality into modern tonality in a way
that expands the possibilities beyond the scope of traditional tonality.

Fauré’s idea of sacred music was fundamentally liberal. In his published statement about the
plainchant reformation movement, he says that “it is rather difficult to establish a
demarcation between what is a truly religious style and what is not. That will vary according
to individual judgement.” 282 In the aforementioned memoir, “Souvenir,” Fauré poses the
questions in a rather cynical manner: “What music is religious? What music is not?” He then
proceeds to answer himself, saying,
[T]o try to resolve the question is rather dangerous when you consider that however
sincere religious feeling may be in a musician, it is through his personal sensibility
that he expresses himself and not according to fixed laws. All classification in this field
of thought has always seemed arbitrary to me.283

« Il est bien difficile d’établir une démarcation entre ce qui est du style vraiment religieux et ce qui
n’en est pas. Cela peut différer suivant le jugement de chacun. » Fauré to Mageot (the editor of Le
Monde musical), “La réforme de la musique,” Le Monde musical (1904), 35.
283 « Quelle musique est religieuse? Quelle musique ne l'est pas? Essayer de résoudre la question est
bien hasardeux, attendu que si profondément sincère que soit chez un musicien le sentiment
religieux, c'est à travers sa sensibilité personnelle qu'il l'exprimera et non d'après des lois qu'on ne
saurait fixer. Toute classification dans cet ordre d'idée m'a toujours paru arbitraire. » Fauré, 197.
282
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Fauré may have refused to establish a definitive description of what religious music should
be, but he once said of his Requiem that “everything I managed to entertain by way of
religious illusion I put into my Requiem,” adding that this work “is moreover dominated from
beginning to end by a very human feeling of faith in eternal rest.”284

“Pie Jesu”
Within Fauré’s Requiem, we find “Pie Jesu,” a movement for soprano solo that opens with a
simple organ accompaniment (Example 4.11). The melody of “Pie Jesu” is not taken from an
existing plainchant, nor is it written in any particular church mode. However, its simplicity
resembles the characteristics of plainchant; aside from the occasional leaps of a fourth or
fifth, the melody moves almost entirely by intervals of a second or third. The simple, mostly
triadic harmonization may be associated with the idea of “purity” in plainchant
harmonization portrayed by harmonists like Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue.285

« Tout ce que j’ai pu posséder d’illusion religieuse, je l’ai mise dans mon Requiem lequel d’ailleurs
est dominé d’un bout à l’autre par ce sentiment bien humain : la confiance dans le repos éternel. »
Fauré to Fauchois, 13. April 1921, Fauré, Correspondance, 312.
285 Niedermeyer’s influence on Fauré’s compositional style, specifically in the Requiem, is discussed
in Stefan Morent’s article “Das Mittelalter im 19. Jahrhundert in Frankreich.” The summary section
of the article, in English, states: “A closer examination of Fauré’s Requiem op. 48 reveals that the
composer was deeply influenced by Niedermeyer’s teaching of ‘medieval’ chant accompaniment. But
at the same time, he went further by combining modal and tonal features, creating thus a genuine
harmonic and melodic language of a ‘musique française,’ reflecting the experience of a newly
discovered and heard ‘musique médiévale.’” Stefan Morent, “Das Mittelalter im 19. Jahrhundert in
Frankreich: Gabriel Fauré und sein Requiem, op. 48,” Musiktheorie: Zeitschrift für Musikwissenschaft, Vol. 23, No. 2 (2008), 159.
284
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Example 4.11: Fauré’s “Pie Jesu” (piano reduction), mm. 1–8
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Example 4.11: Fauré’s “Pie Jesu” (piano reduction), mm. 9–18
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Example 4.11: Fauré’s “Pie Jesu” (piano reduction), mm. 19–28
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Example 4.11: Fauré’s “Pie Jesu” (piano reduction), mm. 29–38
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While it is mostly triadic, the harmonic setting of “Pie Jesu” departs from Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s approach with occasional uses of seventh chords and non-chordal melodic
elaborations; see m. 3, for example. In this sense, the harmonization style of “Pie Jesu”
resembles Lemmens’s style of plainchant harmonization.286 Unlike the earlier harmonists,
Lemmens was not resistant to the idea of incorporating aspects of modern tonality into
plainchant harmonization, believing that the inclusion of dissonance and melodic
elaboration allows for an artistic fusion of tonality and modality. Lemmens’s concern was
not to establish a clear distinction between the two but to create a harmonic language that
artistically combines them. This attitude toward the incorporation of modal aspects into
tonal music seems to resonate with Fauré’s compositional style, particularly in “Pie Jesu.”
The incorporation of dissonance and chromaticism arguably adds a more expressive quality
to modal harmonization, which perhaps reflects the “personal sensibility” or “human feeling”
that Fauré considered an essential part of his music.

Section 1 (mm. 1–10): The melodic cadence D–C–D and its harmonization
“Pie Jesu” is structured by a series of phrases that may be segmented into two-measure units.
The majority of these two-measure segments conclude with a melodic cadence using a
lower-neighbor motion. The first instance of such a melodic cadence, D–C–D, is heard in m.
3; beginning with this cadence, the melody continues to hover around D through m. 6. The
key of “Pie Jesu” is Bf major and there is an intriguing conflict between the harmonic

Fauré’s knowledge of Lemmens’s work, which was published a year before the composition of the
Requiem, is uncertain.

286
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significance of the tonic Bf and the melodic significance of D, which is established by the D–
C–D cadence. Throughout the movement, the D–C–D cadence reappears not only in its
original form but in various transposed forms. This lower-neighbor melodic cadence serves
to establish the melodic significance of a single pitch, a characteristic similar to that of the
final in a modal melody. Because the status of this pseudo-final is established independently
from the context of a key, I dub the D–C–D cadence and its transposition the “1–7–1 cadence”
regardless of the local key.

While the key of “Pie Jesu” is Bf major, the key of the Requiem as a whole is D minor. The
structural emphasis placed on the melodic note D in “Pie Jesu” ties the aria into the tonal
scheme of the entire work. Furthermore, the use of the pitch D as a pseudo-final of the
melody can be associated with the Gregorian melody of “Pie Jesu.” The Gregorian “Pie Jesu”
appears as the last verse of “Dies irae,” the Sequence of the Requiem Mass (Example 4.12a).
The “Dies irae,” which is in a mixture of Modes 1 and 2, closes with the melodic cadence D–
C–D (1–7–1) set to the word “Amen” (Example 4.12b). The whole-step motion C–D is a typical
cadence in Modes 1 and 2. It is listed as such in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s treatise (see No.
2 in Example 4.13); the authors harmonize this melodic cadence with a C major chord in first
inversion followed by a D minor chord (Example 4.14).
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In Fauré’s harmonization of the melodic cadence C–D (bracketed in red in Example 4.15a),
the C is harmonized with a C dominant seventh chord in second inversion and the D is
curiously harmonized with a D major chord. The use of a C chord in this measure can be
associated with the use of a C major chord in Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of
the C–D cadence (shown above in Example 4.14). Example 4.15b alters the C chord from a
seventh chord in second inversion (as in m. 3 of “Pie Jesu”) to a triad in first inversion (as in
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Mode-1 and Mode-2 cadences). The voicing of 4.15b replaces
the bass G of 4.15a with En and the seventh Bf of the tenor with G. The progression of 4.15b
is identical to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s cadence (Example 4.14) except for the Fs (as
opposed to the Fn of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s tenor). The alto voice of Example 4.14
becomes the tenor voice of Example 4.15b.
a.

b.

Example 4.15: a. Fauré’s harmonization of the melodic cadence C–D (“Pie Jesu,” m. 3)
b. the C chord altered from a seventh chord to a triad

The melodic tone C in Fauré’s cadence is less stable than the C in Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s cadence, not only because of the added dissonance (Bf as the seventh) but also
because of the position of the chord that harmonizes it. While Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
harmonization places En in the bass, creating a stepwise resolution to the following D, Fauré’s
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C chord is presented in second inversion, which places the fifth of the chord, G, in the bass.
The bass G creates the relatively unstable interval of a fourth with the C in the melody.
Without deciding whether this fourth should count as a consonance or a dissonance (an
endless debate in harmonic theory since Rameau), one may say that the relatively weak
support for C, combined with its brevity, suggests a lower neighbor to D, despite the
suggestion of a 7–6 suspension between soprano and alto.

If D rather than C is regarded as the chord tone in m. 3, beat 2, the measure contains a plagal
cadence of the type described by Rameau: a subdominant added-sixth chord on G moving to
a root-position tonic triad on D, with the added sixth resolving by step upward (Example
4.16a). 291 Compare Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization in Example 4.17, which
shows a non-final plagal cadence used to support a melodic cadence 4–3–1; Example 4.16b
brings the melody and voice leading of this cadence closer to Fauré’s. The avoidance of
dissonant chords by Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, and their insistence on strict diatonicism,
explain the differences between their plagal cadence and Fauré’s.
a.

b.

Example 4.16: a. the cadential progression of “Pie Jesu,” m. 3 (beat 3 to 4); b. plagal cadence in D minor

On Rameau’s plagal cadence and its relation to his concept of double emploi, see Joel Lester,
Compositional Theory in the Eighteenth Century, 133–34.

291
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Example 4.17: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s example of
a plagal cadence in Mode 1292

Example 4.15a resembles Lemmens’s harmonic setting of the D–C–D melodic cadence in
Mode 1; we have seen this cadence in his harmonization of “Salve Regina,” reproduced below
as Example 4.18. 293 The C in this cadence is interpreted as a lower-neighbor tone, which
decorates the D of the plagal cadence G minor–D minor; this C is counterpointed by E in the
tenor, a sixth above the bass G. The combination of a whole-tone melodic cadence (rather
than a half-step leading-tone motion) and a plagal cadence in the bass typifies the attempts
of plainchant harmonists to dethrone the V–I cadence, the emblem of so-called commonpractice tonality.294

Example 4.18: Lemmens’s harmonization of “Salve Regina,” mm. 4–5295

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 47.
See Chapter 2.
294 Plagal effects in the songs of Fauré and Duparc are explored through the lens of harmonic dualism
in Andrew Pau’s “Plagal Systems in the songs of Fauré and Duparc” (Theory and Practice, Vol. 41
[2016], pp. 81–111). Pau states: “From the larger standpoint of music theoretical discourse, it is
perhaps fitting that numerous examples of plagal systems (Kaplan’s ‘antimatter’) can be found in a
corner of the repertoire that constitute a kind of ‘counterculture’ set against the ‘dominant culture’
of the Austro-German repertoire.” (Pau references William Rothstein’s "Common-tone Tonality in
Italian Romantic Opera: An Introduction," ¶¶1–2).
295 Lemmens, Œuvres inédites, Vol. 2, 84.
292
293
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Despite the suggested association with the Gregorian “Pie Jesu,” as well as Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s cadence for Modes 1 and 2, it would not be accurate to identify the mode of
Fauré’s opening melody (mm. 2–3) as Mode 1 or 2 on D. Considering the key signature, which
includes Bf and Ef, it is more plausible to interpret the mode of the melody as Mode 4 on D
(Example 4.19). In fact, the cadence in m. 3, which concludes with a D major chord, even
resembles one of Gevaert’s Mode 4 cadences, shown as 2e Cadence finale in Example 4.20,
while the bass line is closer to that of his 3e Cadence finale. As we have noted, Gevaert
harmonizes the last note of Mode-3 and Mode-4 cadences with a major rather than a minor
triad, despite the fact that a major triad requires the use of a non-diatonic tone. Gevaert’s use
of a major triad with a raised third, Gs, is comparable to Fauré’s use of a D major chord with
an added sharp on the F.

Example 4.19: Mode 4 on D

Example 4.20: Gevaert’s Mode 4 cadences296

296

Gevaert, 26.
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The conflict between the tonic and the final
In tonal harmony, the function of a tonic is assumed by a triad built on the tonic pitch; this
system operates on the basis that the melodic center (tonic pitch) and the harmonic center
(tonic harmony) are consistently aligned. Following this convention, harmonists like
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, as well as Gevaert, give the harmonic function of tonic to a triad
built upon the final of the melody. In other words, the tonic harmony of a melody whose final
is D would be either D minor or D major (the latter only if the mode were transposed).
Despite the apparent structural significance placed on the tone D in m. 3 of “Pie Jesu,” the
harmonic function of a D major chord is apparently subordinate to the tonic Bf major
harmony. The degree of conflict created between the key of Bf major and the supposed mode
of D (established by the “1–7–1 cadence”) in m. 2–3 resonates with Lemmens’s theory of
melodies in Mode 12.

As we have seen in the preceding chapter, in Lemmens’s theory there are three modes that
the author categorizes as “melodic”; a mode is considered melodic if the final and the tonic
cannot be the same note. The two sets of melodic modes, according to Lemmens, are Modes
3 and 4 (mi mode) and Modes 11 and 12 (si mode); the tonic triad of Modes 3 and 4 on E is
not E minor but A minor, and the tonic triad of Modes 11 and 12 on B is not B diminished but
G major. Following this theory, if mm. 2–3 of “Pie Jesu” were interpreted as being in Mode 4
on D, the tonic harmony would be G minor. On the other hand, if the melody were interpreted
as being in Mode 12 on D, the tonic harmony would be Bf major. In other words, according
to Lemmens’s theory, the “Pie Jesu” melody may be interpreted as being in Mode 12 rather
than in Mode 4.
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Lemmens’s argument for considering Mode 12 as “melodic” rather than “harmonic” is based
on the idea that the final of this mode cannot support a consonant triad; the quality of the
triad built on the final of Mode 12 on B (Example 4.21a) would be diminished because the
fifth above the final would be F, which creates the interval of a diminished fifth above the
final, B. This leads Lemmens to claim that B cannot serve as both the final and the tonic if a
melody is written in Mode 12 on B. If the mode of “Pie Jesu” is interpreted as Mode 12 on D,
the fifth above the supposed final D would be Af (Example 4.21b). Curiously, neither An nor
Af appears in the melody of “Pie Jesu” until the V–I cadence in Bf in m. 7. If one hears the
opening melody in Mode 12 on D, the An in m. 7 appears as if to correct the characteristic of
modal melody that had given emphasis to D and, instead, to establish Bf as the tonic. This
analysis would also be in line with Lemmens’s argument that melodies in Mode 12 are often
mistaken for Mode 4 because of the omitted fifth scale degree (see Chapter 3, p. 125).

a. Mode 12 on B

b. Mode 12 on D

Example 4.21: a. Mode 12 on B; b. Mode 12 on D

The D major chord of m. 3 and the tonic Bf major chord are in a chromatic, common-tone
relationship (like the G major-Ef major relationship that we saw in Liszt’s “Pater noster”); D
major is the chromatic mediant in the key of Bf major, and the chords are linked by the
common tone D. D is the focal point of the progression that leads from the opening Bf major
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chord to the D major chord in m. 3, and also of the progression back from D major to the Bf
major chord in m. 4.297

Section 2 (mm. 11–19): Transposition of the 1–7–1 melodic cadence
Beginning with the establishment of D as a structural tone through the use of the 1–7–1
cadence, the cadential progressions of “Pie Jesu” at times seem to be melodically directed.
That is to say, the melodic cadences in the soprano voice seem to serve a leading role in
directing the harmonic progression, instead of a 5–1 leap in the bass. The 1–7–1 melodic
cadence is used eight times within the brief movement of thirty-eight measures: four of them
are in the original form, D–C–D, and the rest are in transposed forms.

As the 1–7–1 cadence is transposed, the harmony travels through different tonal areas. For
example, after the establishment of Bf major in m. 7, a motion away from this key is initiated
in m. 11 with the appearance of Bn. The melody set to the text “Pie Jesu” in this measure is
altered to Bf–F (as opposed to Bf–Ef in m. 2), and this adjustment leads the melody to arrive
on the transposed version of the 1–7–1 melodic cadence: En–D–En (m. 12). Just as the last
tone of the D–C–D cadence was harmonized with a D major chord in m. 3, the last tone of the
En–D–En cadence in m. 12 is harmonized with an E major chord, with an alteration of Gn to
Gs.

See William Rothstein’s "Common-tone Tonality in Italian Romantic Opera: An Introduction" for
more on the use of common tones, which “de-privileges the bass of a musical texture” while a nontonic pitch serves as the “principal agent of coherence.” Rothstein, ¶13.

297
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The voice leading of the harmonization of this En–D–En cadence is essentially a transposition
of m. 3. The En that receives melodic emphasis through the En–D–En cadence eventually
becomes the third of the C major harmony that appears in m. 14. The C major then functions
as the V of V, leading to the F major cadence that closes the section in m. 18. The En, as part
of the V of V, functions as the leading tone to F, the dominant of the original key Bf major.
When F major is established as the secondary key area in m. 16, a V–I cadence is used to
support another instance of the 1–7–1 cadence. The 1 and 7 of this 1–7–1 cadence, unlike
those used in m. 3 and m. 12, are in a half-step rather than a whole-step relationship. As we
saw earlier, a half-step 1–7–1 cadence is used to establish Bf major as the tonic harmony in
m. 7; here again, in m. 16, the half-step version of the 1–7–1 cadence is used to establish a
new tonal center. After the establishment of F major, reiterated with an orchestral interlude
that concludes with a V–I cadence in m. 18, En reverts to Ef in m. 19. This Ef serves the
seventh of F dominant harmony, which eventually brings the harmony back to Bf major in
m. 29.

Section 3, part 1 (mm. 19–28): Recasting the 1–7–1 melodic cadence
The middle section, mm. 19–28, opens with an F dominant ninth chord (F–A–C–Ef–G), which
resolves not to the expected Bf major but to D minor chord (m. 19). The note Bf, in fact, is
missing altogether from m. 19 to m. 24, and this avoidance contributes to the deemphasis of
Bf major in this section. A harmonic reduction of mm. 19–21, shown in Example 4.22 below,
illustrates the oscillation between the F dominant ninth chord (dominant seventh in m. 20)
and the first-inversion D minor chord. Compare the progression of m. 19, F dominant ninth
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to D minor (Example 4.23a), to a more conventional resolution of the F dominant ninth to Bf
major (Example 4.23b).

Example 4.22: The oscillating progression of an F dominant ninth chord
and a first-inversion D minor triad (mm. 19–21)
a.

b.

Example 4.23: a. A common-tone resolution of an F dominant ninth to D minor triad in first inversion;
b. A resolution to a Bf major triad (root position)

In the progression of F dominant ninth to D minor (Example 4.23a), the leading tone A, which
is expected to resolve to the Bf of the tonic Bf major chord, does not resolve but is maintained
as a common tone, as is the F in the bass. Despite the lack of leading-tone resolution (A–Bf),
the progression to the D minor chord includes the contrapuntal resolution of a major sixth,
C–Ef, to the octave D–D (m. 20, soprano and lower tenor). This is the standard perfect
cadence of Renaissance counterpoint (e.g., Zarlino). The progression from a sixth to an
octave is also essential in modal cadences like those of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s Modes
1 and 2. The stepwise, contrary-motion resolution from Ef and C to an octave D–D is marked
by solid red lines in Example 4.23a.
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In m. 20, the progression of an F dominant seventh chord to a first-inversion D minor chord
harmonizes the D–C–D melodic cadence (Example 4.24). This reappearance of D–C–D places
the melodic cadence in a different harmonic context compared to its setting in m. 3: the end
of the D–C–D figure in m. 20 is harmonized with a D minor chord in first inversion, as
opposed to a D major chord in root position as was the case in m. 3. Even though the D minor
chord is the chord that harmonizes the last note of the D–C–D melodic cadence, because it in
first inversion, it may be heard as less stable than the preceding F chord, which is in root
position. The stability of the F chord is supported by the sustained F in the bass from m. 19
through m. 22. The first-inversion D minor chord appears to prolong the F dominant
harmony, even as it provides local resolution to the F dominant harmony as we saw above
(Example 4.23). Because of the harmonic ambiguity of the D minor ¢ chord, the D–C–D line
in m. 20 sounds less cadential than m. 3.

Example 4.24: The harmonization of the D–C–D cadence in “Pie Jesu,” m. 20

Section 3, part 2 (mm. 23–26): The A–G–A cadence
Example 4.25 shows the harmonic progression from m. 22 through m. 24, in which we see a
melodic descent from D to A (D–C–Bn–A); the melodic goal A is achieved in m. 24, harmonized
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by an A major chord. The two-measure unit, mm. 23–24, begins with a half-diminished
seventh chord built on Bn (Bn–D–F–A); this chord is expanded through a voice exchange and
reiterated, in first inversion, on the downbeat of m. 24. The C in the top voice on the
downbeat of m. 24, in this interpretation, would be a suspension carried over from the
preceding A minor chord. The A, the seventh of the apparent Bn half-diminished seventh
chord of m. 24, does not resolve downward, but is maintained as a common tone to the
following A major chord. The lack of resolution of the seventh and the leap of a fourth in the
bass, D–A in m. 24, suggests another instance of a plagal cadence that involves a subdominant
chord with an added sixth; the subdominant chord, in this case, would be D minor, and the
added sixth would be Bn.
m. 22

m. 23

m. 24

Example 4.25: A harmonic reduction of “Pie Jesu,” mm. 22–24

In Rameau’s model of the plagal cadence, the added sixth of the subdominant chord resolves
upward by step to the third of the tonic chord; i.e., the Bn of m. 24 would resolve upward to
Cs. While the Bn in the soprano part moves down to the A in m. 24, the organ and first cello
play a line that moves A–Bn–Cs; this line is represented as the tenor voice in Example 4.26a.
Example 4.26b simplifies the transfer of the Bn (indicated by the red line in Example 4.26a)
and places the Bn–Cs line in the soprano voice. The sustained A, shown as the tenor voice in
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Example 4.26b, represents the line played by the organ and first viola, which is decorated
with a whole-step 1–7–1 melodic cadence, A–G–A (Example 4.26c).
a.

b.

c.

Example 4.26: Harmonic reductions of “Pie Jesu,” m. 24

Following the cadence in m. 24, A major is prolonged through the subsequent two-measure
unit, mm. 25–26, where we find another instance of the A–G–A cadence (m. 26). The
harmonization of A–G–A in m. 26 closely relates to that in m. 24; the downbeat of m. 26 brings
back the same harmony, Bn–D–F–A, that was expanded through a voice exchange in mm. 23–
24 (Example 4.25). Despite the similarities between the progressions of mm. 24 and 26, the
Bn–D–F–A chord in m. 26 does not lead to a D minor chord with an added sixth as it did
earlier; the bass on the downbeat of m. 26 is not D (as in m. 24) but Bn (as in m. 23), and this
Bn moves down to Bf on the second beat of m. 26 (Example 4.27); Bf moves in turn to A.
Because D is not in the bass, the implication of a plagal cadence is lessened. Instead of a plagal
cadence, the half-step motion in the bass suggests a Phrygian cadence on A, which can be
construed as a half cadence in D minor, the main key of the Requiem. The implied harmonic
function of the A major chord in m. 24, as part of a plagal cadence, was tonic, but in m. 26, the
A major chord sounds less stable because, in tonalité moderne, its implied harmonic function
is dominant. The alteration of Bn to Bf weakens A as a tonal center in preparation for the
return to the movement’s original key, Bf major.
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m. 26

Example 4.27: Harmonic reduction of “Pie Jesu,” mm. 25–26

Both the plagal and Phrygian forms of this cadential progression, also on A, can be found in
two other movements of the Requiem: the “Introit and Kyrie” and the “Libera Me.” Example
4.28 shows the cadence that closes the choral introduction of “Introit and Kyrie” (mm. 14–
17). The harmonic progression here is identical to that of m. 24 of “Pie Jesu.” The same
cadential progression can also be found in mm. 16 and 17 of “Libera Me,” which accompanies
the A–G–A line of the baritone solo (Example 4.29). The G here is a non-chordal, lowerneighbor tone, which is analogous to the melodic function of C in m. 3 of “Pie Jesu.”
m. 14

m. 15

m. 16

Example 4.28: “Introit and Kyrie,” mm. 14–17
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m. 15

m. 16

m. 17

Example 4.29: “Libera Me,” mm. 13–17

Example 4.30 shows mm. 24–27 of “Introit and Kyrie,” in which an interesting mixture of
plagal and Phrygian forms can be found. The A in the bass of m. 27 is approached by the Bf
in the previous measure, m. 26; the Bf–A bass line identifies with the Phrygian model, but
the solo tenor line leaps down from D to A, which can be associated with the fourth-descent
bass line of a plagal cadence. Also related to the plagal model is the rising line A–Bn–Cs in the
orchestral tenor voice (m. 27). The cadence also includes a passing G on the second beat of
m. 27, which recalls the lower neighbor G of Example 4.26c. Both of these movements are in
D minor.
m. 24

m. 25

m. 26

Example 4.30: “Introit and Kyrie,” mm. 24–27
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The final cadence of “Pie Jesu” (m. 38) is not a V–I cadence but a progression from ii™ to I, a C
minor seventh chord followed by a Bf major triad (see the red bracket in Example 4.31a). If
the penultimate chord actually functioned as a ii™ chord, the Bf would resolve down to A, but
instead, Bf leaps upward to D. Although the lack of a fourth-leap in the bass makes it less
obvious, the cadential progression of m. 38 may be interpreted as a plagal cadence with
added sixth in Bf major. A voice-leading model of the progression as a plagal cadence is
shown in Example 4.31b. Compare this to the cadential progression of m. 3, a plagal cadence
in D (Example 4.16a, reproduced here as Example 4.31c). The voicing with a leap of a fourth
in the bass (Example 4.31b) maintains the Bf in the soprano as a common tone; there is no
need for the Bf to resolve down in this plagal interpretation because it is the fifth of the
subdominant chord.
a.

b.
m.36

m.37

c.

m.38

Example 4.31: a. “Pie Jesu,” mm. 36–38;
b. plagal interpretation of m. 38;
c. plagal interpretation of m. 3

When the root-position C minor seventh chord substitutes for the Ef added sixth chord (i.e.,
when the bass tone of Example 4.31b is changed from Ef to C), the tenor voice of the plagal
model (G in Example 4.31b) cannot be maintained because of parallel fifths (compare
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Examples 4.32a and 4.32b). The parallel fifths are avoided by replacing the G in the tenor of
Example 4.32a with an Ef. This results in a soprano melodic cadence G–Bf (Example 4.32c);
with the lack of leading tone in the penultimate harmony, the G serves as a pseudo-leading
tone. Jeremy Day-O’Connell discusses the use of the 6–8 melodic cadence in Debussy’s music,
which he says results from the composer’s incorporation of pentatonicism. Day-O’Connell
refers to it as a “plagal leading tone,” a cadential device that acts as an intersection of the
pentatonic and tonal traditions. “[In] the absence of the leading tone,” he explains, “scale
degree 6 assumes a special prominence and stands in a ‘stepwise’ relationship to the
tonic…”298
a.

b.

c.

Example 4.32: a. a plagal cadence with added sixth;
b. ii™–I with parallel fifths;
c. ii™–I with G in the soprano as the “plagal leading tone”

Day-O’Connell, 235. The author also states: “To imbue 6 with leading-tone character, if only by
association, is to confer some hint of dominant function upon a chord that has no right to it. In this
way the plagal leading tone effects a subtle but profound deformation of the tonal hierarchy.” DayO’Connell, “Debussy, Pentatonicism, and the Tonal Tradition,” 237.

298
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Erik Satie
In 1874, at age eight, Satie began his piano studies with Gustave Vinot, an organist at the
church of Saint-Léonard who had received his training at l’École Niedermeyer. Through his
studies with Vinot, Satie learned a large repertoire of old music, including Gregorian
plainchant and harmonization à la Niedermeyer;299 his interest in plainchant also led him to
visit Solesmes in the late 1880s. Eventually, in 1905, at the age of thirty-nine, Satie decided
to study at the Schola Cantorum in Paris, where he received rigorous training in old music
and counterpoint from notable teachers like Vincent d’Indy and others.

While the credit is often given to Claude Debussy for creating the “modern” harmonic
language, Debussy himself recognized Satie as a significant influence:
Satie, you never had greater admirers than Ravel and myself; many of your early
works had a great influence on our writing. Your Prelude de la porte héroïque du ciel
was to us a revelation, so original, so different from that Wagnerian atmosphere
which has surrounded us in later years.300
Satie did not care much for dramatic, large-scale genres like grand opéra. Once described by
Debussy as “a gentle medieval musician who turned up in our century,” 301 Satie found
inspiration in the simplicity of Gregorian chant. A Satie scholar Ornella Volta states, “Satie

William Austin claims that Satie “studied counterpoint and piano with Vincent Vinot, who trained
Satie to harmonize plainsong before he had heard enough tonal music to establish any habit for the
major scale and its leading tone.” Austin, Music in the Twentieth Century from Debussy through
Stravinsky, 161.
300 Quoted in Goldschmann, 11.
301 Volta, 32.
299
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made use of archaic expressions, advocating a return to Gregorian chant in opposition to the
Wagnerian ‘Music of the Future.’”302

Satie’s use of modal settings that resemble plainchant harmonizations may be found in
familiar pieces like the three Gymnopédies (1888). As can be seen in Example 4.33, which
shows the final cadence of Gymnopédie No. 1, Satie closes the piece with a whole-step melodic
cadence 7–1. The final tonic D in the melody is approached by a whole step from a Cn that is
harmonized by an A minor seventh chord, creating a V–I cadence in which both the dominant
and tonic triads are minor. We find this cadence in Gevaert’s treatise as one of his Mode-1
cadences (Example 4.34). The lack of a leading tone in the dominant makes this V–I cadence
less directional than a conventional authentic cadence.

Example 4.33: The final cadence of Gymnopédie No. 1

Example 4.34: Gevaert’s Mode-1 cadence303

302
303

Volta, 11.
Gevaert, 25.
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Messe des pauvres
Traces of Gregorian flavor are also found in Satie’s pieces that are seemingly more distant
from plainchant tonality like Messe des pauvres. András Wilhelm, in his article “Erik Satie’s
Gregorian Paraphrases,” explains that, in Messe des pauvres, “one encounters in its full
abundance a forming principle that could scarcely had come about had the composer not had
a knowledge of Gregorian [chant].”304

Messe des pauvres was written between 1893 and 1895, around the time when the eccentric
composer founded his own religion.305 As the sole member of his church, which he called
l’Église métropolitaine d’art de Jésus conducteur, Satie appointed himself the Maître de
chapelle and composed Messe des pauvres. In an “epistle” entitled Œuvre de l’église
métropolitaine d’art, Satie addresses Catholic artists and all Christians, declaring:
We shall make of it a refuge where Catholicism and the Arts, which are indissolubly
linked to it, shall grow and prosper, safe from all profanation and in the complete
expansion of their purity, which the efforts of the Evil One will be unable to tarnish.306

Wilhelm, 235.
From 1891 to 1892, Satie acted as the composer-in-residence for the Mystical Order of the Rose +
Cross of the Temple and Grail, an occult sect founded by Joséphin Péladan. Following a falling out with
Péladan, Satie decided to create his own sect in 1893.
306 « Nous en ferons le refuge où la catholicité et les Arts, qui lui sont indissolublement liés, croîtront
et prospèreront à l’abri de toute profanation et dans la complète expansion de leur pureté, que les
efforts du Malin ne sauraient ternir. » Le Cœur (October 1893), 12.
304
305
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In the Kyrie of Messe des pauvres (Example 4.35), we see a resemblance to Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s plainchant harmonization, similar in a way to what we have seen in Fauré’s “Pie
Jesu”: a note-against-note harmonic setting in which the melodic fragments mostly consist
of steps and small leaps. In addition, Satie’s Kyrie displays a rhythmic freedom that imitates
that of plainchant; there is no set meter, no bar lines, nor any symmetrical divisions of
phrases. As is the case in plainchant, the flexibility of Satie’s phrasing seems to be shaped by
the rhythm of the text. 307 There are no texts at the beginning of the movement, but the
phrasing of the opening relates to the harmonic setting of the text, which begins in the fifth
system on the printed score. Once the chorus enters, the music alternates between the
chorus and solo organ in a manner that resembles the convention of organ mass. In an organ
mass, the organ replaces parts of the Ordinary and Proper of the Mass and plays in
alternation with the sung portions; the practice of dividing sections of a liturgical text
between the organ and choir is referred to as alternatim.308

The Kyrie is structured by a series of melodic fragments that are concatenated in no apparent
order. There is a total of seven different melodic segments that are sung by the chorus

The free rhythmic characteristic of the Kyrie is sympathetic to what Fernand Biron (a former
student at the Schola Cantorum) refers to as the “musical breath” of plainchant. Based on Charles
Bordes’s teaching, Biron explains that one of the beauties of plainchant is “the melodic breath, which
Charles Bordes calls the mélodique continue, that is to say a ‘succession of accents’ forming musical
words grouped into phrases of different duration, governed by a rigorous punctuation determined
by thesis or rest. It will not be constrained to the laws of form, which gives us a phrase with small
sections, resulting from the music of dance or chanson, fatal cause of the degradation of the art.” (« …
[le] souffle mélodique que Charles Bordes appelait la mélodie continue, c’est-à-dire « une suite
d’accents” formant des mots musicaux groupés en phrases de durée diverse, régies par une
ponctuation rigoureuse déterminée par les thésis ou repos ; elle ne sera point astreinte aux lois de la
carrure qui nous donne une phrase à petits casiers, issue de la musique de danse ou de la chanson,
cause fatale de la dégradation de l’art. ») Biron, 33.
308 Edward Higginbottom, "Organ mass," Oxford Music Online.
307
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(Melody 3 has three constituents; Example 4.36). Although the movement as a whole is not
in any particular key nor mode, all of these melodic segments, individually, can belong in a
single mode except for Melody 1. Melody 1 would be in Mode 8 if it did not include the Fn.

Melody 1

Melody 2

Melody 3

Melody 5

Melody 4

Melody 7

Melody 6

Example 4.36: Seven melodic segments of Kyrie sung by the chorus

Melodies 1 and 2
Melodies 1 and 2 are first heard at the beginning of the movement played by the organ. I will
refer to each chord of the movement using two numbers: the first number indicates the
system in the printed score; the second number locates the chord within the system. Thus,
for example, the first chord of the piece is Chord 1.1. Melody 1 begins with Chord 1.1 and
ends with Chord 1.9; Melody 2 begins with Chord 2.4 and ends with Chord 2.11. Chords 1.10–
2.3 present a varied form of Melody 1 while Chords 2.12–17 present an exact repetition of
Melody 2. Both Melodies 1 and 2 reappear throughout the movement. Within a context that
is seemingly removed from any clear sense of tonality or modality, the repetition of these
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melodies and their cadential progressions (Cadences 1 and 2) marks the structural points,
anchoring the phrases on certain central pitches (Cadence 1 on D and Cadence 2 on E).

The melodic goal of Melody 1, which consists of three three-note fragments (A, B, and C;
Example 4.37) is D. The Fs in Fragment B gravitates the melody upward to G, but after an
alteration of Fs to Fn in Segment C, the melody ultimately settles on D in a downward motion,
Fn–D. When Melody 2 (Example 4.38) enters in Chords 2.4–2.11, there is a rather abrupt
change in the characteristic of the music. While the overall melodic direction of Melody 1 is
downward, Melody 2 emphasizes an ascending motion with reiteration of an ascending
major third, C–E. The emphasis on E in Fragment B of Melody 2 is supported by the
contrapuntal resolution of a minor sixth Fs–D to an octave E–E in the outer voices (Example
4.39). The Ef creates a chromatic conflict with both the Fs and En; without the Ef, the
cadential progression can belong in Modes 7 and 8. When reproduced in smooth voice
leading without the Ef, as in Example 4.40, Satie’s cadence becomes identical to Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue’s cadence for Modes 7 and 8 shown in Example 4.41.
A.

B.

Example 4.37: Kyrie, Melody 1

Example 4.38: Kyrie, Melody 2
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Example 4.39: Kyrie, Chords 2.7–8

Example 4.40: Kyrie, Chords 2.7–8 in
smooth voice leading without the Ef

Example 4.41: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
cadence for Modes 7 and 8309

The Ef in the lower alto of Example 4.39 moves to an En in the following E major triad. The
motion from Ef to En in this progression is reminiscent of a leading tone resolution s7–1 (Ds–
E). Example 4.42 shows a version of Satie’s cadence in which the Ef, enharmonically spelled
as Ds, replaces the Dn of Example 4.40. Example 4.42 is identical to one of Gevaert’s incidental
cadences for Modes 7 and 8 (the second and the third chords in Example 4.43). A comparison
of Example 4.41 and Example 4.43 demonstrates the contrasting views regarding the 7 of
Modes 7 and 8; Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue do not alter the 7, while Gevaert raises it to
emulate the leading-tone function of tonal music. An interpretation that combines Example
4.40 and Example 4.42 as the harmonic constitution of Example 4.39 suggests that both
modal 7–1 and tonal s7–1 coexist in Satie’s cadence.

309

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 84.
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Example 4.43: Gevaert’s cadence
for Modes 7 and 8310

Example 4.42: Kyrie, Chords 2.7–8 in smooth
voice leading with Ef reinterpreted as Ds

Harmonization of melodic cadence 3–1 (Cadences 1 and 2)
Fragment C of both Melodies 1 and 2 ends with a descent of a minor third, F–D and D–B
respectively. I will refer to Satie’s harmonization of F–D and D–B as Cadence 1 and Cadence
2, respectively. A descending minor-third motion serves as one of the melodic cadences for
Modes 3 and 4. Of the two cadences, Cadence 2 (Example 4.44a) bears a closer resemblance
to plainchant cadences in the sense that both chords are consonant triads. Cadence 2, when
reproduced in simple voice leading, as in Example 4.44b, is comparable to Niedermeyer and
d’Ortigue’s Mode 3 and Mode 4 cadence shown in Example 4.45.

Example 4.45 shows a melodic cadence G–E in the bass, which counterpoints the melodic
cadence D–E in the top voice. This is analogous to the counterpoint of the melodic line A–B
and top voice D–B in Satie’s cadence. What distinguishes Satie’s Cadence 2 from Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue’s cadence is the chromatic step Dn–Ds (written in the tenor voice of Example
4.44b).

310

Gevaert, 29.
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b.

Example 4.44: a. Satie’s Cadence 2; b. Cadence 2 in smooth voice leading
toutefois une autre manière d'accompagner cette
Voici

seconde cadence

:

Example 4.45: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s cadence for Modes 3 and 4311

Pour ce qui est de la cadence n° 3, le sol faisant partie de
l'harmonie de l'accord final de mi, il est évident que l'acte de
cadence se fait sur cette note sol, et que le mi qui la suit n'est
The chromatic
Dn–Ds of Example
4.44 relates Satie’s Cadence 2 to one of Gevaert’s
qu'unestep
prolongation
ou le complément de la terminaison. Voici
de cette
cadence
cadencesl'harmonie
for Modes 3 and
4. Example
4.46 shows
Gevaert’s harmonic setting of the melodic
:
cadence G–E as it appears in his harmonization of “Te Deum,” which is in Mode 4.312 Gevaert’s
use of a major triad to harmonize the final of Modes 3 and 4 results in a chromatic step Gn–
Gs; the Gs of the final E major triad is preceded by the Gn of a C major triad. The Gn–Gs line in
the tenor of Gevaert’s cadence is equivalent to the Dn–Ds of Satie’s Cadence 2, which is also
in the tenor (Example 4.44b).

Toutefois, dans certains cas, et pour plus de variété, la
cadence pourrait avoir lieu sur les notes sol et mi, ce qui donnerait alors l'harmonie suivante, qui caractérise d'ailleurs
le mode par la présence de l'accord de
plus particulièrement
311 Niedermeyer
and d’Ortigue, 57.
312

Gevaert,
49.
dominante.
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Example 4.46: Gevaert’s harmonization of G–E 313

A minor-third descent also appears as part of a melodic cadence for Modes 1 and 2 in
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s treatise. Unlike their cadences for Modes 3 and 4, the third
descent in Modes 1 and 2 is harmonized as a prolongation of a single harmony. Example 4.47
shows Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s harmonization of a three-note melodic cadence E–F–D,
which is equivalent to Fragment C of Satie’s Melody 1; Satie’s harmonization of this melody,
Cadence 1, is shown in Example 4.48. While Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue prolong a D minor
triad to support both F and D in Example 4.47, Satie’s Cadence 1 harmonizes F and D with
two different chords, an F dominant seventh chord in second inversion and a D major triad.
It features dissonant leaps—a minor seventh in the bass, a diminished fifth in the tenor.
When reproduced with smoother voice leading, as in Example 4.49, the dissonant leap in the
bass becomes a stepwise motion. In the smooth version, the resolution of the minor tenth C–
Ef to the octave D–D is the driving force of the cadence.

313

Gevaert, 49.
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Example 4.48: Satie’s harmonization
of E–F–D (Cadence 1)

Example 4.47: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
harmonization of E–F–D (Modes 1 and 2)314

Example 4.49: Satie’s Cadence 1 with smooth voice leading

The half-step descent Ef–D, placed in the soprano of Example 4.49, is reminiscent of the halfstep 2–1 melodic cadence that is characteristic of Modes 3 and 4. Compare Satie’s Cadence 1
with another one of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s cadences for Modes 3 and 4 (Example 4.50).
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue show a contrapuntal cadence in which the minor tenth D–F in
the outer voices resolves to an octave E–E, harmonized with a D minor and an E minor triad.
The half-step melodic cadence F–E, counterpointed by the bass line D–E, is an exact
transposition of the outer voices shown in Example 4.49: Ef–D in the soprano and C–D in the
bass.

314

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 47.
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Example 4.50: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s cadences for Modes 3 and 4315

We find an even stronger resemblance of Satie’s Cadence 1, as modified by smooth voice
leading in Example 4.49, to one of Gevaert’s cadences for Modes 3 and 4, shown in Example
4.51. This cadence also harmonizes the half-step melodic cadence F–E. The final E is
harmonized with a major triad, as is the case in Satie’s cadence: E major in Gevaert’s cadence
and D major in Satie’s. The use of a major triad for the final is the only difference between
Gevaert’s cadence and that of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue.

Example 4.51: Gevaert’s cadence of Modes 3 and 4316

http://ccwatershed.org

Example 4.52 summarizes the hypothetical derivation of Satie’s Cadence 1 from a
combination of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s and Gevaert’s cadences for Modes 3 and 4. For
sake of comparison, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s and Gevaert’s cadences on E are
transposed to D in the example.

315
316

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 54.
Gevaert, 50.
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c. Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue

a. Satie’s Cadence 1

d. Gevaert

b.

e. Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue

Example 4.52: Derivation of Satie’s Cadence 1 from a combination of
Mode 3 and Mode 4 cadences of Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue and Gevaert

In the examples above, we have seen a chromatic conflict between Fs and Fn that exists in
Melody 1 and its cadential progression (Cadence 1). This conflict is developed, both
melodically and harmonically, in the setting of “Dixit domine,” which closes the Kyrie
movement (Example 4.53). The progression bracketed in red, which I refer to as Cadence 3,
includes an altered form of Cadence 1. In Cadence 3, the syllables “me-o” are set to a
chromatic version of the melodic cadence E–F–D with an augmented second between Ef and
Fs. Preceded by an Af major triad and followed by a G minor triad, the Fs minor triad seems
out of place; if the Fs minor triad was replaced by an Fn minor triad, as in Example 4.54, the
cadential progression can belong in Modes 3 and 4. Example 4.54a includes parallel fifths
between the bass and tenor, like Satie’s Cadence 3, but when revoiced as in 4.54b, it is
comparable to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s cadence in Example 4.50.
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Example 4.53: Kyrie, Cadence 3, harmonization of Ef–Fs–D

a.

b.

Example 4.54: a. Kyrie, Cadence 3; b Cadence 3 without parallel fifths

The final cadence of “Dixit domine” (Cadence 4; Example 4.55) concludes on G both as the
melodic and harmonic goal; the melody closes with a fifth-descent from D to G (D–C–Bf–A–
G), the final note of which, G, is harmonized with a G major triad. The G major triad is
approached by an F major triad, settling the previously mentioned Fs–Fn conflict with an Fn.
This cadential progression (from an F major triad to a G major triad), unlike most of the
harmonic progressions in the Kyrie, is free of dissonance and chromatic conflicts. In fact, the
voicing of these two chords (F major–G major) is identical to Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s
cadence for Modes 7 and 8 (Example 4.56). Although the harmony used to support the Bf is
different (Ef major in Example 4.55 and Bf major in Example 4.56), the two examples share
the same melodic cadence Bf–A–G. As Example 4.57 shows, Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue allow
an addition of Bf in melodies of Modes 7 and 8 for the purpose of avoiding a tritone.
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Example 4.55: The final cadence of “Dixit domine,” Cadence 4

Example 4.56: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s cadence in Modes 7 and 8317

Example 4.57: Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue’s addition of Bf in Modes 7 and 8318

The idea of fragmentation and distortion in the Kyrie
The Kyrie movement as a whole is composed of fragmentary phrases that are concatenated
in no apparent order. Although the phrases are not in any clear key nor mode, Satie’s
harmonization at times resembles some plainchant cadences. Satie’s cadences that resemble
plainchant harmonization often include a tone that hinders the progression to belong in a
single mode, as if to distort familiar modal cadences. The concepts of fragmentation and

317
318

Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 84.
Niedermeyer and d’Ortigue, 90.
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distortion resonate with the ideas of Dadaism and other related artistic movements of the
twentieth century such as cubism, existentialism, nihilism and absurdism; a general
principle shared among them was the rejection of logic. According to Lindsey Peters, Satie
“in the 1920's was being recognized as a pioneer of Dadaism and cubism.”319,320

The Encyclopædia Britannica defines the ideals of Dadaism as “spontaneity and chance”; in
the desire to reject traditional modes of artistic creation, many Dadaists worked in collage,
photomontage, and found-object construction. These ideas are expressed through
techniques like cut-ups (découpé). In cubist artwork, for example, objects are analyzed,
broken up and reassembled in an abstracted form: instead of depicting objects from a single
viewpoint, the artist depicts the subject from a multitude of viewpoints to represent the
subject in a greater context. Pablo Picasso is a representative of this movement in the field
of visual art, and Satie collaborated with Picasso on a ballet, Parade. Peters notes that
“[d]uring the early years of the first World War, Satie became close friends with Diaghilev,
Picasso, and Cocteau, and with them he was able to realize his aesthetic ideals in stage
productions, particularly in ballet.”321

Peters, “Erik Satie and his influence on music in France in the twentieth century,” Honors Theses
1028, University of Richmond (1968), 13.
320 Romaric Gergorin notes that "Dada was the element in which Satie could have flourished, but it
came too late. He had already done enough outrageous avant-gardism in his youth." Romaric
Gergorin, Erik Satie.
321 Peters, 4.
319
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Satie’s naïveté
The melodically oriented homophonic setting is an idiosyncrasy of Satie’s compositional
style that may show the influence of plainchant harmonization. Construction of melodydriven progressions in which the harmonies are not restricted to their conventional
functions was important for Satie:
It is always an excellent practice to examine a melody when a student is analyzing
harmony. No melody possesses of itself a single harmonization, just as no landscape
contains a single color. The number of harmonic settings is infinite, because the
melody is an expression within the Expression. Let us not forget that the melody is
the idea, the frame, and thus the form and fabric of the work. Harmony is the
elucidation, accentuation and reflection of an object.322

Satie’s setting of the Kyrie, in which harmonies predominantly move in either similar or
parallel motion, lacks counterpoint in the traditional sense; it also disregards the resolution
of dissonances commonly expected in tonal music. These characteristics, which are generally
applicable to Satie’s music (i.e., not limited to the Messe), are often associated with the idea
of “naivety.” Maxime Jacob323 claims that,

« L’examen sérieux d’une mélodie constituera toujours, pour l’élève, un excellent exercice
harmonique. Une mélodie n’a pas son harmonie, pas plus qu’un paysage n’a sa couleur. La situation
harmonique d’une mélodie est infime car une mélodie est une expression dans l’Expression.
N’oubliez pas que la mélodie est l’Idée, le contour ; ainsi qu’elle est la forme et la matière d’une œuvre.
L’harmonie, elle, est un éclairage, une exposition de l’objet, son reflet. » Satie, Écrits. Paris, 1977, 48.
323 Maxime Jacob (also known as Dom Clément Jacob) was a member of the École d’Arcueil, a group
of young composers sponsored by Satie. Jacob later became a Benedictine monk and studied organ
playing and Gregorian chant with Maurice Duruflé.
322
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in almost all [other] French composers, one finds, like a need of nature, a latent
agreement between their soul and the Gregorian soul. Among them, none has
approached Gregorian musicians so well as Satie, because no one, more than him, was
naive.324

Admirers of Satie like Jacob viewed Satie’s naivety as a characteristic that allowed the
composer to tap into “the Gregorian soul.” The composer himself apparently found a sense
of inadequacy in this characteristic, which drew him to pursue his studies at the Schola
Cantorum. Satie states the following:
In 1905, I put myself to work with d’Indy. I was tired of being reproached with an
ignorance of which I thought I must be guilty, since competent people pointed it out
in my works. After three years of hard work I obtained from the Schola Cantorum my
diploma in counterpoint signed by my excellent master, who is certainly the most
knowledgeable and the best man in this world.325

In 1908, the year he graduated from the Schola, Satie composed a fugue for piano four-hands.
He later added a Chorale and Pastorale to this work, grouped them all together as Aperçus
désagréables, and published it in 1913. However, this work was not well received by those
who had admired the innocence and naivety of the composer’s earlier music, particularly the

« [C]hez presque tous les autres compositeurs français, on trouve comme un besoin de nature, un
accord latent entre leur âme et l'âme grégorienne. Parmi eux, nul mieux que Satie ne s'est approche
des musiciens grégoriens, parce que nul, plus que lui, n'a été naïf. » Jacob, 93.
325 Volta, 28 (from the Conrad Satie Collection, transcribed by P.D. Templier).
324
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members of Société Musicale Indépendante led by Maurice Ravel. 326 , 327 Here, in a letter
written to his brother, Satie describes the situation in a rather sarcastic manner:
Here I am then, in 1908, holding a certificate that gives me the title of
contrapuntist. Proud of my knowledge, I set to work to compose. My first work of this
kind is a Choral & fugue for four hands. I have often been insulted in my poor life, but
never was I so despised. What on earth had I been doing with d’Indy? The things I
wrote before had such charm! Such depth! And now? How boring and uninteresting!
Whereupon the “Jeunes”328 mounted a campaign against d’Indy and played the
Sarabandes and Le Fils des Étoiles, and so on, works that were once considered the
fruits of a round ignorance—wrongly, according to these “Jeunes.”
That’s life, mon vieux!
It’s a total nonsense.329

“[Satie] became a victim of group of supporters who selfishly wished to enshrine an earlier phrase
of his style for their own purposes, thus ignoring his recent evolution. For Satie, as for Debussy, it
was the clique of “Debussystes” associated with the Société Musicale Indépendante who wished to
“reclaim” him from the Schola.” Fulcher, 204.
327 The Société Musicale Indépendante was founded by Maurice Ravel with the help of notable figures
like Charles Koechlin and Florent Schmitt. The society was founded in 1909 as the rival of the Société
Nationale, which was directed by Vincent d’Indy and closely associated with the Schola. Michele
Duchesneau, “Maurice Ravel et la Société Musicale Indépendante: ‘Projet Mirifique De Concerts
Scandaleux’.” Revue De Musicologie 80, no. 2, 1994.
328 The group of young musicians formed around Maurice Ravel that proclaimed their preference for
Satie's earlier work (from the pre-Schola period).
329 Volta, 28 (from the Conrad Satie Collection, transcribed by P.D. Templier).
326
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The nineteenth-century plainchant revival movement led French musicians to examine the
concept of tonality in a way that had never been done before then. They sought to gain an
understanding of the tonality of plainchant in comparison to modern tonality, and this
process required a clear grasp of tonality itself. Through their attempts to make a clear
distinction between the two types of tonality and to discover the ways in which modal
melodies and tonal harmony may coexist, the harmonists of the revival movement expanded
the scope of tonality.

Attitudes varied among the harmonists regarding how distinct the language of plainchant
harmonization should be from so-called “modern tonality.” Owing to such disagreement, a
comparison of various harmonization treatises can present a variety of ideas according to
which a modal melody may be harmonized. The diverse possibilities of modal harmony
presented in plainchant harmonization treatises provided refreshing compositional
resources for those composers who were seeking new ways to write their music.

The works of the composers like Liszt, Fauré, and Satie show varying ways of incorporating
the influences of the plainchant harmonization studies. Their works cultivate harmonic
languages that lie beyond the confines of major-minor tonality in ways different from
extreme chromaticism or denial of tonality. Further study can reveal more about the works
of not only these three, but of later composers who also incorporated neo-modality in their
works, like Claude Debussy, Maurice Ravel, Maurice Duruflé, and Francis Poulenc.
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